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only that, but you will sleep much
easier nights when yon know
your
Better open up an acmoney is safe.
count in our bank.
For further information call any time, ltemember
your money is always at vour disposal
just the same.
allow lllwral

interest
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A small piece of paper in check form
will settle up any account. Isn't that
much better and a great deal
qnleker
than counting it out in bills?
Not

on

check accounts.

Mrs. C.

Now
The
ih»'

sooner

«ooner

you open a
will vorir

:

Mifc*
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>r,

Ma

the
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p
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talks
dents.

in Ellsworth

few

a

days

full

A

contained in the

the life of

on

bar of the

Salisbury

one

of

Baptist

Cove

church.

Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Brann, of Ellsworth, reached their golden wedding an-

was

niversary yesterday. Owing to
health of Mrs. Brawn, thtre was

the
no

ill

cele-

bration of
the event. Mr. and
Mrs.
York, to resume his work there.
Frank A. Stock bridge, of Bar Harbor, i Brawn have four children living —Eugene
I)., of Ellsworth; Winfield, of Bar Harbor,
was in Ellsworth a few days last week.
Edwin and Charles, of Massachusetts.
Miss J. A. Thompson returned last
They have ten grandchildren and one
night from a trip through the South and :
New

fined to the house two weeks with

buying Groceries

at

ot‘

ELEGANT FLOUR,

accordingly.
ga

on

“A

This

of

Mrs.

fell

snow

in

bai-

every shelf and

No. 1

counter.

J. A. HAYNES,

ln

Th^a7;>ps;^tSlore-

child are
parents, Mr.

I

inches

Wm.H. H. Rice relief corps w'ill

serve

Capt. Henry J. Joy, w ho has been seriously ill the past two weeks, continues to
confined to the
improve, though still

high
of

school
two

Friday

closed

The

weeks.

will open next
for the spring term.

W. Tripp is again

Orriu

weeks ago Mr.
of pneumonia,

Tripp

was

for

a

common

city

schools of the

Monday

ill.

A few

dangerously ill

Chinese

seriously
laundry

He

was

taken

ill.

on

The Reliable
into its store

Whether it’a

a

range

or a

fui

nace—if it U a

"Clarion”, it it
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Blabop Con
Bangor. Sold by

Bank

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Main Street,

AT

H. C, Austin & Co.'s
If it is a mattress you
intend to purchase, be
sure to

get an Ostermier
—guaranteed not to mat.

Hay

Wanted
W. J. PHLLPS,

Ctettr cfConmercc
Keftrt-nee:

lit aeon

Huston Mass.
Trust Com j any.

in

the

First national bank

C.

spending

B.

Mitchell,

the winter with

who

baa

been

her husband in

Beaufort, N. C\, on the yacht “Eolis”,
started for Maine last Saturday.
They
report a pleasant winter. Capt. Mitchell

proceed

as

far

south

sUiumisnunUft<

since

75

In business 37 1-3 years and lias paid
regular semi-annual dividends.
HANKING

16 State Street,

Ellsworth, Me.

FOR SALE.

Ellsworth Marine Railway
ready

for

Also* steam saw
business.
and planing mill connected;
mill
Td.vio; three lloors.
Everything in good condition,
ready to do business.

Ellsworth Marine Railway Co.
F. S. Loud, Manager.

he

has

been

physician
at Danvers, Mass.

at the

insane

employed as an
hospital for the

j

brothers.

He

Miss

Hazel

gave a delightful
at her home Satur-

Giles

“April Fool” party

Some

evening.

day

married.

was never

features

appro-

priate to the day opened the evening’s
fuu, and novel contests were
enjoyed. In one a tray containing
numerous

few

minutes’

served.

were

We have all ihe facilities

f

as

the

Dry

required by

2 banking institution, and,
#

J

2
#
x
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“THE
/

FRESHMAN.”

W K9T

to

no better.
Joseph
Mrs. Henry Higgins is ill of grip.
Austin O. Conary and wife are ill.
Charles Ells, of Bluehill, called
friends here recently.

S.

be

play, “Tbe High School Freshman,” at
Hancock hall Monday evening, April 17.
The play is being staged under the direcThe proceeds are
tion of Fred E. Cooke.
for the base ball team. The cast of char-

Ora and

eightieth

milestone,

health and

capable

Maine

is

E.

H.

last week.

Edward Ellsworth
Will Thornton, a senior.Fred L Mason, jr
Jack Morrell, a football coach,
Harold Hawkes
James Clarke, a reckless broker’s son,
Bryant Moore
Charlie Ja-ckson, a cheer leader.. .Owen Daffy
Ham Helton, a student from the West,
Walter Mason
Julius Cohen, a freshman from the Ghetto,
Tito Rossello
Lew Sampson, used by Clark as a tool.
Philip Mason
Orrie Morton, a young dilettante,
Everett Strout
Si Harris, a country product,
Harold Oould
Beu Castle, who thinks study a bore,
William Flanagan
Ross Finnerty. an Irish youngster,
Herbert Beal

Robert Carlisle, w ho
again. Mrs. Carlisle,
ill, is also out again.

bor.

visit of several

a

A. W. Buzzell has been confined to the
houses week by injuries received from a
fall, but is now* out again. Mrs. Buueli
is ill of tbe grip.

George Meader and wife, who were
recently in Aroostook county,
are visiting Mr. Meader’s parents, John CD
burned out

Meader and wife.

with

Mrs. Henry Bartlett and niece, Florence
Frazier, were guests of George M. Cunningham and wife Saturday and Sunday

Har-

COMING EVENTS.

Sunday at
ELLSWORTH.

The embroidery
Thursday afternoon

wife

days

Thursday, April 6, at G. A. K. hall—
Supper by Woman’s relief corps; 15 cents.
Thursday evening, April 6, at town
hall, Lamoine—Dance given by ladies of
Lamoine.
Dance tickets, 50 cents; refreshment tickets, 30 cents couple; extra
gentlemen, 15 cents.
Friday evening, April 7, at Bayside

are

home

in Boston.
meet

on

with Mrs. Arthur

will

W.

club

Salsbury.
Mrs. A. W. Ellis was in Orono Tuesday,
guest of her brother, Dr. Frank

the

!

grange

;

Whitcomb.

string of colts.
Each day he rides by train from Ellsworth to Bangor, is met at the station by
one

boys,

of his stable
or

home.

three

drives the colts for

hours, and

then

returns

years he has followed this
keeping most of his horse stock

For

practice,
at Maplewood park.

Mr. Greely

colts,

but

and

breaker of

a

they always

was

stage driver,
horses, and
He took lessons
a

uutractable

succumbed.

in the art from Karey, or one of his confreres, he has told us, and when he goes out
with a colt he knows what that colt will
do nearly always. Then, too, he is a man
of rugged strength still, and when he
stops u horse the horse knows there is
somebody there. We have ruldcn with
him when we confess we would rather
have been in the office of the Bangor
house, but nothing ever happened.
Mr. (»r
ly has rae^d on about all the
tracks from Nova Beotia to Boston, and
Ho
has an acquaintance
even
wider.
ow ned Bingen, with George Leavitt, got
horse
son
01
that
in
good speed-begetting
Co!umbo, and has now a young stallion in
Maine Todd, by Todd, that is winning
gol en opinions for the quality of hi* get.
Mr. Greely is the grand old mail of M mu*
h >rscdoib.
May he long be able to drive a
speedy one!

hall —Dance.

Saturday evening,
hall—Dance.

April 8,

at

Society

Foster went to Costigan Monday, |
Tuesday evening, April 11, at Society
returning Tuesday. His son Arthur is |
i hail—Dancing school and extra.
station agent there.
Monday evening, April 17, at Hancock
Miss Marjorie Jellison went to Bangor
hall—“Tbe Freshman,” by boys of Ellsher
to
visit
noon
grandmother,
Tuesday
i worth high school. Admission, 25 cents;
Mrs. Mary D. Jordan.
reserved seats, 35 cent3; on sale at Moore’s
Mrs. Asa C. Flood went to Bangor last
! drug store.
week, called there by the serious illness of
I Wednesday, April 26, 1 p. m., at county
Mrs. W. B. Cram, of the grip.
courthouse County road meeting, under
Arthur A. Robinson and Seth H. Jordirection of State commissioner of high!
mornwere
here
of
Bangor,
Tuesday
dan,
ways, P. L. Hardison.
*
|
on
the
noou
train.
ing, returning
Saturday atternoon and evening, April
j
Mrs. Edmund R. Giles and Hollis Giles,
29, at the C. P. Dorr store, Main street—
of Amherst, were Sunday and Monday
Sale by Thursday club of Congregational
guests of Mi's. Giles’ Bister, Mrs. Charles I
A. E.

church.

W. Smith.

1...-1

Ticomc hose company held its annual
meeting Tuesday
evening. Frank L.
Heath was elected foreman, Charles A.
C.
Austin
Joy clerk, and George
E. Hatch died

home
rs.

■■■==

•SBBcrtiscmcnts.

Just Received; A Barrel

Monday morning

here, at the age of twentyMr. Hatch had been ill of tu-

of Extra

berculosis about two years, and although
he had made a brave tight against it, be
has been gradually failing. He was an ex-

yet

of

ill, is oat
seriously

to teach.

home

Martin H. Haynes and
from

was

Miss Gracia M. Hooper, who has been
her grandparents,
James W.
Carter and wife, has gone to Isle au Hast

from Boston,
where he has been for teu days.
E. Loweree is

D.

who

visiting

FALLS.

Miss Isabel Falvey spent
Qreen Lake with her parents.

has been

Annie H. Carter is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Martin Giles, and brother, Millard
Carter, at Ellsworth Falls.

_______

ELLSWORTH

oa

Ira Carter have gone to Orlaad

Harry Templeton, the freshman,

nearing
rugged as to emplary young
handling a lively both here and
his

now

Meader is

Fails, where they have employment.
Dorothy Taylor, of Sullivan, was the
guest of her sister, Mrs. A. K. Guptili,

acters follows:

nine ye

striking personalities

ED I jS \\ O RTH

—-

Prcm-nteil by Ellsworth
High School Buys.
Tbe boy* of tbe Ellsworth high school
interested in athletics will present the

Huy

at his

among the horsemen of
Greeley, ot Ellsworth,

I

UNION TRUST COMPANY OF ELLSWORTH.

George

[From the American Home Breeder.)
One of the most

up-to-date

an

in addition, we place at the
of
our
customers
the benefit of the collective
disposal
character, ability and experience of a most efficient
staff of officers and employees.
If you are in need of an investment, or desire the
benefit of our banking opportunities, in any way,
call us tip, write us come in and see us, or we will
send our representative to see you and get in touch
with you.

treasurer.

Veteran Horseman.

A

Some would think it unsafe for a man of
his years to dri/e a lot of high-spirited

ROOMS:

and

when

assistant

two

Equipped

I\, Mgr.

and

1910,

Cunningham, of Bar Harbor,
and Miss Blanche V. Haynes, of Trenton,
were married by
Rev. P. A. A. Killam

will

Ellsworth

WHIN IN DOUBT BUY

H. C. AUS

Savings

1906,

Galen A.

Mrs.

Hancock Co.

Clothing Co. is moving back

Monday noon, at the Baptist parsonage in
Ellsworth.

RELIABLE

in

licious refreshments

but got out.

arid is

in the Stuart
Water street, which has been
closed the past two years, has been reopened by Charlie Shim, of Bangor.

WITH THE

Bowdoin

from the Harvard medical school in

walls.

grip,

The

OLD

from

graduated

building, which has been greatly improved
by its new steel ceiling and freshly-tinted

ith

building

CLARION.

health and marine

articles was submitted for a
inspection, then removed,
and the contestants wrote from memory
a list
Natalie
of articles on the tray.
Young won the prize for girls, and Morton
Whitcomb that for the boys. In the “artgallery” contest, from which the contestants goesaed the different articles repren he display, Martha Milliken won
sente
the girls’ prize, and Morton Whitcomb
again carried off the prize for boys. De-

w

DEPOSIT YOUR MONEY

may-

to

Word has been received hero of the
house.
death at Sailors’ Sung Harbor, Quincy,
Elmer Archer, of Brewer, B. F. Stevens, I Mass., on March 29, of Elisha W. Cousins,
of Bangor, and Herman S. Austin, of Lew- aged seventy-seven years. Mr. Cousins
iston, were hero to attend the funeral of was the son of Levi H. Cousins. He folJohn J. Scott.
lowed the sea for many years, but on acThe April term of the supreme judicial count of increasing deafness was obliged
court for Hancock county will convene to give up the life of a sailor. He dually
next Tuesday, with Chief-Justice L. A. found a pleasant home at the Sailors’
Snug Harbor, remaining there until his
Emery presiding.
He was respected by all for his
death.
Irene chapter, O. E. S., will hold its
and genuine Christian
regular meeting Friday evening. The kindly disposition
He was the lust of three
officers are requested to be present, as character.
The

—

unique display

of

Main street

public

supper to-morrow evening at G. A. R. hall.
Members are requested to furnish food.

vacation

lilt

a

of

Friends of Dr. George Parcher were
glad of the opportunity last Friday to
congratulate him on his appointment as
an assistant surgeon in the United States

Ellsworth this morning,

there will be work.

*

also

club

be held at the C. P. Dorr store
on Saturday afternoon and
evening, April 29. The affair is sure to
give its patrons satisfaction, and the
people of Ellsworth and vicinity are
cordially invited to be present.
on

and

Wednesday, April 5, ^911-Four

L_^J

THIS IS A 6000 BANK TO DO BUSINESS WITH

hospital service.
Jot
diary.
He has been stationed at Ellis island, New
Kev. P. A. A. Killam left yesterday for !
York harbor, and went on doty last SatWaterville to attend a meeting of the \
A dance will follow the play,
urday. Dr. Parcher is a son of George A.
inter-denominational commission.
music by Higgins’ orchestra, of Bar
Parcher and wife, of this city. He was

I'm making

a “ran” on HarFlour-winter wheat; ft
all-round
Hour. Muy NOW and
superb
you get yours for f&.26 per barrel.
With Hour prices “looking up”, here’s
a very wise “buy” for YOU I
week

ter's A

prices
big

candy;
baskets,

it down iu your

of every j ossible expense;

and whittled down

Lawrence, wife

A.

Lawrence’s
Justice King and wife.

I’ve cut

cash-down store.

is

Patrick E. Kearns and family left yesterday for Spokane, Wash., where they
will make their home.

visiting

my

con-

grip,

again.
Miss Barbara Mason, of Old Town, is
visiting her grandparents, Charles W.
Mason and wife.

Glenn

advantage

the Congregational church is
making interesting
plans for a sale of aprons, fancy articles,
cooked food a specialty, and home-made

out

Yet Less to Pay 1
That’s the

great-grandchild.
The Thursday

to Cuba.

"".

PEOPLE

Presi-

our

leaves a widow, a brother Frank Bowden, of Salisbury Cove, and a step-daughter Mrs. Frank E. Sherman, of Bar Harbor.

Arthur Studer left Saturday night for

More to Eat,

?#

He

last week,

City-Clerk T. E. Hale, who has been

for THE

f
query-box, X

Nathaniel F. Bowden, formerly of Ellsworth, died at his home in Bar Harbor
Friday, March 31, aged seventy-three
years. He hud been a resident of Eden
mor than tw< nty years.
ITe w as n mem-

returned

Ferdinand Wardsttll, |o( Gardiner,

Itronchrs at Old Town and Muchlua.

questions

and

ro.

ro.

Marion Joy is visiting her brother
Presque Isle.

Mias Annie M. Cod nick has
from a business trip to Poston.

10.

union trust company
OF ELLSWORTH

1 Ithe bank!

this will be the

as

meeting of the year, and plans for the
year’s work will be discussed.
Arthur Parcher and Robert King are
home from Bowdoin and Clarence Tapley
from Colby for the Easter recess. Parcher
left Monday for Massachusetts to Join the
Bowdoin glee club which is giving a series
of concerts during the Easter recess.

Alb rt at

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.,

desired,

next

Uejrf- tered mail should be at postofict half
an hour before mail closes.
No Sunday mail.
Postofflce open on Sunday from 9 to 10 n m.

:

s«*feftruardinjr and protection that is possible only
with a carefully manag'd, financially strong
bank.
We pay libera* in‘.rest on deposits subject to cheek. A*k for particular*.

is

last

MAIL CLOSK.H AT POSTOPTICB.

check account with us,
money have the proper

Monday evening, April

next

attendance

V KI».

Goinci Wot—10 30,11.15 a m; S.f>0and
Got no East—6.46 a ra; 4 and 6 pm.

Account!

teach-

The S. L.
will be entertained by Mrs.
John Patten to-morrow evening. In addition to music, readings and recitations,
the program will consist of a review of

From Wkst—7-13 a ro; 4.2* and 6.36 p m.
From East—11 06,11.45 a m; 5.53 and 10.62 p

Open That Check

winter

The next meeting of the literature club
will be at the borne of Miss Annie Mullan

effect f)ce. A, 11*10.
HKCVI

Foster has returned from

ing there. Miss Foster is with her fora
week’s vacation.

AT KLL8WORTM I’OSTOPPICK.

MAIL*

R.

Hull, Mass., where she spent the
with her daughter Paulene, who is

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
in

dtib*rt!Mnuntt.

Tortogus, where he will be joined by J. B.
Henderson, jr. They will do some shell
collecting there, and will return to Bar
Harbor in July.

Executor notice—Est John Teagle.
Executor notice— Eat Aum/iah C Hooper.
Woodmen's Casualty Co—Statement.
In bankruptcy—Benjamin F Thomas.
Standard Fire In* Co—Statement.
John O Kief—Notice of foreclosure.
E G Moore-Water glass.
J A Haynes—Groceries.
E F Robinson—Jeweler.
Harry C Austin A Co—Furniture and undertaker.
Hancock Point, Mr:
Notice to water-taker*.
Skoowiok, Mr;
Smith Bros—Notice.
Bucksport. Mr:
Bucknport I>oan A Building Assoc’n—Notice
of foreclosure.
Addison. Mr:
H 8 Kane—Young women wauled.
Boston:
W J Phillips Hay wanted.

No. 14

)I
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Heavy White

Water Glass for Pre-

serving Eggs.

man, and had many friends
at Bar Harbor, where he

worked several summers. He leaves
mother, Mrs. Carrie Hatch, one
sister- Mrs. Erast us J. Moore, of Lamoine,
had

besides his

and

church

—

Henry,

services will

Funeral

place.
the

brother

one

Wednesday

of

DIRECTIONS.

this
U9e

held at

be

as

afternoon at 2

into some

!

Gray

Maria

is with

Mrs.

Mary

Two men from Vermont were in tow n
last week purchasing potatoes.
Joseph H. Nason w’ent to Bangor Friday
on business, returning Saturday.

I

eggs to

put in cellar

Falls,

visited

Mad docks, last

Moore,

of

recently.

L. Perry and wife, of Sorrento,
guests of their sister. Mrs. Harold
E. Maddocka, Thursday night and Friday.

use

professional
for

Place
cool

cover on

Jar and

place.

FOR SALE AT

Parcher’s

Drug Store,

ELLSWORTH.

her sister, Mrs. Hannah
w’cek.

Delmont

A Saco

them.

or some

Ellsworth

were

new

cover

daughter,

Mrs. Louise Moore visited her
Mrs. Hiram Danico, at Nicoiin,

Geraldine

|
I

Pour

suitable

t

NORTH KLIiSWORTH.
Mrs.
Moore.

part of Water Glass to ten tlmea

much water that has been boiled.

jar, drop eggs into liquid
until jar is filled, leaving enough liquid over

o’clock.

Mrs.

one

the

man

vacuum

has

found

cleaner.

a

He

cleans liis horses with it and says the
scheme works first rate.

Do You Want FLOWERS?
Call the Ellsworth Creenhouse,
Phone 43.
We always have Boses and Pinks, and
in a d't on have iivw spring flowers—
DatftMlils Hyacinths and Tulips
We
make a speealty of artistic design work.

j

amurUBcuuni*

ttintoal ttenctit fioimnn.
HDITBO

[te Motto:

Prwfr Mooting Topic For the
Beginning April 9. 1911.

Week

D. D.
toy Rev. Sherman H. Doyle.
'Wbe states need to be painted white.
Same of them have been. We give

communications, and Us mocese depends largely
on tbe support given U In tnls respect- Com
of
m: nlcatlons must r*e signed, but the name
writer villi not be printed except l»y perm salon
Communications will be subject to approvalor
rejection by the editor of the column, but non*
Address
will be rejected without good reason

take

IjMilrn foe that.
The good people in some of
minir
flpBe commonwealths of ours have
•4n the terrible evils of the liquor
tapMte They have handed themselves
They have worked and they
in
hfiye prayed. They have risen up
(Mr might and they have declared,
ac,rhpe will have no more of this And
thing within our borders.”
othlaok spots are left anywhere within them. What these states have doue
oAer states can do and ought to do
nod, we believe, will do. For what
nor*! right has any state to suffer
such a traffic as this? It is a curse and
DOthinc but a curse. It curses man,
btofr. brain and son!. It wrecks thousahds upon thousands of homes. It
fills our almshouses and : ^ylums. our
penitentiaries and our prisons. It inspires to all manner of crime. It Is alof
ways and everywhere the enemy
everything sacred to God and to man.
Itecaiise it is all this, and much more
thgn this, the liquor traffic is doomed.
Ifewas never nearer death’s door than
Jtl» today. It is dying hard, but die it
must. Do you smile as you read this?
0*n you not discern the signs of the
times? What else does it mean, this
tg|$tle which is raging all along the
aae. this campaign of education?
Are not millions of our boys and girls
beteg taught the evil effects of alcohol
Are not
iqmi the human system?
we

teenier

all communications

A THOUGHT OF WASHING-PAY.

The clothes line is a Rosary
Of household help and care;
Bach little saiDt the Mother loves
Is represented there.

^

Yon kerchief small wiped bitter
For ill-success at school;
This pinafore was torn in strife
’Twixt Fred and little Jule.

tears

And that device of finer web,
And over-costly lace,
Adorned our eldest when she danced
At some gay fashion place.

Dear

M. B. Friena«:

The poem above

was

written

by

Julia

-uc
u.mug
Ward Howe. Some of our busy workers,
ngf societies working against it? Are w hen “hanging out the clothes’ may tiud
nffi thousands upon thousands t>e- pleasure in the “Rosary thought” of Mrs.
nffis htn_. God day and uight to deliver
Howe.
db ksa it? What does it all mean
It is a rare treat to hear from one of my
of
our
cent
72
agriculturists
per
that
Will not some of tbe
M. B. nephews.
i^kHiiiniili against ibe man who uses others follow tue example of “M. B. V. ’?
I am glad you still tlnd tbe column interof
our
cent
that
79
and
i>er
Ibffir
! eating.
manufacturers. 88 per cent of our
Dear Aunt Madge and M. H. winter*:
tmdesmen and 90 per cent of our railHere is another shamefaced M. B. who has
road officials are doing the same
been doing his part for the M. B. column.
tffinp? We are not shallow optimists, not
But that beautiful poem, “The Great Spider,”
hot we firmly believe that the deathsent by Nell, brought me to my senses and
tsull at Hie liquor traffic is already
woke me up. I dou't know but that you and
Muffing. It would have sounded long some of the M. B. sisters may think me past
0*0 IT men. instead «f listening to the
the age limit to correspond for the M. B.
vWeee of ignorance and prejudice, of
column; if so, you
may consign it to the
aiffiettte and greed, had listened to waste basket, and l*t me know and I will not
bother you again.
the voices of reason and of conscience,
If I do not write very often, I wish to let you
at nettgion and of God.
know
that I always read the M. B. column.
fJO-smo ought to be in any donbt as
We have had a long cold winter, but if any
to where we stand on this liquor quesof you are getting tired of it ana are inclined
tmf, Where does Christ stand—Christ. to fret 1 will tell you that my busannah says
tW- friend of the poor; Christ, the lover
there are two things we shouldn't fret about—
rf men? Where Christ stands there one, is what we can help, and the other what
It is
aRp stands the true Christian.
we cannot help. She says if we can help it.
we should, and if we cannot, it is useless to
not enough for us to say, "I am opposM. V. B.
sd'to the liquor traffic.” In no way, worry.
shape or manner ought we to counteWest Trenton.
nance It We ought to pray against it.
Dear Aunt Madge and M. B.'n:
We
We ought to work against it
It has been some years since my last letter
ought to use all our influence against appeared in the M B. column, and 1 feel a
littie
sh> about asking you to let me join yon
it We ought to band ourselves with
for this once. I have been a silent reader of
these who are actively engaged in
the good, nice letters, and have had many a
working for its suppression, help with
good laugh when I read some of the spicy
■r money in the fight that they are
things that were written iu them, and wished
making and do all in onr power to I could do as well. If I could. Aunt Mange
hasten the day of victory.
would not be neglected, as 1 fear she has quite
_

_

number of

times, but as one Mutual has
staled, we prefer it that way sometime*.
BIBLE READINGS.
in Feb H issue some ona of the ,\1. B.'s has
Prov. XX. 1; xxiii. 20. 21. 29-32:
asked about the work aud methods and beneIsa. xxviii, 7 and 8: Bom. xiv.
fits of the lied Cross. 1 enclose a clipping I
13; I Cor. viii. 13: Kph. v. 18.
have, and hope it may be of service to you.
The poem selected by Aunt Emma. “When
we sang in the old church
choir,” brings
back to memory many thoughts of the time
Some Bible Work.
when I, too, saug in the old church choir. I
When our Junior meetings closed for
have a poem that I would like to send the
tfte summer we gave each Junior a
column; something in the same
line of
booklet made of pink paper and pretti- “Hymns of Long Ago”, but lear if this should
decorated with pictures of flowers
be worthy of the press it would be too
lengthy.
birds and children, cut out of post*
The Mutuals have oeeu quite excited over
onrds and picture cards and pasted on the rcaubmission question. I am very much
to ”free rum”, aud wish we had more
opposed
tbe different pages.
voung men, and old ones, too, in this broad
The outside cover bore the name of
lAud of ours, with the gri<, character, detertbe Junior, and the first page was ln- i
! mination,
of soul ana tine sense of
pribed. “Junior C. E. Bible Work For honor thutnobility
Mrs. L. M. N. Hteveus has. Our
the Summer of 1910,” and on the other
prohibition law would then stand as firm as
pages were references given, one for Mt. Desert hills.
g.
each week, to be memorized during
The results of the work of the Ked Cross
tbe summer.
These were tbe references: Matt vi, order will be found a fining continuation
a

ly

j

I

*

28-30, 33; Fs. Ixvii, and the Beatitudes. !

of the

subject

in which

so

many are interhad the origin

Each Junior who could recite these ested. Two wseks ago we
of the order. If others can add
verses from memory tb the fall was
any in! formation iu regard to it, please do not
presented with a Junior badge.
They were also given pretty cards I hesitate to forward the same, that we may
With an envelope pasted on the ba k | all have the benefit of it,
in which to put their offerings for mis- I
WORK OF BBD CROSS.
sions during the vacation.
A charter granted by Congress and
apBoth the booklets and the cards were
proved by the President Jan. 6, 1905, began a
prepared by the Young People’s So- new epoch for the American Ked Cross.
Tuts
ciety of Chri-tian Endeavor and pre- assigned broad powers to the lied Cross and
sented to the Juniors.—Anna E. Pierce. gave it an official status.
William M. Taft,
____

then secretary of war, accepted ita
presiField Secretary For Kansas.
dency. a position which he still holds. The
of the organization, accordIt has be
dream
responsibilities
and
the
ambifixe
tion of Kansas for several years to [ ing to its charter, are as follows:
“To furnish volunteer aid to the sick and
have a fir'd secretary. Now at length
weundeu of armies in time of war • »
*
this dream has been realized in the ap- and to carry on'a
system .( national and international relief in tune of peace aud
pointment of W. I. Jones of Emporia, the
upp.y
same in mitigating the sufferings caused
who has just begun his labors.
by pestilence, famine. h.t. rio. ds and other
Mr. Jones is « graduate of Emporia great national calamities, and to devise and
on measu.es for preventing the same.”
He has been a successful carry
college.
The Ked Cross is governed by a central
teacher, and In order to accept the
committee of eighteen, of whom six are apeal! of the Kndeavorers of his state
pointed by the President of the United State*
be has had to seek release from a and twelve
elected. This committee appoints
•choc! princfpalahip for which he had a national director. Under the central comContracted for the coming year.
mittee are state boards which are financial
The new field secretary is an earnest representatives in the collection and d!sChri stian yonug man who has attained
bis present position by dint of hard
CofHtn which da"* hen rves never
yet
Nasai Catarrh. The heavy feeling in
Work. He has been a leading worker cured
the f renead, the
stuffed-up seusation and
lit the First Congregational society in the watery discharge from eyes and nose,
g witn ail the other miseries attending
his home city, as well as in his city alo.
the disease, are put to rout
by Ely’s Cream
Union and district union.
Besl les. he Bairn. Smeil and taste are restored, breathUntil you try tbis
has regularly attended the state con- ing is made normal
remedy, you can form no idea of the good it
win do you.
tentions and lias taken part in them
Is app ied directly to the sore
All druggists, 60c.
spot.
nailed by Ely
Bros., 56 IVarreu Street, New York.
The

—-

ENDEAVOR'S

ij

!

REWARD.

We dream our dreams
And onward press
By firm endeavor.
On eddying streams.
Through toilsome stress.
We reach the harbor of success
And rest forever.
—John R- Clements.

I

Yoar tongue is coated.
Your breath is foal.
Headaches come and go.
These

symptom show that your stomach

is the trouble.

To

remove

the

five members

wm

cause

1

!
1
1

The

played by

and

recess

young people.

the

omitted.

was

present. One candidate was instructed in the third and fourth degrees.
At recess a harvest feast was enjoyed by
all. Highland grange has an invitation
to meet with

1.

Nicolin grange held a pleasant meeting
Saturday evening, with thirty members
and two visitors present. One application
for membership was received. After business

the

meeting

lecturer,

was

turned

over

to the

presented an interesting
music, readings, recitations

who

program of

and conundrums.

Country

HARVEST HOME,

bulky objects like doors, sasn,
shingles, siding, posts and cord-wood.
I>atry.j The pine, linden, aspen, white cedar,
*3#
Oleomargarinepoplar, birch, and willow are the nmt
►-an*
Fresh laid, par dor...20 suitable match limbers.
match-makers—not
The
the
Poultry.
matri20*22 | monial kind are already tindmg that the
Chickens.
Fowl.1*9*
amount ol choice limber available is
Hay
dwindling. Forest conservation, >1 »p.
Best loose, per ion.12*14 ;
plied to the holdings of the match < omBaled- -.14*18
j panies, like it is on Uncle Ham's nstinesl
..

After recess, the lecturer presented a fine
program of readings, recitations, singing,
There was a guessing contest, arranged by Bro A.' W. Buzzcll. and a prize
was awarded.
Mrs. O. H. Guptill, the
winner.
There was a special meeting

etc.

forests in the West, will do much to make
Loose.10*12 the .apply sufficient for a longer number
15 I of
Baled.
year* than would be the case if the oldtime wasteful lumbering methods of a lew
%eg*t*t> «•».
years
15 Onions,*
ago should continue The rapid in05*10
Potatoes, pk
crease id etumpage prices is one ol the
02
I0iai2 Carrots.*
Lettuce. Head
*
itt
chief
factors in encouraging the wisest
*
tannage.
Turnips.
j
05
IS
of the forests where suitable ma'cb tiwter
Parsnips,*
Sqaasn, *
S5 is available.
Spinach, pk
Pro It.
30*50 Lemons, dox
30#35
Orange*, dox
KiriKHV r*» 1* A HI HOI
85**0
Apples, pk
Hr*«

Monday evening, April 3, for conferring
the third and fourth degrees.
GOOD WILL, 376, AMHEBflT.
Good Will grange held ita regular session April 1 with a good attendance and
one visitor from Mountain View grange.
There was one application for membership. The lecturer presented a literary
program. It was voted to hold the regular meeting Friday evening instead of
Saturday, to give the members opportunity to attend the Foresters' meeting

1

j

urotvriM,

Coff«e—per ft

«

Beef, ft
8 eak.
Koawts.
Corned,

The harvest

supper was
given.
presented an excellent program, consisting of dumb-bell
exercise, singing, reading and hobo-band
attendance
Rainbow

with

and

visitors

several

Massapaqua

good number of moth nests
in.

The contest continues

PAMOLA,
The members of

265,

were

were

j

A

brought

one more

j

HANCOCK.

Pamols grange

I

40

are en-

joying

a contest during the month of
April
between the brothers and sisters. Satur-

<

18 'T3

chop,

Laid.

25
15sl8

Tongues, each

14*18
JO*45
U*14
20«u5
14*14
14*16,

Ham. per ft
hhuulutr.
Bacon.
Bait.

Prwsh riato.
06 0>*:er», qt
bO
u*i
Mur It a, ft
14
mm, qt
12*20
is
to 8h*u each
BcaiiOpw, qt
T>t*&
t-lone, 44vain auti r« ><i,
Oat*, hit
Flour—per bbl—
55
5 50**'
',*g 140*150
Corn. lGbft bag
Mil <rr<j. bag I 5t,t<| to
Coru meal.bag
1 15
viidiiliOk«.>>t( J 6u*ihf
Cracked corn.
I 15
A

who

*iay up all night
poker game toeing money can go to
in the first paragraph of a lecture on
to save his country.

Weary Travellers;** reading, Lula Crabtree; medley; reading, Mabelle Bennett;

man

Servian flood sufferers, 1910.
Costa Rican earthquake, 1910
Muiga Palos. Ala., mine dis.. 1910.
Northwest forest fires, 1910.
Minnesota forest fires, 1919.

Tokio, Japan, floods,

19.0.

Chinese famine. 1911.
Miscellaneous.

....

can

Total
In the

holiday

10,00000
42

of 1907 the Red Cross,
desiring to forward anti-tuberculosis work,
issued a Christmas stamp in the state of
Delaware and the city of Phildelphia. The
experiment was a success. Iu 1908 the movement was made national. The purpose is to
contribute to the support of organized tubercu osis work already in operation.
The net
proceeds of sales are expended in the states
and communities in which the sales are conducted. In 1908 the total sales of stamps
amounted to about *1j0.0u0, and in 1909 about
*2.0.000.

Chapman Catt, president

_

At
the

of

national ailment. Burdock Blo«>d Bitters is the national cure for it.
It strengthens stomach membranes, promotes
fl >w of digestive juices, purities the blood,
builds you up.— Advt.
our

j

K. fl.
\ t'nrrd
Ansa eons.

Mai

Mao.
N. i4„, Jan.

'.Ml.

31.

KwUy, Portland

ie

Mr

It

Cured
My

S

Back”
j

x
#

utcu

otoan s

i*uin

1

satisfactory

Leebe,
County, Ark.
Got Ease in Less Than Ten Minutes.
Mr. James E.
Alexander, of North Harpswell. Me., writes:—“I a»
horseshoer and subject to
many strains in my back and hips which has
on
,

a

brought

rheumatism in the sciatic nerve.
chair, that I had to jump
your

when sitting in
my
at once applied

I had it so bad one night
I
my feet to get relief.

on

SLOANS

following

resolutions were adopted on
Brother James M. Gerriah:

I
1

LINIMENT
th:ln ten
!?,less
Liniments.”

think it is the best of all
tnmtc

minutes it was

Sloan’s Liniment does not need
any
It’s a powerful
rubbing.
penetrant
Try it for Rheumatism, Sciatica,
Sprains, Chest Pains, and Sore Throat
It gives almost instant
relief.

Committee.

MOUNTAIN VIEW, 484, WEST EDEN.
Mountain View grange held its regular
meeting Friday afternoon and evening.
The final degrees were conferred on two
brothers and two sisters. Recess was deciared for supper at 8 o’clock. There were

a

Si

and used it with such
results that I sent for two large bottles,
and I have
up to this time used about half a 50 cent bottle with splendid
success. —James Hyde,
White

Leva St barns,
Madob Wood,
C. A. if AM OK,
Committee.

_

begin April

For twenty-nine years I Km
been at intervals a great sufferer
from rheumatism.
During that
1ft time, no telling how many
"
Ions of the various kinds of Iff
tnents and oils I have used and
with but little relief. Recently,
^ I was confined to my bed help-

Whereas. The Divine Reaper has again entered our midst aud taken from us our beloved brother, James M. Uerrish. Sc
hoodie
grange has sustained the loss of a worthy
and faithful brother; therefore be
it
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the sorrowing wife and family
and other relatives. Also that a
copy «»f
these resolutions be sent to them aud a
copy
be spread on our records, a
copy sent to the
Bangor Commercial and Thb Ellsworth
American for publication.
>
evolved, Thai we express our sorrow by
draping our charter for a period of thirty
days, aud that our badges be turned.
(4. W. Tracy.
G. E. Hanson,
Carkib Hammond,

International Women Suffrage alliance,
was talking in her New York office about
an anti-suffrage orator.
“He was badly
hazed,” she said, “during his last speech
in Brooklyn. His theme was the hackneyed one ‘Woman’s Sphere the Home.7

Dyspepsia is

to

April 3.

w*

8CHOODIC. 408, WINTER HARBOR.
a regular
meeting of ck-hoodic grange,

the death of

the

In the home woman wielded a
power far
greater tha the ballot, and so forth. “My
wife,” he cried, striking his breast proudly,
“my wife has made me what lam! ‘l'hat’s
the way with you men!' a shrill voice
shouted from the gallery.
‘Lay all the
blame on a woman!’”

special meeting*,

»b-

"It

L RESOLUTIONS.

season

__

Mrs. Carrie

A

voted Sunday to
Tilde n to a-*- ,»t

church

Herbert

ill be

tered our fraternal baud and taken our beloved brother. Walter liablek. jr.,
Resolve#, That in the death or this brother.
Bay View grange has lost a worthy member,
one who was always glad to be
among us
whenever his health permitted, leaviug ns »n
example of fidelity worthy of imitation.
Resolve#, That we deep.y sympathise with
the bereaved parents aud re stives in their
great loss, ami as a token of esteem aud respect. that our charter be draped iu mourning for a period of thirty days, aud a copy of
these resolutions be spread on our records, a
copy sent to the bereaved parents, and to the
local papers for publication.

1.000 00

*4.809.067

Baptist
Rev.

ABSmisrnuntB.

whereas. The Great Master of the Uniin His infinite wisdom has again en-

88.900 uO
6,1 GO GO
00

The

vit.e

I>ear f»lr
1
It bia been neverai yn;*
look the Ke-elev me and will nay that *"..dof
m a
I all lbt*i tln.f 1 nave never had tin :• a-t
«irr
sleep I for Aiiy kl< d of slimuiatn*.
1 wi*b I bad
taken the Cure .0 yea>* before 1 did
sisbvw
•
HcMuun. Am
tereiy yuora, Jo«.
Km*!. Nova Heoiia.

verse,

5,629 00
45.000 00
60c 00
5.000 00
000
13
00

82

school.

mittees in

54 KMOJtl

is expected huase

for

o5

song, chorus.
The next meeting,

Canadian forest tires 1908.
I.Oik u0
Italian earthquake. 19*'8.
990 780 69
Armenian outrages. 1909
30,000 00
< herry mine disaster. 1909.
101,000 00
Mexican flood, 1909
8,707 60
Darr mine disaster, i909.
402 32
Key West hurricane, 1909.
1.140 30
Portuguese earthquake, 1909. 1.300 eO
1909.

1.AMOIM-,

lijdgkins

Fred

Capt.
to-day.

fluid and Joseph Hodgkins lease to-day
Hebron, where they are attending

12*10

Saturday evening.
brothers’ night. The comof
the progiam are
charge
*
i.i u uu
uiin»|iiuc, t;|iuuuu. ..
Clara F. Johnson, Estella
Stratton, Arthur
286.855 67 Jellison and
Japaueae famine. 1906.
The
Hervey Sea mm on.
Yesuvian eruption. 13u6.
12.769 25 judges are O. W.
Foss, On ster Stratton,
California earthquake-tire. 1906..
2,856 28y 54 Effle L. Cook, Lola M. Crabtree.
17.353 88
Valparaiso earthquake, 906.
Jhii.ese fumimr. 1906.
327,725 48
HAY VIEW, 267, SALISBURY COVE.
Gulf storm. 1907..
»6*87
There were about sixty members present at the »Hht regular meeting. The
£...9^23
Kingston earthquake, 1907.
topic,
Russian famine. 19i>7.
9,0(J0 Ou ••How w ould automobile* affect the tow n
Caiabrian earthquake, 1907
233 60 of Edenf” whs opened by Harry Stearns,
followed by Julien Emery and others.
Monongah mine disaster. 1907....
373211
The discussion udmh much interest.
2. 67 38
Mississippi cyclone. I9u8.
Recitations and music occupied the reSouth China flood. 1908
2,000 c0 mainder of the lee tun r’s hour.
The first
S Carolina-Georgia, floods. 19C8..
912 05 degree will he conferred at the next meet30c t0 iug.
Micbigau forest tires. 9< 8.

Blueiields, Nicaragua.
Paris floods, 1910.

shooting. lIoiigdoD was forty-seven years
old, a carpenter by trade, and leaves a wife
and eight children.

Manager of

gram was presented: Song, chorus; reading, Ella Saunders; music, Caroly n Crabtree; suntlower
song;
tableau, ‘*The

w

15 j

55

12*45
K*is
17 918

cedar swamp three miles from his b<w.
with one empty shell lay beside the

<

day evening, April 1, was sisters* night.
Mrs. O. W. Foss was master, and Mrs. J.
Al. Oakes overseer.
The following pro-

April 8,

a

| A rifle

atf and Prowl-ion*.
Pork, ft:

Cod,
Haddock.
Halibut.

week.

The body of Brayton P. Ifodgrion, who
disappeared from his home in We«t Lej ▼ant March 19, was found Sunday Cm
!

corpse, and examination showed that tfie
bullet had pisaed entirely through the
10«1J | body. Coroner Finnegan, of Bangor, decided that U was a case of accidcoul

UoftM,
Ksroaete,

W*10

f01

Tongue.

in

Rice, per ft
d*<»Oe
Vinegar, gal
2**36
06
Ctacktd wheat.
04
Owtmrai. per ft
Buck wheal, pkg
2U
04
Urabam,
04
U>e meal,
Oran meal, ft
fi1*

MPgfOt UU—per gal—

Veal:
8»eak.
Ro.tata.
Laiub:
Lamb.

from

granges.

Havana,
Porto Kiro,
*!•

The lecturer

members

35

45*65
30*65

Oolong,
Hagar —per ft(irana.ated.
Y«l>ow. C
Powdered,

March 31 Sedgwick grange held its
regular meeting. The overseer called the
grange to order, and appointed Past Master G. M. Alien to occupy the chair. The
third and fourth degrees were conferred

Seventy-five

<*6

Tea—per ft—
Japan

skdgwick, 344.

selection.

UfK

Bio,
Mocha,
Java,

Saturday.

two brothers.

are

(dreamery per R.»#4C

Harvest Home grange held an interestwith twenty members present.
One candidate was instructed in the first and second degrees.

on

prod or*

Matter.

403, WENT ELLSWORTH.

ing meeting April 1,

relief board at present conducts a
department of firat aid and a department of
nnrsiog. Miners, railroad men. ttailora. workIn great industrial
men
establishments,
police and firemen are taught the practical
aid
of
first
to
the
application
injured. A car
especially equipped carries lecturers to all
parts of the country. Local physicaus continue the instruction after the car passes on.
Several thousand men are now receiving instructions in first aid in Pennsylvania. West
Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, Oklahoma, Iowa.
Tennessee and other states The Red Cross
also supervises the first-aid instruction given
by those in charge of the seven mine rescue
cars of the United .States bureau of miut-s,
In time of war the knowledge of first aid
widely inculcated would bring into the
volunteer ai'mies many ineu well prepared for
service in hospitals and in the care of
wounded on the battlefields.
In the last two years these societies have
participated effectively in Red Cross relief
work following disasters in Key West. Fla.;
Cherry. 111.: Birmingham, Ala.; I>r*.ke»boro,
Ky.. and the forest fire region of Miunesota.
Contributions made to sufferers in foreign
countries are under the direction of the international relief board. Usually the American Red Cross is
represented by ihe diplomatic or consular agents of the United
States nearest the point of relief operations.
Since 1905, the variety an « extent of the relief
work may be partly shown bv the following
table < I Red Cioas benefaction:

Threw

j

grange Satur-

Alamoosook

day evening, April

war

is the

first thing, and Chamber la iu’e Stomach
and Liver Tablets will do that.
Easy to
take and most effective.
Sold by all
dealers.

master

thirtyusual

visitors

burseroent of relief funds in their respective
and chapters which are local groups of
members.
Field work is divided into three classes and
is assigned to three boards—the war relief
board, the national relief board and the intsrnsticual relief board.

*

declared

work, tue
games

was

about

After the

HIGHLAND, 3M, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
At the regular meeting of
Highland
grange there were forty members and six

states,

I

with

present.

The literary program

Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
Every woman ought to have
Lydia E. Einkbain’s 80-pagc
Text Book. It is not a book for
general distribution, as it is too
expensive. It is free and only
obtainable by mail. Write for
it today.

mners

Thursday evening,

on

Out of the vast volume of experience
which Mrs. Pinkham' has to draw
from, it is more than possible that she
has gained the very knowledge needed
In your case. She asks nothing in return except your good will, and her
advice has heljied thousands. Surely
any woman, rich or poor, should be
glad to take advantage of this generous offer of assistance.
Address Mrs.
Pinkham, care of Lydia E. Pinkham

A stranger passing, I salute
The Household in its wear.
And smile to think how near of kin
Are love anti toil and prayer.

given.

RAINBOW, 2U3. NORTH BROOKSVILLK.
Rainbow grange met in regular session

of her priTato illness to a woman:
J thus has been esl tablished this confidence between
Mrs. Pinkham and
of
) the
women
America which has
) never been broken.
L.su
wkwccm
jsevir nas six* published a testimonial or used a letter
without the written consent of the
writer, and never has the Company
allowed these confidential letters to
get out of their possession, as the
hundreds of thousands of them in
their tiles will attest.

For Celia's scarlet stockings hang
Beside Amelia's skirt.
And Bilbo's breeches, which of late
Were sadly smeared with dirt.

;

man can irrriv

264.

Lamoine grange held it* regular meetA
ing March 28, with twelve present.
program of readings, conundrums, etc.,

')

And when across her garden plot
She walks, with thoughtful heed.
I should not wonder if ahc told
Bach garment for a bead.

j

North Blnehiil.

Women suffering from any form of
illness are invited to promptly communicate with Mrs. Pink ham at Lynn,
Mass. All letters are received, opened,
read and answered by w omen. A wo-

to

TlIK AMfcKICAH,
Kllsworth. Me.

jylfi

Saturday, May 6-Meeting of Hancock
grange with Halcyon grange,

was

MAKINtt.

Million Mntohww a
*
Vawd In the World.
By the end of tbw brief minute taken to
mad them paragraphs, the nation, qf
u
civilized world will have struck
million matches. This is the
average (or
every minute of the twenty-tour hour.
„|
the day. Fifteen hundred billion is
LAKE VIEW, 461, HAPFYTOWW.
u*
lake View grange held its regular meet- enormous number for the entire year, sni)
under the American
ing April 1, with the overseer presiding! those living
flsgsp,
One candi- ; said to be responsible for the
and an average attendance.
consumption
first and of one-half of this amount.
date was instructed in the
The importance of the industry
second degrees. The topic, “Does it pay
which
to
teach
agriculture in oar public turns out the little splint.-rs of weed
schools?” was discussed and laid over tipped with sulphur or some other
until the next meeting owing to the ab- rial ignited by friction is only recognised
The next when the average smoker tries to contemsence of the worthy lecturer.
plate bis predicament if he had to (l)
regular meeting will be held April 15.
back to the time when he had to
essx.
ALAMOOSOOK. 400. EAST ORLAND.
spark from a tinder box. Of course, the
Alatnoosook grange had an attendance answer is, be would smoke a great deal
of sixty-eight at its regular meeting less because of the difficulty in getting,
Saturday. Highland grange worked the light, or else, ou the other hand, seioke
third and fourth degrees on two candi- continuously in order to keep alive the
dates.
There were visitors from High- Are st the end of his cigar, pipe or rig,,
land, Narramissic and Verona granges. rotte, as the case might be.
Hmall and insigniAoaut as it is, tp,
Supper was served and a social time enA program consisting of vocal match demands perhaps ss much sttenjoyed.
and instrumental music, readings and tion in the choice of the wood going into
dialogues was furnished by the lecturer, its manufacture sa any other forest proMillie Snow.
duct.
.Only the choicest portions 0(
the best trees are suitable.
Hspwood,
knotty or cross-grained timber will not
KLLSWOKTII MARKETS.
do. Instead ol being a
by-prodnet of
other articlea of manufacture the little
The quotations below give the range of
match is turned out at hundreds of mills
retail prices in Ellsworth.
over the country where the by-product,

Pomona

LA MO INK,

MATCH

ant

DATB.

FREE
ADVICE
TO WOMEN

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

The purposes of this column are suoclnctly
stated In the title and motto— It la tor the mutual
benefit, and alms to be nelpful and nopeful
com
Being f«»r toe com non good. It Is f»r the
In
mon use—a public servant, a pnrveyor of
formation and suggestion, a medium fortheln
terchangc of Ideas. In >hls capacity it solicits

IMc.—Pain tins the states white.—Ps.
aJJl-7. (Temperance meeting.) Edited

From that

HAI>0»”-

BY “AUNT

aixty patrons present, and a pleassocial lime was enjoyed. After recess,
order was resumed snd during the lecwere
after-dinner
turer’s hour there
speeches by the brothers and sisters, with
W. M. D. G Mall as toastmaster, which
There will be work
were greatly enjoyed.
in the first degree at the next meeting.
about

among tfyc (ftrangtr*.

Price 25c., 50c., and *1.00
at Atl Dealer*.
Sloen-. Pro. Book „u II.,homo
,t,lUr.o.

Send for

i

DR^ARL

S.

SLOAN, BOSTON, MASS.
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DISEASE.

On* Doctor Think* It th*
Only Cause
of Cancer.
While Dr. Snow, the English
anti-vivisect t ni*t, announce* I hat
worry alone i*
the i„u*e of
cancer. Modern Me Heine,
which Dr. Snow
denounce*, goe* farther
fh«n he doe* in concluding that
worry in
itaelf i* the great disease of the
age. In
the last two year*
text-book* have been
written oo the subject.

“Worry,”

say*

one

author,

“is the root
of all cowardly
passion*, and all the introspective form* of depression are the chil-

referred to
j| stoutly
reolly ,tbe physicians of

os

j
j

1

tiv*.

A

man

who

a

res

itimaUnt, bat
that it

ill

sedo-

drinks is presumed to

do

so
because he wants contentment.
“He wants to be able to calm the worrying mind, to banish care and to bring
peace.”
There is a scare for women, as well as
men in all this, lor the writers
say “domestic worry”, which a woman gets by
taking her household cares to heart, brings
more
trouble
to women than outside
worry brings to men. “It makes a woman
older and it makes her look older."

j theNow here is the remedy t bat sums up all
dren of worry.”
little remedies which Dr. Sallee byI
"Ktimmate it,” he says.
gives:
"Ihm*t
worry,” aay« another,
,ir*l.
J “The foremost physical cures of worry,
“Cultivate a quiet and peaceful frame of
Iwke, wound. In IfflOK there j
in
the first
then, are,
**
place, such
the
In
lu»- employed
a
.. r«
j mind,” urges third medical man.
**"
measures, according to circumstances, as
and
In
vesttl.
:
"Then*
invc.tfd
is nothing tangible in ail
>nrt ti
that,’' procure abundant and norm >1 steep, and,
In up- remarks Dr. George L.
md.id.ng outfit; «S7«,(«0
Walton, who has in the same place, such measures as proin shore ! *“e< ntly written a book on the
ol apt>irc: «m* «UW,000
cure easy, rapid, and
subject.
complete performcash.
and
The
I
"Replace one thought with another,” ance of the digestive
property
tract, the influence
was greater in 19C8
he advises, the idea Wing to drive out the
.-tinipmant
of which ia always dominant in determinpreviooi canvMa; the worrisome thought. He says himself, ing the presence or absence of that sense !
*
cent, since though, that the
being more tnan 50 per
pimple admonition not to or organic well-being which is the one :
which
1 *Ioc was $1,475,000,
worry, "i» like advising one not to walk
1«9 When th
physical condition that excludes the pos- j
value awkwardly who has never learned to
I Lj ,iwn r" *' ‘>nnQ *n
walk sibility of the morbid worry.
a
,ar*vr invest roan l I otherwise.*’
?--sl*.OO0.
“When such a patient is cured and the ’
litfW
All the writers agree that worry is due
rif.J at any subsequent canp
organic sense of well-being returns, the j
! to self-consciousness. “Whatever is
t*u. pr;
said, belief, as a belief, persists, but it no
\ Tbe non *-r *'f persona employed, ex- j done, or left undone by others,” remarks longer causes any worry, cither to self or!
Dr. C. W. Satleeby, in his most recent
dmr-smen, was 6.857 in t$S6;
of
of hers.
j
elt.it
In 1902. Contrary book, which is about worry and
'•Kiia W. and 9.307
“Such is the empire of the body over i
nothing
tendency toward a decrease ; else, "is analyzed by the worrier with re- the mind.”
; u
ui ruber employed, there wra« a : fere nee to its bearing on
if
others
The old farmer’s remedy is said to be !
jastcUi
himself;
to year on trans- htj indifferent it
depresses him; if they better in specific cases: “Mebbe ’taint
p^ij incv :-s<‘ from year
j
The general decrease can apjwar serious he must have
i
v>«*- ^
displeased so.”
in part by the increased u»o them; if they smile it is becaui>c he is ridic»od motor bi»U, and other ini* ulous. That they arc thinking of their
TOWN MKKTING8.
cf
which keened the demand own affairs is the l«.»t thought that enters
ponmenk.
bis
head.”
Officers Klee ted and Appropriations
;
for o*o.
Dr. VV alton iuforms his readers that he
f tii bool* employed in 1906 |
Voted tn Hancock County Towns.
Tlwvah.
r n ot. of all capital in27
worked
fMit this formula for not worrying
PLANTATION NO. 21.
pMMent^xJ
and
motor
w
of
fleam
due
hen
he
was
worried over being delayed
wsied. tiv
Moderator, Daniel L Craney; selectmen
cent.
The
in**n
bo*»ah1* forming23 per
| hour by the failure of another to keep and assessors, Anton K Jordan, Watson L
craft of all kinds agappointment with hirn:
Mace, Nahum M Jordan; clerk, Anton
nataeat in ij
> s000,
or 52 per cent, of all
"These are the annoyances incident to K. Jordan;
treasurer
and
collector.
p-i^ted fi;
For
the
of
d.
»qv1898,
report
my business; to fret meant that I cannot Cheater A
Craney; school commitshowed
only 798 manage my business.” On top of all this teemen, Fred Davis, Dana Jordan, Adaltk bon«u of fisheries
fuokiot boata iincluding 1 steamer), he quotes a verse by Wallace Irwin to bert Giles; superintendent of schools,
show w hat a silly thing worry is, partlcu- George C Jordan; road commissioner,
«>iba value of §233.000. while in 1906 the
fi<am ani motor boat# numbered 2,272, lariy in the view of dire physical con- vjinc v. juiuaii; lywn ugem, ana conviU a total value of §556,000. There were ; sequence that attend it:
stable, Daniel LCraney.
Appropriations Schools, flOO; textHjpgflfP invested in craft and apparatus suppose that this here vessel.’’ *aiu the
at captur for the vessel fisheries, and $1,books, flO; schoolhouse repairs, |6; roads
skipper with a groan,
U§fl»i for th hbore and boat fisheries in “Should ose ’©r bearin’s, run away, and and bridge*, |125; State road, |160; town
hump upon a stone;
m.
charges, fGO; janitor, flft; tools for use on
Lobster and eet jxda, which constituted Suppose she’d shiver and go down, when save highway, $10. Total, $165.
we
ourselves
couldn't—”
PLANTATION NO. 8.
lkprincipal apparatus wed in the lobster j
The mate replies:
Moderator, Howard C Fletcher; selectUdwtry. far exceeded in number any “Oh, blow me
eyes.
|
men and assessors, Howard C
other kind m the fishing industry of
Fletcher,
Suppose. agin, 'he shouldn't.’’
Lorenzo.Z Fletcher, James Clough; clerk,
Kline. To r*, w ere I7fi.385 pot# in use in
All the writers agree, however, that
Howard C Fletcher; school committee!9tt, of which number only 15,501 were in
worry is no laughing mutter. They say
vtasel fisheries; the remainder being in
man, Howard C Fletcher; superintendent
! it Is provocative of more diseases than
of schools. Iris B Fletcher; road commis*iwresnd boat fisherica.
! microbes or bacteria. One writer says
Of the total product in 1908, §1,290,000
sioner, Howard C Fletcher, jr; constable,
that the worrimenl of providing good
| to take n in lobster and eel pots, §910,000 sanitation has hurt the
Eugene H Uoodeil.
who
did
people
Total appropriations, fU)5.20.
by lines: §.t>7,000 by pound net#, t rap net# the
about
it
more
worrying
remedying
»ad weirs; $*17,000 by dredge#, tong#,
than the bad sanitation would hurt them.
rakes, hoietc.; §171,000 by seine#; and
Cam»ponornci.
Dr. Sal lee by is of opinion that a great
i3«Her am oots by other means. Har! deal of tuberculosis is due to worry. It
and
were
used
in
taking
spear#
poons
Appeal to Householders.
might be inferred that he was inclined
swordfish, -ili. porpoise# and eel#.
to the belief that it wan all due to this.
Ellsworth, Mr., April 3,1911.
He lobster cab h of 11*08 w as valued at
He says that it is no longer a theory, but To the Editor of The American:
or .?-* j»*»r cent, of the total value
an accepted fact that there is no herediOnce more the sanitary committee of
o<U» ihhcry products of Uw»%tate. The
The microbe (Misses
Tslaeof the lobster increased about 73 per tary consumption.
the Village Improvement association asks
those, be says, who can resist it. Bodily
«ut. from 18s,‘to 1898, and '28 per cent,
the co-operation of the householders in
resistance is definitely affected by the
from Id'*-' to 1906. Cod, herring, clams,
doing
away with the unsightly dumps
•'tat© of mind.
Worry breaks sleep, that are such a blemish on our back streets
haddock, and hake constitute the five
and
otbrr (r n ipal fishery products of the gives indigestion, impairs vitality,
and country roads, in many cases such a
makes ih© worrier a prey of every disease.
9UI** In 18S$ smelts ranked fifth and
menace to health and, where paper is sent
Malnutrition due to worry is followed
haddock
nth. The six species, includto the dump, a frequent cause of lire
the Inevitable impairment of the vital
by
|
The sanitary committee has made aring lob%: r», furnished 86 per cent, of the
organs, and this is the forerunner of the
total product of the State in 1908, as con
rangements with F. I). Hmith to remove
destruction of the body. Dr. Sal lee by, in
jarwi Mth 7* per cent in 1889. The cod
dutnpage, the same as last year, at a cost
all that, and much more, and
to the householder of only forty cents a
product d* creased in value about 28 p* r effect, says
seem to regard it as a
hi*
contemporaries
wot. fron 1*3-• to 1898, but recovered the
load, or a fraction of a load, the reof
course wuicb goes without saymatter
lo*» ia the folio* ing ten years, so that in
mainder of the expense being met by the
Some of the more specific diseases
ing.
IWfetbe vakn f 139,000, was about the same
association. The committee is responsible
to
which
are
exclusively
worry
charged
u io 138S*
The value of the herring catch
for the dumpag© being placed where it
are nervous insanity, alcoholism, suicide,
in 19(8,
.j« h was about
does
with persons or
not
interfere
(420,000, showed a
and hysteria.
infection,
sleeplessness
dhtwase of shout 18 per cent, as compared
property. Mr. Smith will call at any
Dr. Snow’s
color
to
Dr.
gives
fcfcilleeby
with 1912, : t an increase of about 60 per
house within the limits assigned last year,
cancer theory
by saying: “My friend, on
wot, as t<.m pa red with 1898 or 1889. The
receipt of a postal card addressed to F.
of the opinion that worry
is
Dr.
Schofield,
filar. f_
D. Smith, K. F. D. 3, Ellsworth.
**), of the clam product in 1908
cancer in any particular site may
about
The committee, on application to its
*t»29per. ut. greater than in 1902, but
determine its occurrence there,
**• *f
tn »n 1898.
The haddoc k catch, actually
chairman, will send free of cost, a neatly
unable
share
his
I
am
to
but
personally
*»Ioed at |313,000 in 1908, was nearly twice
printed card forbidding the use of land for
**
in 1902, but it fluctuated
in opinion.
dumping purposes, to any landowner in
infecto
we
turn,
Th value of hake. {168.002 in 1908,
however,
uiJirectly
the city of Ellsworth who w ill jiost it on
ba* shown an increase at each canvass tious
diseases,” he added, “facts evident his property. This card is a legal notice,
anceltitv, when the value was {80,000.
ami indisputable demonstrate that ail and makes the
Of th- } ,*
person disregarding its
important varieties, shad
which depend on a
done»b '• tan increase in value at each kinds of infection
warning liable to an action for trespass.
are
health
of
standard
general
aovasM, the produet amounting lowering
All visitors to Ellsworth speak of it
®
r^j s li**i. Ale wive*, valued at aoquestiouably predisposed to be worry.” as one of the
prettiest towns in Maine.
in bsjci. declined steadily since
Doubt aud worry, being interchangeable
Let us give mem reason to speak of it as
whiiH -.-allo|Mi, |95.000, and halibut,
JW;
of
fltncii*
“doubts
remarks
that
he
fkrAui;,
M. A. OBKKLY,
9*4.4 in value nniil 1908 and terms,
the very cleanest!
*•
<i.
Pollock, {75.000. and eel*. for a task lead to unfitne*s”.
chairman sanitary committee.
t-kW*'.
,-A
evils
increases from 1902 101908;
as
the
to
All living agreed
physical
*
swordfish. {U.OOO.
’J!^000.
the quest ion what is to be done
£■- *>“. and mackerel, {31.000, show of worry,
Story of a Loon.
harder f *r
be
a
liUle
to
it seems
«: the moat marked decline
being about
One George 8mirk, of the yacht Aroostbtue of the mackerel catch bethem to answer. They say that man is
an<*
a«H>unting to tit) per predisposed to worry because he is man took, while cruising off the Florida coast
shot a loon which was found to
The itch ef the vessel fisheries In 190S and disassociated from the beasts, who recently,
have on its leg a brass tag that bore the
,** v«hir-d 9t {$1)8.000, and that of the live iu the moment. Man is always lookaddress of a resident of Edgewood, Rhode
listen--. {2,359.000.
ing ahead, and they agree that he ought
,n:rr-ft> *13 i r »tcatch
iu 19 * was 18 per cent.
He wrote a letter in which he
,.1
but they insist if he can’t do it cheer- Island.
'***1
to,
A
2btthan iu 1902, but its value
ahead at stated t he facts.
by {308,000, or 16 per cent. In fully he had better stop looking
Ten years ago last September a party of
.v* th catch was 471 per cent, greater all.
wwa
bm t he value was {1,000,000
blamed
for members of the Rhode Island ya-*bt club
is
civilisation
Modern
owing the great increase in the
in which they
makes men keep con- •went hunting. The sloop
eighteen years. There has bean a much, in that it
and inject were sailing was between East Greenwich
ai similar Increase in the
price of gtantly out of the present
and Wick ford when one of the party shot
wary product*.
themselves, to to speak, into the future.
u fishing has been
decreasing in An example of this tendency is found at a loon which was flying almost directly
yearly, the catch in 190* being
overhead. The bird was picked up, and
iu the case of the average man or wont- •***» in value than In 1902. It
whs supposed to be dead, but presently reMertfd that
owing to the pollution of man on a railroad journey, who will not
•■•waters
** now impossible for the
vived, having apparently been merely
concern themselves contentedly with the
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spawuiug

beds in

the

they are passing, but will keep their minds fixed
irrevocably on their destination and count
the minutes passing until they get there.
Quoting from Dr. BaUwby again: “The

landscape through

>n*s

very slightest poison of the tisanes, such
as that consequent upon au hour spent in
a badly ventilated room, is sufficient to

Mothers Can

Prevent Sickness
‘n

*
r children
by ju t a little
Precaution and watchfulness.
Hicre are many ills of childhood
ine
of them trivial—
'■ nioh majority
can
readily l>e com cted and
cured by a
timely dose of

|

man

a

to

consciousness which

worry about external
the real eauso of the

digestive

much.”
Proof that there is relief from worry he
finds iu bis assertion that alcohol and
other drugs that act as sedatises relieve

Py^over
°«a

Mihlln

that state of

leads

worry is within him.”
“Other physical causes for worrirnent
come,” he says, “when a man overloads his
organs by eating or drinking too

fio year* thi* old remedy
known and used by the Am*>rir*n

produce

things, whereas

TRUE’S ELIXIR
_

which

It

is the best remedy
k for old and young.
m Relieves ConstipaL tion, regulates the

temporarily,

and

he concludes that

any

method of living or any good habit that
would have the effect of a sedative would
He also thinks it is
destroy worry.

W Stomach and Bow[I els, and expels all
worms. Pleasaat
fr to take. Chlldreo
like it.

I

stunned.

of the members of the party, who is
fond of pels, resolved to take the bird
horn aud try to tame it, but after a tew
day despaired of success. The loon re-

Clumsy Breton Women.
To the casual observer the Bretonne
is not attractive or even supremely Interesting. As a femme de ehambreshe
is clumsy, slovenly and rough of
speech, lacking the graces and neatness of her Parisian sister.
She shuffles about in felt slippers, her voluminous black skirts catch in everything,
and If she waits at the table d’hote her
method of handling cutlery is strongly
calculated to sever one’s Jugular vein.
She has uo regularity in her work, and
at the hour that she ought to be making beds she is probably sitting on the
public staircase nursing her baby. She
Is generally married and, conversely,
often ten years younger than you take
her to be. To English eyes she is rare
ly beautiful. Her hair Is trained fighfly under her cap, her cheeks hnVe seldom any delicacy of tint, and her figure and
motions are ungainly and
awkward.—Wide World Magazine.

food

whatever,

lie

its freedom which he
aftrr first securing a brass tag with
bis name upon it and fastening the same
to the left leg.
Now, ten years later this loon has been
shot off the Florida coast. The story is an
interesting one, but it would be vastly
did

more so

if it could be

supplemented

with

a

truthful account of the ♦ravels and experiences of the loon during the past ten
has
It
undoubtedly traveled
years.
thousands of miles since it first set out
from Rhode Island decorated with the
little brass tag.

and what is most important, of good marketable
That's what counts in potato growing.
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They

unbroken record of success wherever used properly.
in special favor with the potato growers of Northern

are

England.
I received excellent results from your Potato goods this
past
aud had a lot of fine tubers, in fact the best raised in this

season,

vicinity. Your fertilizers can be depended upon to grow satisH. B. ELLIS, North Anson, Maine.
factory crops.”

CROP WAS LARGEST EVER RAISED.
I have sold your fertilizers for about ten years and have never
anything that has given better results. The crops grown tins
on
Complete for Potato Roots and Vegetables was very satisfactorv. The season was dry and the potato cron was expected
to he a failure, hut on the contrary, the crop was the
largest ever
raised. This 1 know to be the fact, because I went into the fields
in harvest time ami know that it is true.”
ALBERT E. LOOKJE, North Hampton, N.H.
seen
year

I

W,

From our large list of Essex Fertilizers we will
the one best suited to your needs. Write today.

I

ESSEX FERTILIZER COMPANY

N

intruding?” he inquired ever
bo politely of the doctor.
‘‘Have you
this section engaged all for yourself?”
I haven't got it engaged all
‘'No.
for myself.
Sit down.” replied the
doctor brusquely, for he didn't want
“Am

^
%

I

quality.

Essex Potato Fertilizers
have

yy
yy

Wanted a Sleeper.
A certain physician sat in a box at
If hapthe theater the other night.
pened that he was the first man to
take his seat in that particular box.
The next man ushered in had been
hitting just a few of the more elevated
points in the highway prior to coming
to the theater.

-y

jr

help

you select

39 North Market Street. Boston.

Local

Agents

wanted where

the stranger to carry on
any extended conversation.
“All right, then.” replied the strnn
"If you haven’t got the whole
ger.
section I’ll tell the porter to go ahead i
and let down the upper berth.”— |
Washington Star.

we are not

already represented.

to encourage

100
Years
Old This
YEAR
„

The Forehead and Health.
forehead is the first feature of

The
The
the face to show indisposition.
minute one’s stomach is out of order
there will be yellow spots on the
brow. When one feels faint the fore
When
head will instantly show it.
one Is sick there will be freckles and
pimples upon the brow, which was
The foresmooth and clear before.
head is as good an indication of one’s
genera! health as is the pulse.—Lon
don Globe.
urn

This family liniment has stood the test of generations.
ra ken inwardly it has cured thousands of Colds, Coughs,
Sore 'rhroat. Croup, etc., and has always been the best lini
merit for Bruises, Swellings, Rheumatism and Lameness.
1

mdoui.

At a Christmas dinner in Washington a statesman who had been much
in the public eye was called upon I
after the meal to make a little speech.
He rose and began: “You have been
giving your attention so far to a turkey stuffed with sage. You are now
about to give your attention to a sage
Stuffed with turkey!”

Pi!» HU 5
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| JOHNSON'S
anodyne

!

y|||-li-

K

UNIMENT
The remedy in emergencies.

■

Sold everywhere.

25c arid 50c bottles.
1^

!• S. .JOHNSON

&.

CO., Boston, Mass.

Penalty of Laziness.
What’s this
Department

Head of

—

my desk? The lust dunning I
letter received from my tailor, duly
Initialed by all my clerks. Oh. dear!
What have 1 done? Actually sent it
around to be duly noted bv the whole
staff without f; king the trouble to
look at It!— Fliegende lilatter.

lying

on

A Wrong Impression.
Fair Critic Ob. Mr Smear, those
ostriches ever there are simple per
feet! You should never paint anything
A nisi (sadly)—Those
else but birds
are not ostriches, madam.
They are

angels.—London opinion.

One

fused to take any
decided to give it

AND ABUNDANT TUBERS

Quite

a

Joker.
O’Frat

is making
Tail Soph* iv m
all kinds of money writing jokes. Fat
Tall SophoJunior
Writing jokes?
in hi> letters home he
more-Yes.
tells his father he leads his class.—
Chicago News.
There Is not any benefit so glorious
in Itself that it may not be sweetened
and Improved by the maimer of giv
ing It-Seneca.
Turk always stands in the presence of
bis mother until invited to sit down; a
compliment he pays to no one else.
A

Prompt relief in all cases of throat and
lung trouble if you use Chamberlain’s
Congh Remedy. Pleasant to take, soothing and healing in effect. Bold by all
dealers.

“Everybody iB congratulating the young
couple whose engagement has just been
Miss Cayenne,
proved that worry is doe to physical announced.” “Yea,” repliedfriends sre
say“in public. Privately, his
causes by the mere, circumstance that alwarned about her
Good results always follow the use of Foley
cohol may dissipate it for the time being. ing he ought to be
Kidney Pills They give prompt relief in all
friends are Baying they cawes
of kidney and bladder trouble. Try
▲U people who take alcohol think they temper, and her
can’t imagine what ahe ever aaw in him.” them. Bold by all druggists.
a stimulant, and alcohol Is conare

T. 6 K. FLAVORING

EXTRACTS

COOKING DAY A PLEASURE.
"'heir use is economy, because absolutely pure and full strength they require less to
flavor. Prepared in all the popular flavors. Sold generally throughout the State.
MAKE

I

'lORSTON f’S KINGSBURY, MTrS and Sole Proprietors, BanjJor, Me.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

V4ST CATARRH

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
absorbed.
is
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Ke-||||%# VCMCQ
stores the Senses of Hf% |
1 LvLIl
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Draggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents
Sly Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York.
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PROCURED AND OEFENDEO.
■
drawing or photo. l'.-r expert Bfarcu ami frvt report
■ yrwe aJvkv, bow to obuiin patent., trade iiuujuj, ■
■ copyritfhte, etc., ,N ALL COUNTRIES.
fl
■ Business direct V'lth Washington saves tame, ■
■ money and often the patent.
Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively. ■
B
B Write or come to ua at
■ CSS Ninth Street, opp. United State. Patent
WASHINGTON, O. C.
_B

I
■

I

B
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VERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

XfkOit Actio*
Miss Rachel Archer, of
him. She has been
^
AsSKMOM1 NOTICK.
C. BECKWITH.
Ha leaves also fTTHE inhabitants of Ills
an invalid for an me years.
worth and »n
for
Levi Cousins Beckwith,
many yean one brother-Robert H.
Bcott.of Indiana, 1 h>i 1...IU liakl. to to-il V*!!:
on tor (by
not 11 art
prominent in the business and political who was lientenant-in-rharge of Co. cilj of Uli'ortt
niHd to a»to tort brin, Into th. .*■” “d
last
life of Ellsworth, died
evening, aged
of
the
close
Mid
et
of
of
Ui«
Bllnwertk.
for ito »•»,»,.
11th
Maine
regiment,
K,
Mr.
Hsu
of
and
Uwlr
some
time
trtw
porfact
polls sad hi
sixty-seven years. For
the war.
their estate real and personal, not hr law
“
Beckwith’s health had been failing, but
Mr. Scott had been e member of ffa. •apt from wntiok. wklch tk..
was
on
the
«mf
ol
the immediate cause of death
MM«rt
pneu- H. H. Klee
day of April of’Tv"'
since
its
U.
A.
R.,
organpoet,
yanr Ittl. nprtonoly to tha proalalona of tto
monia.
The as«esaora win k!
ization, end with one exception, When be statutes of tbu State
in session at the mayor and aldermen's room
Mr. Beckwith was born in Ellsworth,
wee 111, ue bad borne the banner in the
under Hancock hall, from April l to April \t'
M.
and
Feb. 26, 1844, the son of 8smuel
Memorial day exercises every year since Inclusive, during tbe business hours of each
secular day, for the purpose off rect Ivina ».«!!
Mary C. (Higgins) Beckwith. He was the poet eras organised.
Hovt fc. Austin,
lists.
in
of
Ellseducated
the public schools
Hidnby P. Stocknbipos,
The funeral was held at the home SunJohn P. Koval.
worth and the old Ellsworth academy,
Mathews
B.
R.
Rev.
afternoon.
day
Assessors of Ellsworth
and entered college for the purpose of fitofficiating. The casket wasdraped with the n.“ a. bkvisko statotbs, cnarran ix see
ting himself for a physician.
TIONS 7*. 74. 75 AND PAST op 78
American flag. Four comrades ol Wm.
Section 73-Before making «n assessment
He was in college when the Civil war
H. H. Rice poet acted as beirers—William toe assessors shall give se«*o able
node* »«
broke out, and enlisted, but failed to pass
to the InhahiUnts by
and
Cook
L.
writing
W.
James
A.
Curtis,
posting notifi
Small,
cations In some public place in tbe town or
the physical examination. He did not reW.
Richardson.
J.
shall notify them in such other way as the
turn to college, but began teaching school,
town at Its annual meeting dlrecta. to mske
and bring in to tbem true and perfect lists of
among others the high school at Eden.
their poiis, and all their estates, real and per
WEST TREMONT.
Later he entered the postoffice in Ellssonal. not by law exempt from taxation
of
which they were possessed on the first day of
worth as clerk under the late Lemuel 1).
Mrs. L. M. Lunt is still in poor health.
April of the same year.
Afterward he engaged in the
Jordan.
Mrs. L. B. Sprague is out again, after a
Hbction 74 —If any resident owner, after
such notice, does not bring in such list the
| grocery and meat business in Ellsworth, severe attack of the grip.
assessors shall ascertain otherwise, as near!*
continuing it in various locations on Main
as may be. the nature, amount and value of
week
last
of
Theresa Lunt spent part
and Water streets for thirty-one years.
the estate, real and personal, for which tn
Humill.
with her cousins, Leola and Marie
their judgment, be is liable to be taxed and
He tnen engaged in the boot and shoe
is thereby barred of hla right to make
of Center, he
Misses
Lida
and
Kale
Butter,
business with the late Charles W. Beal,
plication to tbe assessor* or tbe county comhave been visiting their cousin, Mrs. E. B.
missioners for arty abatement of his taxes
under the firm name of Beckwith & Beal,
nnleashe offers such list with his applicain the store now occupied by Mrs. Luchini. Reed.
tion and satisfies them that he was unable to
It at tbe time appointed.
offer
Man
are
at
Grace and Marguerite Clark
He had been practically retired from busiHbction 73- The assessor* or either of them
A
set visiting their aunt, Mrs. Lionet
ness several years, though doing some inmay require the person presenting such hat
to make oath to tlx truth, which oath either
Clark.
surance business.
of them may administer, and either of them
Mr. Beckwith was for many years
Charlie Carver, of »wl's Head, is visit- may require him to answer all propei inin writing as to the nature, situsdon
prominent in city affairs. He was a ing his grandmother, Mrs. S. A. Reed, end quiries
and value of his property liable to be taxed in
staunch republican, and for two years was other relatives.
tbe BUte. and a refusal or neglect to answer
such Inquiries and subscribe tbe name, bars
chairman of the republican city commitMrs. S. A. Reed came home Friday from an appeal io the couuty commissioners but
tee. He served several terms as alderman,
such list aud answers shall not be conclusive
week.
F. W. Lunt’a, where she spent a
upon the assessor*.
and was assessor two years. He was jani- Her health is much
Hbction 7§—The assessors, for the time beimproved.
tor of Hancock hall two years.
ing, on written application, stating ground*
The W. T. 1. society met March 31 with therefor, srithin two years from the assessIn all bis business and political life, Mr.
Mrs. Dennis Norwood. A good time was ment. may make snch reasonable abatement
Beckwith preserved the strict integrity
as they think proper.
all. The society will meet
which marked his character. He was an enjoyed by
noth:*.
with Mrs. Della Webater next Friday.
honest roan; a good citizen. He was a
To whom it may concern:
Oept. Charles P. Lunt, of this place, and
member of Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M.
notice Is Riven of • sheriff «
•nie on April IS. 1911, nt the store or
In 1868 Mr. Beckwith married Miss W. D. Wall, of Seal Cove, left Thursday
rtmith Bros. In Bedgwick. we. Fits Bean
Almena Langley, of Lsmoine, who died for New Loudon, Conn., to get their Smith nod Theodore A. Smith, of the firm of
Mmlth Bros Sedgwick Me., would any to the
four years later, leaving one daughter, vessel, the J. M. Harlow, ready for sea.
public that we have no knowledge of any
Merle Farley acd wife have gone to aneb tale. Moreover, we bnvn no bill against
Lura M., wife of Dr. W. O. Seavey, of DexMillard F. Leighton and have not had slice
ter. In 1875 be married Mias Nancy K.
housekeeping in the Leslie Uott house on Dec
9. 1910- whoever boa uaed oar namejtn
who survives the hill. Capt. Lawson and family are ex- thla connection moat be responsible.
Stevens, of Ellsworth,
Smith Hro*..
him, together with five sons Leslie W., pecting to come borne to live in their
Sedgwick. Me
April S. 1911.
of Boston; Lin wood T., of Porto Rico; house, where Mr. Fsrley baa been living.
CARD or THANKS.
Milton
and
Merle
of
EllsS.,
Eugene,
Mrs. Ashbury Lopaus has been visiting
wiah to thaok the friends and neighis also survived
worth. He
by three her brother Hollis at McKinley the past
bor* who were so hind to u« daring
sisters—Mrs. J. P. Langley and Mrs. few days. Mrs.
illness and death of our hasband and
Lopaus intended to go to tbe
We also thank Wm
John J. Scott.
Evelyn H. Stevens, of Ellsworth, and Duck island, but the weather has been so father.
II. if. Rice po«t. the woman’s relief corps and
Mrs.Emma Rogers, of Bangor.
bad she has bad to give up ber visit until tbe many friends for beautiful flowers.
Mb*. John J. Scorr.
Funeral services will be ‘held at the later.
Mr. James H. Scott.
home to-morrow afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Mrs. B F. Stkvbns.
Thelma.
3.
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[From the Bangor Atom.]
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sidering

f6,000,000

improvement.

the

Republi-

bills,
until he was up
commended the following action for that can and democratic papers alike opposed
for United States senator last Novem- ]
committee: The **eduction of the equal- the measure or supported it. It was
ber. He was a republican in hiB
ization fund to |27,500; the reduction of claimed that it would produce more power
earlier days, but changed to demo- the
appropriation for industrial education than would be used in Maine, and would
cratic principles, and has always been to the same figure; that the cost of dis- supply Massachusetts concerns, and it
high in the counsels of the party. He trict superintendence for union of towns was argued that the franchise was worth
is a close personal friend of Hon. Wil- be taken from the school fund; that the f10,000,000 and the power ought to be kept
order for a legislative investigation into in the State to Induce manufacturers to
liam R. Pattangall.
the several educational

methods of

"Hangmen of the democratic party” |
is
the
of
ugly characterization

distributing

school

re-

funds

be

from the school

fund

be

j

If the democratic party of Maine is
entirely satisfied with the record the
legislature has made this winter, the
repnblican party—at least for campaign purposes—ought to be also.

Three
The

of

j

and

state,

fellow.

Mr.

his

former

Davis

came

insinuation that

However,

political

was

Thomas J. had

not

1861,

in the

generating electricity from
;
j water powers in Maine. Two reports
I were made on this bill, which Mr. Davies
considered a natural concomitant of the
existing Maine water power laws. The
in late

was no

in

the

By

con-

the bill and the reports were put
over.
The people of Maine generally appear to approve both of these actions.
Still another bill on which this legislature declined to commit itself is that con-

three

through

land fish and
measure was

sea

and shore and the

game

department*.

throughout the

war

bis

Maine,

father,

£o Erl.
the roost desirable offices
in tbe city: formerly occupied by the
late Q. P. Dutton, later by F. Carroil Burriil.
Over Burriil national bank. Main st.. Ellsworth.
Inquire of C. C. Ut’kBli L

he

OFFICES—One

and served

conspicuous
fifty-seven en-

with
m

once, as a fellowhim, “showing the slightest

and

business

some

twelve

or

wife,

whom he married about

toilet.

QEintrD.

HOKSK

ores*. with

worth, Me.

introduced in the interest of

economy, but the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish
and Game association opposed it, and it

train will leave New

in., arrive in Portland at

woman to

drive.

Ad-

fif-

AND. WIFE

WOMEN—In

lor

canning factory
YOUNG
April and May. Good wages guaranteed.
Rank. Addi»on. Me.
Address H.
H.

aoomwmfM*.

the late
children

«
;
—;-The end of *k» argument it better than
either side d# it/'

Justice of the peace, £. F.
But brook.

Bartlett,

AMERICAN

READERS.

Crippen, Coupon Worth 25c.

If Presented at
Parcher’. Store.
In order to teat tba Ellsworth American’s great ejaculation and ita
superior
advertising value, we have made arrangement. with G. A. Parcher, (he
popular
druggist, to offer one of hie best selling
medicines et half price to anyone who
will cut out the following coupon and
present it at his store:
(<• A.

•-

-•
COUPON

This coupon entitles the holder
one GOc package of Dr. Howard's
specific for the core of constipation and dyspepsia at half
price,
2Sc. He will refund the money to
any dissatisfied customer.
G. A. Parcher.
to

TWENTY-FIVE CENTO

•---—--•

If yon cannot call at his store, cut out
the coupon and mail it with 25 cents, and
a 50-cant box of the specific will be tent

Danger of a Weak Heart.
Those suffering from weakness, heart faillack of vigor, nervousness, thinness, etc.,
■hould take C. A B. Pills. One box will tone
fou np. This medicine has more rejuvenating, vitalizing force than any other medicine
iver offered,
improvement in your condition is noticeable after a few doses.
We
•ave hundreds of testimonials from
people
re have helped.
Sent by moil, postpaid,
ipon receipt of *1.00.
Address Livermore
IrugCo.. Dept. D, Livermore Palls. Maine.—
Mel.
ure.

uisirict

*

IKK

INSURANCE

HAKTrOBD,

an

j
!

onri oi me

t. niled HtAie*

Bankrupt.

NOTICE

subscribers, A me is B. Teagle. Walter
C. Teagle and Frank H Teagle. residing
outside of tbe State of Maine, hereby live
notice that they have been dult appointed
executors of the last will hod testamtnt of
JOHN TEAGLE. late of CLEVELAND,
in the county of Cuyahoga, state of Ohio, deceased, and given bonds as* the law directs,
and have appointed Forrest B Snow, of Bloshili, In the conntv of Hancock. Stats of
Maine, tbslr agent In the said St*i« ot
All person*
Maine, as the law directs.
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto sre requested to make payment Immediately
Amelia Belle Tkaole.
Waites C. Teagle.
Feans H. Tkaole
April 4, 1911.

THE

subscribers

notice

AMaZIAH C. HOOPER, late of FRANK UN,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
being required by tee terms of said will.
persons having aeanands against the *■*•*•"
said deceased are desired to present tbe *»■»
for settlement, and all indebted thereto ar*
requested to make payment immediatelyEdwabd C. Hoops*.
A. Gaecelon HoorHS*
Rat mom d W. Hoops*March 34.1311.

Sfrftfrfigmcnik

TITLES

CO.,

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1910.
Stocks sod bonds,
Cosh in office and bonk,
Agei. is’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Admitted assets,
LI ABILITIES DEC.
Net unpsld losses.

ELLSWORTH,
9961.791 ifl
b.9 9 a
39 991 M
1LM0 41

tfSoo

•T"S£S

MAIMS

IMHIM mad, and ana«r»c„
aH
AinlWad »« •*o'i
aallaa. awd at SUMS! WHSOSPIOSl

MORRISON. JOY 4 CO. BLOCK.
•TATR •Tlirr.

31,

Tdopfema

123-2.

Unearned premiums,

All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplaa ovsr all llabUiUss.

j

Total

dB

hereby give
THE
they heve been duly appointed executor*
of the Last will and testament of

COMM.

Ded<uct*itsm'Tiiot admitted.

tor

"•-*'**-

\

Wm. O. EMERY

insurance Stan mints.
HTANDAUD

<

To the creditors of Benjamin F. Thoms*, o!
Ellsworth. in the county of Hancock sod
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is herebv *tvcn that on lb* Mth
day of March, a. d. 1911. t«»** **id
Benitmin F Thomas wtui duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and tba* the first meeting of hi*
creditors will be held at my office, in Ellsworth. Me., April 18. 1911. at 10 o’clock in
the forenoon, at which time the said creditor* may attend, prove their claim*, appoint
s trustee, examine the bankrupt and trsn*act such other business as may properly come
before said meeting.
William E. Whiting.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Dated Ellsworth. Me.. April 4. 1911.

you by mail, charges paid.
Do not pnt it
ofi. “One to-day is worth two to-morrows.”

{

The purpose of this offer is to stimulate
On his return to Ellaworth he re-entered
interest In the growing of more and j the employ of the
Grants, and remained
better corn in Maine. Each co-operator I with them until they discontinued busiwill be expected to f nrnish the extension ness, acting as foreman in their
large
department of the college at time of lumbering operations, and being one of
harvesting a complete report of methods their old and trusted men.
and results on blanks furnished by the
Mr. Scott was twioa married. His first
Dollege, and also a ten-ear sample of corn wife was Ellen Small, of Ellaworth, whom
to be exhibited at the annual farmers’ be married in 1867.
They had five cbilweek at Orono, and such other places as dten, four of whom are
living-Mlss Ann
C. Scott, Mrs. John O. Kief and Mrs.
may appear desirable.
Clifford G. Royal, of Ellaworth; Mrs.
Love laughs at locksmiths, but the Benjamin B. Stevens, of Brewer, and
butcher, the baker, and candlestick maker James H. Scott, of Southweet Harbor.
irouse no mirth.
Mr. Sfeott’a first wife died in 1872. His

j

the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
Benjamin F. Thomas.
I

on summer (anu near
Mt. Desert
Good borne and board
furnished, ai d in addition will pay thecoople
fortv dollars per month wages.
Apply to H.
M Hai l.
worth, Me.

MAN

1

in me

_

which the town of Eden unanimously
asked for, like a host of other matters, to
the next legislature. Thu postpones the
matter for two years, or practically so that
the plan cannot be adopted tor three
yean. Considerable feeling it felt here
against this action. The measure was
unanimously and enthuaiaslcally passed
at the town-meeting, end it seemed to be
the universal idea of all the voters that
some change like this was necessary.

Erg.il UotUiiL
NOTIC E OF FORECLOSE It *•
THERE AS Fred L. Kenney aud Cora 8.
v T
Kenney, both of Verona. Hanr.
county. State of Maine, by their mortgage deed
dated March 9, 1910 and recorded in Hancock
county r* k!»•.*> of deeds, book 4«9 page r
conveyed *o the Bucksporl Loan A Building
Assoc tat ion. a corp. ration located at BuckI port, in said county. certain real e-uu inn*
described in said mortgAgt-:
A certaiu lot or
parcel of iand. with the building* standing
thereon, situate in said Verona on thewe.it*
erly side of the main road and bounded and
described as follow*, to wit
Southerly and
westerly by land of heir* of Thomas Mooney
mud :.f William Butler:, northerly
(formerly
by land of Fred Bassett (formerly of J. A V
Basgett;; easterly by the main road leeding
from
rods
the bridge, cam lot being ten
U
;
•quart, and containing one hundred square
rods
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
j has been broken, now therefor# by rea^oao!
} such breach of condition the Back sport l^oan
A Build'ng Association claims a foreclosure
of said mortgage
Bucksport, Me March 29. ttftl
Bucks port Loam A Brnntst. Asso* iatiojc.
By W. C. Conary. its attorney.
!

particulara, W., Box 482, Ells-

ftclp EElanUU.

of Elmira, N. Tf., and James Blaine, of.tbis
city, all of whom survive.
Mr. Holmes was one of the organizers of
Wm. H. H. Rice post, G. A. R., a charter
member of Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F., and a
member of Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M.
Tbe funeral was held this afternoon at
the borne, Rev. R. B. Mathews, of the
Congregational church, officiating.

The

suitable for

thirty years CHANCE FOR THE EI.IAWORTII

ago, was Lena, daughter of
Andrew Newman; they had two
-Hannah, now Mrs. William8.

in-

of

/"^FKICErt over Moore's drug store. Just va
V/ cated by B. T. Howie; hot water heat and
Inquire of K. (J. Moon, Ellsworth.

never

York at 9.00 went to the next legislature by a vote of
6.30p. m. Will seventy to thirty. So far there have been
control of the city goverment, elect- depart for Waterville, running via Lewis- no vigorous protests against this action by
ing Herbert J. Dudley mayor and a ton and Wintbrop, at 7.10, making connec- even the watch dogs of the treasury.
tions at Portland with the train from
The putting off of the bill providing for
fnll board of seven aldermen.
john j. soorr.
Boston leaving that city at 4.00 p. m. and tne payment to towns by the State ior the
John J. Scott, one of Ellsworth’s old
dne to arrive in Portland at 7.06. Reof
non-resident
support
paupers, however,
COUNTV GOSSIP.
turning the train will leave Waterville at has stirred the small towns, which regard and esteemed citizens, died at his home on
the old Bangor road, near Grant’s corner,
Our West Franklin correspondent sug- 5.40 a. m., arrive in Portland at 8.35 and this payment as a debt of honor on the
Mr. Scott had been
Friday, March 31.
New
York
at
5.36
m.
p.
of
the
State
of
Maine.
claim
that
part
They
gests
spring has been “referred to the
critically ill several weeks, tbe result of a
A night train will leave New York at that such
come
from
next legislature".
paupers
principally
shock.
3.00 o’clock, arriving in Portland the fol- the large cities, and are
really wards of the
Mr. Scott was born in Bangor Sept.
The Bangor Commercial reprints the lowing morning at 6.00. The train will de- State, and more than one paper has pro27, 1833. He came to Ellsworth when he
at 6.20 for eastern points, running tested
part
the
of
the
action
against
legislature
following item from its issue of April 2,
through to Bar Harbor, arriving there at in thus refusing to pay the debt of the was twenty years of age, and entered the
1876, “lest we forget:"
12.20. Returning the train will leave at State in order that the administration employ of J. T. A G. H. Grant.
“Don’t you forget it, young men; for threeAt the outbreak of the war he enlisted
3.00 p. m., arrive in Portland at 9JO p. m.
may make a showing for economy.
score years from now, when you
tell the
as corporal in Co., C. of the 18th
snd New York the next morning at 7.40.
Maine,
to
a
generation yet unborn, tbey will
story
afterward changed to the 1st Maine heavy
The regular New York through train
not believe it, that on the first day of April,
Free Seed Corn.
and
served as corporal until Jan.
artillery,
in this year of our Lord, 1876, a horse and leaving New York at 10 40 p. m. and dne
The college
of agriculture of the ! 13,1886, when he received honorable dissleigh, with two men in it, crossed from to arrive in Portland at 8.20 a. m. will be
of
Maine
desires
to
University
co-operate
because
of disability. Ha was
Csstine to Belfast over Penobscot bsy, on continued in service as aa usual.
charge
again the present year with at least 300 wounded at Spottaylvania, his first battle,
solid ice full one foot thick! The like was
Maine men and boys in the growing of
never known before, nnd mny never be known
receiving a bullet through the right knee.
Nominated by the Governor.
agnin.”
corn, and to those making application, two ! After his discharge from the hospital and
Among nomlnationi by the governor re- e«rs of selected seed corn for
experimental a short furlough at home, he returned to
The adjoorment of the legislators Fri- cently announced ia the following in
plots will be sent in season for planting. the service, remaining until hli discharge.
day left the Australian ballot matter Hancock county:
a.

on

Seal Cove.

years ago, after having been engaged
in it for fifteen years with great success.
Mr. Holmes was twice married. His
first wife was Mary Lovett; to them one
child—Thomas, w'as born. His second

sent

the

consent of
11th

from active

session, and
hearings

universal

farm in Heal Cove. Me.,

till

teen

time for extended

before the committee.

acre
to

Hancock point Water-Taker*.
A Power Co
be turned on
at Hancock Point M*v 19. 1911. <'oP.aaers and
patrons wanting water before this date a:
please notify C. S. Chkstbk. president, Hancock oint Me
Hancock Point. April 4. 19'i.
t-.

Hancock Water, Light
^pB8
JL announce* that wa>er will

main road
Southwest Harbor. Clear j
CHF.aPho
given. Inquire of IfkanisaT L. Savuk,

interesting and
the breaking

At

Alter the w ir he spent a year in the
West, returned to Ellsworth, and lived
here until his,death. His physical prowess
made him invaluable as a police officer,
and he served long in that capacity.
He engaged in lumbering, but later,
with his brother Robert, went into tbe
wholesale and retail fruit, confectionery
and tobacco business, under tbe firm
name of Holmes Brothers.
He retired

business of

came

r^GGS--F*»r

streak of yellow.”

; the man who moved reference to the legislature of 1912 on the bill to prohibit

bill

most

the

sold iei said of

! people are saved from “the beast” for a
| time, although it was not a party vote
! that did it.
I Representative uavis, oi larmoutn, was

there

the

gagements,

I company
; veloped water power in the State of Maine,
! now goes to the next legislature and the

engaging

a

record.

ability, participating

measure, which gave a
control of the largest unde-

from

with

enlisted in

a

the

foreign corporations

hatching
Single c>-mb Rhode
Is and Red eggs: first class stock; large,
biowu eggs; 75 e. per setting. O. P Tomhvbck.
UubioIm Me. p. o., R F.o,l,8Unrari

Civil war, though scarcely sixteen years of age, be ran away to join the
army, but was sent home. In November,

bed-

was

war

Nolle*

Quick Seep*'—For

out of the

back with the

lost, and

who

to this

creditable

Representative Pattaugall

that the game
good loser.
saw

solidating

trains each way daily between New York
and Maine. The schedule is announced as

Day

j

Thomas,

was

Mas. CurroRD G. Royal
Ma* Jour* Kiar.
Mias Vs NIK Scott.
Kilsworth. April t. 1911.

£aU.

I"
tuerly o»u«i bjr O. W. Tapley, fCliaworth, Me 27 ft. *ong. 9 horse-power. Knox
engine, forwaid cabin tool*, anchor, rope and
all lights, e'c.. require*) by government; in
perfect cond it ton. perfectly sound; delivered
at Kggemoggm. Me.
Nothing to do but to put
her iu the water
This boat has been to Portland two or three tiroes in bad weather. Only
reason for selling Is that 1 shall not go to KgAlso will let or sell my
gemoggin this ve»r.
Will sell at a low
property at kggemoggin.
price for cash. Jambs H. H avnks. SS Grove
st.. Hangor, Me.

last-named.

measure

summer

the

vituperative,

withdrawing from his support of
Mr. Pattangall came back at
them, attacking the Waterville Sentine
and, indirectly, Cyrus W. Davis, secretary
the

change
coining

in

were

I

or

A80LINK LAUNCH

country from the north of
Ireland in the early part of the nineteenth
century. He married Lydia Marshall, of
Trenton, and to them were born eight
children—William, Ijewis, Thomas J.,
John, Mary, Scott, Margaret, Robert B.,
ail of whom have passed away except the
came

and in

most

follows:

municipal election in Calais
Monday, the republicans regained fnll

cussing

it the papers

to New York.

important

days.
Mr. Holmes' father

killed

was

Through Trains

Maine train service the
will be
the running ol

At the

bill

HOLMES.

Thomas J. Holmes, one of Ellsworth s
life-long and best-known residents, dt**d
of
pneumonia at bis home on Royal
street last Monday morning, aged sixtysix years, five months and twenty-four

through the efforts
of the Maine power companies themselves,
who feared this giant would swallow
them, and it was freely spoken of in the
and “the beast
House as “the octopus
It is no new thing, for the project has
been mooted six or eight years.
In disThe

referred to the

the Waterville Sentinel of
those next
legislature along with the two bills
democratic sheriffs who
are
fail- to
cbauge the method of distributing the
to
enforce the
ing
prohibitory- school fund. The report was accepted.
law, and it says right out in
Justice Peabody Dead.
meeting that the sheriffs of Penob- I
^
Hon. Henry C. Peabody, associate justice
scot, Kennebec, Androscoggin and
of
died
the
at
the
court,
Cumberland—all democrats—are not
supreme
suddenly
in Portland last Wednesday,
enforcing the law; that “enforcement courthouse
The only person present when Justice
is neglected, and the party platform
Peabody died, was Everett Reynolds, a
pledge seems to be a thing of ridicule justice of the
peace, with whom be was
to be discredited”.
discussing some business. In the adjoining courtroom were Justices King, Savage
Frank E. Mace, the democratic and Whitehouse, who were
bearing a
leader of the up-river section of Han- referee case.
cock county, has received his piece of
Judge Peabody was seated at a table
political pie, his appointment as State when he was stricken. Suddenly throwforest commissioner and land agent ing up his hands, he fell over to the floor.
Mr.
immediately notified the
having beeen announced by Gov. ; officerReynolds
in the courtroom and a physician
Plaisted Monday.
Mr. Mace has a
was summoned, but death had been albig list of personal friends in both most
instantaneous.
The
physician
parties, who congratulate him on his pronounced the cause of death as fatty
appointment. He is well qualified degeneration of the heart.
for the office. He succeeds Edgar E.
Justice Peabody was born in Gilead in
Bing, of Orono, who has held the 1838. He fitted for college at Gould and
Fryeburg academies, and was graduated
office about ten years.
from Dartmouth college in 1859. He studied
The appointment of William R. law with Gen. Samuel Fessenden, of Portland, and was admitted to the bar in 1862.
Fattangall, of Waterville, as attorney- In 1879 he was elected
judge of probate of
to
succeed
R.
general,
Oyrus
Topper, Cumberland county, and served in that
resigned, was announced by Gov. position until 1900, when he was apPlaisted Monday. He will assume pointed by Gov. Powers to the
supreme
office April 12.
court bench.

April

THOMAS J.

here.

come

given a passage; that the bill to provide
that the
high school stipend be taken

on

was

who survives

..

new

—

public office,
seriously a candidate

Aurora,

LBV I

democratic administration
recorded a failure in constructive
BY THE
legislation. When, after fifty years of
ii '*TCOCK BOUNTY PUBLISHING CO
The total amount of money appropriated struggle, the democratic party in this
r. W. Rollins. Editor »nd Manager
W. H. Trrus, Assoflate Editor.
by the seventy-fifth legislature is |8,787,- State came into power last fail, no one was
056.88. The amount of the appropriations more surprised than the democrats. They
six
Sjmbw'rlpMon Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 lor
and for 1912, f4,- had expected to elect F. W. Plaisted as
mnUu, 50 cents for three months; If raid for 1911 is 11,705,416.93,
strictly In advance, $1 5t», 75 and 38 cents 061,639.95. The tax rate for 1911 has been governor and D. J. McGillicuddy to Conrespectively Single copies 5 cents. All ar- fixed at six mills and that for 1912 at fonr gress, but to find themselves in possession
rearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per
rea r.
of both branches of the legislature as well
mills.
Advertising Rates—Ate reasonable un.i will be
as the executive department was wholly
never in the history of Maine
Probably
made kuown on application
has a legislature referred as many matters unexpected.
Business communications should be addressed to the next
They were unprepared to put into praclegislature as has the seventyto. and all checks and money orders made payable to The Hancock county Publishing fifth legislature. A large number of the tical form the measures they bad indorsed
CO., Ellsworth, Maine.
in their party platform, further than the
measures are resolves for pauper claims
and for aid to small town in maintaining matter of resubmission of constitutional
This week's eilition of The
bridges, but there are also many measures prohibition of the sale of liquor, which has
American is 2.300 copies.
been an issue in every Maine election for
In all, 101
of State-wide importance.
measures were referred to the next legisyears. As a result, outside of preparing to
2,375 lature.
Average for the year of 1910,
get prohibition out of the constitution,
The act relating to the compensation they have done very little, and practically
of justices of the supreme judicial court, all the important measures of constructive
WEDNESDAY APRIL 5, 1911.
which provides that justices who do not legislation have been referred to the next
Among these matretire within ninety days after reaching legislature for action
Appointed to Supreme Bench.
the age of seventy years forfeit the half ters are:
Plaisted on
Gov.
Monday an
The aale of electric power generated in
pay upon which they are permitted to
nonneed the re-appointment of Wilretire, was amended by Representative Maine to companies outside the State.
liam P. Whitehouse, of Angnsta, as
The Kennebec dam project, providing
Peters, of Ellsworth, so as to extend the
associate-justice of the supreme court, time in which they may retire to one year, for the expenditure of six million by
F.
of
and the appointment
George
and was passed without opposition.
foreign capital for a power plant.
The payment to towns for the support
Among the pleasing incidents of ThursHaley, of Saco, to fill the vacancy on
the supreme court bench caused by day night was the passage of resolutions of non-resident paupers.
The consolidation of the sea and shore
thanking President Clifford ot the Senate
the death of Justice Peabody.
and Speaker Morey of the House for the and inland fish and game departments.
The
reappointment of Jnstice
Additional taxation of wild lands of the
in which they bad
manner
Whitehouse is a deserved recognition impartial
presided. The resolutions to President State.
of his ability as jurist and jnstice.
I he public utilities
commission bill
Clifford were presented by Senator Gowell,
Mr. Haley, the new justice, was
of York, and those to Speaker Morey were died between the houses.
born in Saco, Jan. 30, 1856. He acCanadian reciprocity
if that is conpresented by Representative Peters, of
structive legislation—was turned down.
were
resolutions
quired his early education in the Ellsworth. Similar
The State income tax -constructive from
pnblie schools, learned the cigar- passed in bebalf of the other House and
one standpoint—died.
makers’ trade, but later studied law Senate officers.
Two bills which were put over to the
The House receded from its action in
and was admitted to the York county
bar in 1882, forming a partnership passing the woman’s suffrage bill and con- next legislature dealt with the use of
The bill granting a
curred with the Senate in its indefinite Maine's resources.
with Benjamin F. Hamilton, of Biddecharter to the Kennebec Dam A Reservoir
ford. In 1391, Mr. Haley opened an postponement.
Co. was introduced by
iuc
ocu&tc
luursui)
Pattangall, of
uiuruwiK > uicu
office by himself.
The company
largely a
eighteen to nine to indefinitely postpone Watcrville.
He has been counsel m many lmthe federal tax resolve. The bill providing foreign corporation -was to be given the
portant civil and criminal cages. He for a State tax on incomes was then ac- iright to dam the Kennebec river above
is know as a tireless worker, and cepted in concurrence with the House, Augusta, creating a water power which it
is said would be second only to Niagara in
noted for the moat careful prepara- seventeen to nine.
Senator Milliken. reporting for the con- the power produced.
tion of bis cases
He has always deThe incorporators were to expend some
and was never' ference committee, which has been conclined
AT

second wife

OBITUARY.

DONE.

Democratic Legislature Weak
Constructive Legislation.

Legislative News ot Interest to Hancock County Headers.
The seventy-fifth legislature adjourned
finally at 6.25 p. m. Friday. The entire
day was passed in clearing up odds and
ends of business and giving final passage
to the last of the appropriation bills.

LIKAL and political journal

A

WHAT HASN’T BERN

STATE SOLON*.

£t)f <£Uen>ortb American.

riBEAi:
GoU Madal TUmr mmkm

llabUiUaa and surplus,

rz

P.im.1*

Smith, sod Maddocka voting, yss, Aid.

CITY MEETING.
iVKL'AL
45

Eldridga, Austin

MEETINO CLOSED MON.
rouAWBD

*o

held two meetbo.rd of aldermen

i

and

atl meeting,

aes-

the

immediately after

ky)f||f.

taken up waa the
an auditor lor the
„*ion of having
waa voted
Alter some diacuaaion it
,
tor 1911.
Vjee no auditor
announced the nsppointTW mayor
is Jenitor of the
*ot E. K. Springer
The appointment waa
jlMirT building.
flr,! matter

mulnned

ot John A. Stuart aa
The resignation
ball waa raceived and
wlW, ( Hancock
1/juia C. Dennatt waa appointed

Accepted. and

the

joaltor,

appointment

wae

3.
sVomr.
Police,
Arthur W Austin.
John A Stuart,
Arthur B Mitchell,
J II Bresnahan.
Poor,
Michael J Drummey,
Electric light. B H A U R Power Co.
Library.
Mary A Hodgkins.
Mr* H H Emerson.
E K Springer,
Huptofochs. Clara O Hopkins.
Fire dept.
J A Austin,
C W Smith.
Leo J Ward well,
Wm H Pomroy,
II F Wescott.
Ticonic Hose Vo,
Test book sup, DC Heath A Co.
J L Hammett A Co,
High school. Ncldo Conary,
Fund.

“[k

TM

j

con-

Haiende.i discuaeion lollowed on the
of Janitor and city
Question ot salary
Mr. Stuart, it will be rememmam ha I, and
und, was appointed city
appointed Janitor ot Hancock
• month,
*11. His salary waa Axed at-ftt
aa city marshal and
te include his duties
of Hancock hall
*J policeman. Janitor
tad care of the town clock.
The salary of Janitor was first taken up.
The aldermen could not agree upon a
deterred until
Mart, and it waa Anally

School.

meeting.
city marshal

next

was

ncath.
Aid. Eldridge thought aa Hr. Stuart bad
resigned hall the office tor which aelary
su8ied.be should not expect the full
•alary
Aid. Austin suggested that if, without
the duties of Janitor, be wu allowed the
tail salary voted, perhaps next week he
eould resign the care of the town clock.
Aid. Smith thought that Mr. Stuart did
do: understand the salary voted was to inrlade bis duties as janitor.
Aid. Brady said he bad
much

about

think

it

the

was

not

He

a

day

TEACH BRA* SALARY ROLL.
Common schools.
#103 50
school.
244 44
High

point City Marshal Stuart came
is. He said he did not understand the
salary was to include services as janitor.
He would not take the office of janitor
tione, he said, for |45 a month.
Mayor Iceland called for a vote to gel
the sense of the hoard on the question
whether the

city marshal should get $45

month

marshal and

#1,339

the

serve as

and

decided

marshal

that

issue

Campbell

was

apshould

he

H. Iceland and wife, who have spent
winter at Steuben with their daughter, Mrs. Jesse Stevens, arc home.

Hugh

to

block

on

steel

a

and

Main

was

booth

was

were

made to

from Are.

It

.Aid. Eidridga then moved to reconsider
the vote fixing the salary of city marshal
ftnd janitor, and it waa so voted.

was

voted

to

spectors, the cost of

The mayor then declared a recess of five
minutes to give the members of the board

as

same

to be the

re-

opportunity to talk the matter over to see
if they could not
get together. When the
board again came to order, the diacussion

Seth Harding, who recently passed his
eighty-sixth birthday, is grateful to .the
! many friends who so kindly remembered
He
; him with the shower of postcards.

15,000.
Adjourned.

j

Maurice Filield is visiting his cousin,
Edmund Stinson, at Sunset.

;

Ernest Stinson, of Sunshine, is building
weir

across

Crockett's

I

MKINLEY.

aaked if a day policeman
*ss
necessary, and if the mayor wanted
f»o«. The
mayor eaid he would like to
h*ve one. Aid. Smith thought a day
policennn waa needed as much as a night

cove.

Eaton has moved to the house of
L. B. Cole. He will soon leave for yacht-

a

April

Ernest

clean,v will

to

Bos-

ton

recently.
Bridges and Lewis Crosby

have

a

business

trip

Adel bert

returned to the Maine Central institute in
Pittsfield.

rtop Itching

Mn. Bernice Jordan and nieces, Misses
Fannie and Mary Silsby, are in Bangor for
Sage
few days.
, guarantee* it to do as advertised, i a
C.
^arge bottle 80 cents.
April 3.

|
I

ISLE

to work for
house

this

AU HAUT.

E. W. Bow-ditch at the club-

Mattie

Robinson

and

Blood Humors

The school teachers-Miss Katherine B.
Haley, of Prospect, village school; Miss
Gracia M. Hooper, Ellsworth, east side,
and Miss Ruth Grindle, of East Bluehill,
Head harbor-arrived Friday.

*■ important that you should now rid your
blood of those Impure, poisonous, effete matters
that have accumulated in It during the winter.
The secret of the unequaled
and really wonderful success of

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
for Blood Humors is the fact that it combines, not simply
but the utmost remedial values of more than twenty ingre-

remedy
sarsaparilla,
Boots, Barks and Herbs,—known to have extraordinary efflin purifying the blood and building up the whole system.
There in no reel substitute for Hood’s 8arsaparilla, no just as good
•“adictne. Get Hood’atoday, In liquid form or tablets called Saraataba.
’’

KLLfiWORTH

April

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
*

Mineola

fcbbrrtinnnmtn.

PAT,

NO

WASH BB."

Artesian Wells aia Test Holes
FOR MINERALS AND FOUNDATIONS.
We solicit your inquiries for wells,
test-holes and deep-well pumping machinery. To those who wish running
water in the home we recommend

The Kewanee

System

OF WATER SUPPLY.

invite your inspection of the
L. & H. line of stylish distinctive hats.

Send for circulars.

L. A. ltEEl) &

SON,
MAINE

t§P ECZEMA
CAIM

ELECTRICAL
Ful

Estiastss

—

modern improvements.
Beautiful, cur y, fluffy rugs made from old
tapestry, brussels or velvet carpets.
Carpels dsassi cfcaa. Ratwaatf by ant frslghc.

Send for circular.

L.

Hotel EMPIRE
BROADWAY, AT

NEW

63D

YORK

8TREET

CITY

IN

THE VERY CENTRE OF EVERYTHING
All cars and 6th Avenue busses pass Hotel
Subwa) and Ehvaied R. ft. stations. 1 minute.
Five minutes’ walk t • theatres and shops.
50 rooms. Detached bath. #1.00 per day
100
1.50
•25
with Bath
150
100 "
2.00
"
‘‘
100
2.50
3 50
Suites with Bath
"andup.
*•

as P 41

MOOR.
Ellsworth

Let

WOMEN
beautiful

to earn a
shoes. It’s the best

offered—and

Bay

State

I

can

us

mail

ck;

CAMDEN WOOLENS
We can save you money on
dress materials and suitings
for Men, Women, and Children,
direct from the Camden WoolWrite for Simples.
en Mill.
F. A. Packard. Mgr. Retail Department.
Bo* 36. Camden. Me.

•*

••

SEND FOR FRRB UU1DH TO CITY.

W.

JOHNSON

UINN, Prop’r

Swasoy's

BUY
Promium Te&

PROM YOUR GROCER AND GET A

PRESENT WITH EVERY POUND.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write as,
and we will supply you direct.
E. SWASfcV A

CO.,Portland, Matse

Ptofraaumal
II

ALICE

Cam.

S CO T T

SPECIALTY MADE OP

8'ou me cough, ease the throat, clear the voice
and are harmless, .send f«»ur ceuts for mailing
and receive a sample FREE.

& TUTTLE OO.,
APorHBOARiaa,
Congress and Myrtle 8ts.,
PORTLAND, MK

pair of $40n
a
proposition ever V;ill
ICS
prove it.

Hosiery t'o..

plpa^

HAIR
STORE

518 CougrenB ML, Portland, Me.
Manufacturer of

which has no uniform ARTISTIC HUMAN HAIR GOODS
rate for advertising epace, and is sativ•
ol every description.
Med to take what it can get for it, is a
Good. lent on approval to responsible parties
cheap advertising medium, and the ad•
vertiser need expect nothing hut cheap Boa:
Just mad* some aplandld biscuits—Oold
rcsuUe— Ltwrenoeburff (lad.) Press.
l Medal Flour.
Barrr.
The newspaper

L. MORRISON, Skowbegan, Maioe.

WIRING.

AND FIXTURES.
Wirtai smi SoppUss Chstrfolly Otvw.

we

MAINE.

woolen,

HE8ELTINE

Mrs. L. M. Roberts has returned home
after spending the winter at South
Brooksville.
The Cooper sisters, who recently purchased the Eugene Cousins place, are
boarding at Miss Emma Gray’s until their
household goods arrive.

Hutchinsoi,

BROOK8VILLF.

Lines of

ANDREW M.
Estey Building. State St..

141 A

ing paving.

OBTAINED

Oriental Rug Works
Factory rebuilt—brick,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
I

BE

tnr,t" Mrs. Warren
SOUTH

••

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
Ellsworth, Me
Katey Building, stale St..

L. H. Billings left to-day for Swan’s
Island, where he has employment break-

Misa Fannie Grindle, who haa been employed at F. H. Billings’ all winter, has
gone to South Brooksville to work for
Mrs. Watson Hutchinson.
A.
April 3.

N O

All kind, of laundry work done at abort notice,
tiooda called turand delivered.

2._C.
BROOKSVILLE.

little Mil Co

sleep.

season.

Friends and neighbors of Alpbonso
Robinson are glad to know that he is recovering, after a severe attack of grip.
MiBB

to rest or

Don’t neglect the first symptoms o
illness or disordered digestion.
Don't allow the bowels to becom
constipated, but if you are so unfoi
tunate, don't delay taking one or tw
Atwood
L. F.
teaspoonfuls of
Medicine or Bitters on retiring at night
They have a record of sixty years am
never fail to relieve constipation am
biliousness.
All dealers have them in large bottle
for thirty-five cents. Be sure to get th
“D. F.” kind. A generous sampl
mailed free on request by the “L. F.’
Medicine Co., Portland Me.

Jasper Chapin is building a new stable.
of
Smith,
Stonington, is
Henry
shingling the Chancy houBe.
George Rogers, of Bath, arrived Friday

Bridges returned to their studies in Rockland and Bucksport Friday, after spending their recess with their parents here.

** *

belongs

3._Sadie.

Rowe and family have moved to

11. T. Silsby made

rorlte with women who desire luxu“Wnt and radiant hair that will n >t
I*" °.ut or turn gray. Used daily as a
®****ng, it will keep the scalp im-

•Mulately

hone last week.

Bangor.

prime fa-

falling hair, aud remove every
particle of dandruff. Q. A. Parcher
“inks so much of Parisian
that

a

For over 30 years L. & H.
Hats have been made “just
right,” and they are better today than ever.

I

days.

Don’t hurry your meals.
Don’t eat when overtired, rest a fet
moments before eating. It will pa*
you.
Don’t borrow time for work tha

were
served.
Refreshments
ialties, songs, clog dancing, tableaux and evening.
farce will be given under the direction ] Quite a large sum of money was taken.
of Mrs. H. P. Richardson and Mrs. E. A.
Mrs. William Powers has employed E.
Stanley, who never disappoint an audi- S. Small to build a piazza on her house at
ence.
She will open her cafe for the
Sunset.
season as soon as Mr. Small completes the
April 3._P. M.
work.
AURORA.

Olin Jordan lost

—

Sill lints lor good Heain.

a

,*fan7

Are now ready in the famous
Lamson & Hubbard hats.
Examine them critically
their superior style—their exquisite lustre, and the evidence of care and skill used
in their manufacture.

atrtjlVUBitiUfUa,

_

Cnn Have It In a Very
Few Day*
thousand* of women, refined
““
educated, have learned that it is
“t hard to
have and to keep an
tbundance of lustrous hair, if Parisian
s»ge, the hair-grower, is used daily.
oUice its introduction into America,

Snappy Spring Styles

WESTBROOK,

Holmes is home from Hebron ing.
for his vacation.
I
Greeley Small and P. « Knowlton are
Miss Leona Gilley, of Islesford, is visit- j planning to build a weir at Barbour’s
cove.
ing her aunt, Mrs. Frank Manchester.

**I Woman

1

—

policeman, and moved that the city marMrs. J. P. Johnson, who is in poor
D. L. Richardson is home from Univers- \
»hal and day policeman receive a salary of
beslth, is at the borne of her father,
ity of Maine for his Easter vacation.
HS a month. The motion waa lost, Aid.
C. H. S. Webb, at Stonington.
A variety show is to be given in MoKinThe Nonpareil club gave an entertain; ley hall Friday, April 10, for the beneAt of
SfcbmuKnums.
ment and social dance at Sunset Friday
the Masons. A program of musical spec-

'»n»ianSage has become

8

Charles

Glorious Hair

MAINE.

...

I

—

Ernest

resumed.
Aid. Maddocks

|

REAL E8TATE.

—

SI NSKT.

a

**•

Vicinity, IS

TAR LEV,

ELLSWORTH,

SCOTT—At Ellsworth. March31, John J Scott,
aged 77 years. 6 mouths, 4 days.
SIMPSON—At Rockland, March 25, John F
Simpson, of Stonington, aged 62 years.
At Orland, March
27, Mrs
SNOWMAN
SophroDia A Snowman, aged 80 years, 7
mouths. 1 day.
At
Gouldsboro, April 2. Miss
SPURLINO
Martha Spurting, aged 78 years.
At Surry, March 31, George
STAPLES
Staples, aged 33 years.
WOOSTER—At East Sullivan, March 25, Mrs
Wooster, aged 83 years, 6
Delphina A
months. 20 days.

H.

April 3.

W

FIRE IN8URANCE

days.

months,

received 109 cards.

|

same

last year.

Bar

Abram und wife.

in-

The Anauce committee was authorized
to secure a temporary loan not exceeding

.appendicitis |at

O

OBER—At flurry, April 1, Mrs Joanna S Ober,
aged 80 years.
PARKER-At Bluehill, April 2, Austin L Parker, aged 40 years, 1 mouth.
ROSEBROOK—At Cranberry Isles, April 2,
Capt Kbeu C Rose brook, aged 76 years, 3
months. !4 days.
RODICK—At Bar Harbor, March 28. Walter E
Rodick, jr, aged 21 years, month, 18 days.
SAVAGE —At Northeast Harbor, March 31,
Augustus (7 Savage, aged 79 years.
SAUNDERS—At Biuehill, March 27, Mrd
Harriet Augusta Saunders, aged 78 years, 8

Lara Goodwin and Paula Williams, Ansel Higgins and John L. Pray, of
West Eden, were guests Sunday of John

license

the

grant

provided the equipment meets the
quirements of insurance and building

for

18

Misses

He

street.

required by law,
open outward, and everything done for
the protection of jiatrons of the theatre

no.

Harbor

Charles
show in

being properly
being built as

the doors

The mayor again put his question to
board. Aid. Smith and Maddocks
voted yes; Aid,
hldridge, Austin and

Walls, youngest son of William
Walls, has recently undergone a suc-

operation
hospital.

Other Properties in Ellsworth and

3

—

Carroll
S.

board to

moving-picture

a

building

the

wired,

day policeman.

for

Mason

said

the

Brady,

license

a

suffering with

the

cessful
the

S.

been

S3
SS

1 C. W. & F. L. MASON.

KUa

HATCH—At Ellsworth Falls, April 3, George
Hatch, aged 28 years.
HOLMES—At Ellsworth. April 3, Thomas J
Holmes, aged 66 years, 5 months, 24 days.
HOYT—At Mariaville, March 31, Anna, wife
of Linwood Hoyt, aged 38 years, 3 mouths.
HUTCHINGS-At Whittier. Cal. March9. Roscoe Hutchings, only son of G W Hutchings
and wife, formerly of Surry, aged 42 years, 7
months, 9 days.
LELAND —At Trenton, March 30, Lillian
Maud, wife of Ernest T Leland, aged 33
years.
M ARSH ALL—At Deer Isle. March 30, Mrs
Oeorgiaoa Marshall, aged 66 years.
M’LAIN
At West ‘Surry, March 31. Mrs
Joanna S McLain, aged 75 years, 7 months,

Sim.

S.

commit-

cussed at the

janitor.
Campbell asked

3.

Kicharps, who have
grip, are improving.

the mayor and

M.

April

a

Two story bouse, shed and large stable, all connected with city water and electric lights, and
bout l acre o!land. A bargain on easy terms.

days.

Mrs. Inez Brown.

Walls has gone to Portsmouth, N. H., where he will be employed
on a tug as cook.
Charles Stover and wife and George

0)

A letter from the girls' basket ball team
of the high school asking for the use of
Hancock hall for practice was referred to

K.

Hardingund daughter Vera
home from Somerville, Mass.,

frank

Miss Helen Higgins has returned to
Charleston, where she is
attending
Higgins classical instutue.
Miss Martha Brown, of Waltham, is
spending her vacation with her mother,
|
i

S

BECKWITH-At Ellsworth. April 4. Levi C
Beckwith, aged 67 years. 1 month, 8 days.
BOWDEN—At Bar Harbor, March31, Nathaniel F Bowden, formerly of Ellsworth, aged
78 years.
CONNERS-At Bar Harbor. April 2, Capt
Frank M Conners, aged 72 years, 7 months,
2 days.
COUSINS—At East Bluehill, March 28, S
Watson Cons!ns, aged 65 years, 2 months, 5
days.
COUSINS—At Sailors’Snug Harbor, Quincy,
Mass, March 28, Elisha W Cousins, aged
77 years.
FITZGERALD—At Winter Harbor, March 29,
Mrs Delia Fitzgerald aged 75 years.
GRANT—At Egypt. March 30, George Willis
Grant, aged 20 years.
GRAY—At South Penobscot, March 28, Mrs
Abbic A Gray, aged 68 years, 2 months, fi

last week.

358 24

Maddocks voted yes, the
other* not voting.
Aid. Kldridge thought the quest ton to be
decided was whether the city needed a
day policeman at
regular
pay. He
thought a day policeman unnecessary.
Aid. Maddocks ’'•ought this was dispointed.

Airs,

AND INSURANCE I

ESTATE

rUK 5ALl UK KtN I
^nwnbfcvnnwili

ST

—

Ill

INDIAN POINT.

present municipal year, said the
tee was not yet ready to report.

Aid. Smith and

on

Miss Belle Allen, of Sedgwick, is spending a few weeks with Mrs. Henry W. Sargent.

William

Ora ad total.

a

Rockland

Miss Flora L. Bowden, of Hull, Mass.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Clara Bowden.

James A. McGown for the special committee appointed to investigate the city’s
financial standing yI the beginning of the

day policeman.

gone to

Miss Rose Henderson is spendings few
parents at Sooth Bluehill.

returned

R

FAD CAI F AD DFAIT

ss

=

weeks with her

50

0!

in

§
jSS

—

Miss Harriet Cole, of Sedgwick, is with
Mrs. Charles Dority fora few weeks.

8 00

-HI

was

In-

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

FRANKLIN
GARLAND
At Ellsworth,
March 90. by Rev Milton Beckwith, Mrs
Ellen M Franklin to Alfred H Garland, both
of Ellsworth.
HAYNES
At Ellsworth,
CUNNINGHAM
April s, by Rev P A A Killam, Miss Blanche
V Haynes, of Trenton, to Galen A Cunningham, of Bar Harbor.
HUTCHINGS—HUTCHINGS—At North Penobscot, March 29, by Rev Edgar A Carter,
Miss Maggie E Hatchings to Walter I
Hutchings, both of Penobscot.

to teach.

Fred J. Sargent
business last week.

200
3 00
8 75
17 20
2 00
9 50
30 00

COJnUMROXM'l ROLL*.
♦ 55 92
74.30
Hidewalk*—.
3 M
Rock crusher.
25

Castine

in Rockland the

Jane C. H. Parker has

Hampden

30 00

1

was

in

Indemnity

C. C. BURRILL & SON, General Insurance Agents,

MARRIED.

—

Miss

*TRRRT

thought
did not

have

to

city

Horace B. Eaton
first of the week.

For Flro, Marino, Life, Accident and
of all claseae apply to

surance

BORN.
DIX —At Bar Harbor, March 31, to Mr and Mrs
Eugene E Dix, a son. [Colin Neil.J
LITTLEFIELD—At Penobscot, April 4, to Mr
and Mrs Dexter C Littlefield, a daughter.

S.

Ruth Sargent visited friends
last week.

a

In port. April 2, achs Mertls H Perry, NickAnna L Sanborn; it a s Alert; schs Ann
J Trainer for New York; Frances Good now
for New York; Manie Saunders
Hall Quarry—Ar April 1, scb Grace Davis

SARGENTVILLE.

Highway* (Hurley).
(Patteo).

At Ihis

time as

enjoyed.
April 3.

reputation for honorable and prompt business methperiod of 45 years, which term is a guarantee of its reliability. The companies represented by this Agency are amoug the
leading insurance companies of the World.
We solicit your business and desire investigation of our com*
panies before insuring elsewhere.

ods for

erson,

was

# 1.342 »4

police mat).

a*

Miss Eleanor Hodgdon entertained a
of little friends Thursday afternoon, her tenth birthday anniversary.

575
1 56
85 80
415
20 00
14 75
10 00
500
526
5 35
11 00
30 00
3 00
3 00
200
6 00
3 00
50
1 90
16 00
16 00

ESTABLISHED 1SSS.
a

badges

number

••

matter.

necessary

receiving congratulations on the birth
of a daughter, born March 30.

1

OHAS. R. BURRILL.

CHAS. C. BURRILL & SON, Insurance Agency.

Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Sid March 29, ach Lavolta,
N Y
Ar March 30, ach Willie L Maxwell, from
Rockland
Hid March 81, ach N E Ayer, N Y
Sid April 1. ach Mary B Wellington. N Y
Ar April 2. ach Franconia from Belfast
Sid Aptil 2, ach Georgietta for Boston
Sid April 4, ach Willie L Maxwell. N Y
Ar April 5 ach Liszie D Small
Southwest Harbor—Sid March 29, U 8 revenue cutter Androscoggin; ach Mertia H Per%
ry
March 81, achs Mineola for Halifax; J Kennedy bound east
Hid April 1, stm tug
Gypsum King with
Hamburg and rauada for Hautsport.

There was a concert and supper at the
church Saturday evening, April 1. Pro18*
ceeds, about |12, for the pastor, Rev. C. L.
19 89
Warren. A short but interesting program

Truman D Smith.
William H True.
Martin A Garland.
Almon G Jalllson,
Libeons D Patten,
Dorephus L Fields.
E G Moore.
E F Dillingham.
Walter J Clark
John E Doyle,
R E Mason,
Milton Beckwith.
Ernest D Giles,
B H A U R Power Co,
Hancock Co Pub Ca,
John W McCarthy.
Campbell Pub Co,
R M Campbell,
J Artelle McGown.
Edmond J Walsh.

coaaidered. Aid. Haddocks thoogbt it
IM city marshal area to act at day police•
xu, the salary should remain at

are

38 33
45 00
3500
45 00
45 00
13 95
120 00

Harvey Spillane,
Edward Haney,
Contingent.

10 00

199 75
14 50

Neldo Canary.
L D Moore,
Ernest D Giles.
C C Camber,
Millard P Jordan,
Lawrence Higgins.

'was

14 75

295*3

__

1886—IN8URANOE—1811
OHA8. O. BURRILL.

Has had

Murphy, recently.
Ocean View grange, recently organized
here, is increasing in membership and interest at each meeting.
Mrs. John Robinson is still qoite ill.
Her daughter, Mrs. Anna
Hamor, of
Massachusetts, is with her.
Benjamin Or ter and wife, of Bayside,

9*

MARINE LIST.

Mrs. Rose Lurvey, of Southwest Harbor,
visited
her daughter,
Mrs. Everett

Amount.
♦ 31 50
2* 50
15 00
50 00

George A Pareher.
Ernest D Giles,

jnaed

the aart regular
The aelary ot

Frank Hodgdon, jr., leaves to-day for
Charleston to attend Higgins classical
institute.

•OLL or ACCOUNT* MO.

thia. bolding the
*
The full board
meeting.
April
**
A. Conning*„t iiepotyderk J.
abaenee of Cllyrecording In the
.so vh still con lined to the
of

adjournment

^

Mrs. George Pervear, of North Brooklln
visited her son Charles recently.

HKOrLAB MKKTINO.

The regular April meeting wts then
celled to order, end the minutes of the
regular March meeting and the annual
meeting were read.
Bolls of accounts were passed as follows:

asbttisinunts.

OCEANVILLE.
C. L Webb bee been coefiued to the
bOQee with • bad eye.
Mre. A. M. Hatch end eon Robert bare
returned from Herrington.
George B. Hatch wee in Rockland and
Uamden one day laet week.
Among tboee ill of grip are Mre. H. M.
Hatch, Mra. W. B. Hatcb. Frank Colomy.
April 4,B.

CENTER.
Mrs. Clinton Gray is quite ill.
Elliot Higgins, of Oak Point, visited
Albert Gray, last week.

journed.

~

the
Hondev evening, opening
of
,ah the receeaed meeting

BOUNTY NEWrs

do.

Eld ridge |baa moved that lbs
•a^T of city marshal be |25 a month.
Tba motion was carried by the same division as on ths previous motion.
The recessed annual
meeting then ad-

day bvbnino.

uuclak «w»o
,n,w ■,ANI
VBA*
uu>rroit T,<w
or BABCOCK HALL.
w

Brady,

and

Aid.

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
▲gent of the U ulon Safe Deposit 61 Trust Co., oi
Portland, Me., for furulsblug Probate
and Surety Bonds.

Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drag
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

DR.

c.

e.

holt,

Dentist,

Bangor,
OFFICE
23 Hammond HL
Office hours

Maine.
HKHIDBNGB:
Fourteenth flt.

2ft
;

2 to 12.15

1

to

6.

Evenings by appointment
Hester:
Gold Medal Flour makes
sponge cake I ever saw.

the

lightest

Racul.

~

■HThnUarmnita.

Mrs. Charles Vansaw, of Prospect Harbor, spent last week with friends here.
Mrs. B. F. Cowperthwaite is spending
Nerve pains—neuralgia. It doesn t take
some time with her daughter, Mrs. Gilmu oft to bring on some neuralgic pain
bert Gerrish, in Winter Harbor.
that causes such suffering by its intensity
of
Nahum
widow
Cordelia Pettee,
Don't take harmful inand lingering.
the
March
28, at
died
ternal drugs that merely stupify but do Fitzgerald,
Use LEE’S LINI- home of her daughter, Mrs. Calvin Lawant stop the pain.
rence, where she had
sinct the death of her
years ago, and where she

ever

used it

for 25

quantity)

the usual

sea.

drug and general stores.

At

NEWS.

slY

< n

Partridge visited in Bangor
is

He expects to sail

soon.

in

home.

WINTER HARBOR.
Hanna

came

York

Thursday.

-Gordon,

waa

in

mormon

are

A.

NV.

ol schools.

superintendent

The

Saturday.

town

day

Salem,

for the

to

put

a

yacht

Many
variety.

readiness

in

summer.

Hanson, who has been atmillinery openings in Bangor,

Mrs. J. F.

ously ill
is

at

men

getting active, and

are

hiring crews for summer.
George B. Scammoa has be.cn

are

Saturday.

arrived home

«ntta colds of the grip

laid up

are

The stone

Mrs. Grace

tending

9.

Lounder and family, who have
Mr. and Mrs. l>aspent the winter in Boston, are visiting \ A son was born to
Mr. Lounder's brothers, Arthur Lounder i forrest Dickey Sunday, April 2.
Mrs. Maggie logman, who was recently
and William Gailison.
April 3.
operated uf»on for appendicitis in the Bar
Harbor hospital, is at home, and doing
WEST FRANK UN.
Chester

town
is in
Fred French, of Bangor,
working in the interests of the Foresters.
C*pt. Herbert E. Harrington left Monfor

April

his school

Ralph Crane ana son
■visiting relatives at Brookltn.
Mrs.

re-

they have

spent the winter.
Colby Chester is at home from Exeter
for the Easter vacation. He will return to

Andrew Strout is ill.

Calvin

have

wife
where

Lamoille,

from

turned

home for New

with

Anthony, who ha? been serithe home of Mrs. C. E. Smith,

an

abscess

Samuel

greatiy i tnproved.

West,

of

ing spool bars for

laid

op

his neck.

on

Lamoine,
b.

is here

saw-

8. Scammoa.

Gilbert Gerrish and wife are receiving
Edward Hardison is preparing to build
congratulations upon the birth of a a dwelling house the coming summer.
daughter Sunday morning.
j Everett Morse has sold his Hiouse to
Mrs. J. H. Snyder and children returned | Eugene Coombs and is looking for another
to thtdr home at Steuben Monday, after a
place.
brief visit to relatives and friends.
Water was used at the mill Thursday.

entertained the ladies
at Masonic hall Friday evening. An interesting program, refreshments and a
social made up an enjoyable evening.
E.
April 3.
The Odd Fellows

Steam

The village library has added

the mill could

April

dozen

or

not

be

I

run

with

B.

a

last

machine

years that

Irving Whitaker,
rjnite ill, is improving.

who

has

Mrs. Abbie

Wasgattand daughter visited

winter in

LAMOINE.

to

Wednesday, Henry Sweet
pushed against the saw, and

take the

April

finger

off.

wound

The

Susie

Oliver Bow ley

who has

spent the
Lawrence, Mass, returned home

Rockland

Over

has returned

Preble, of Middletown, Cal., sends
following clipping
from ths Valey New*, of Anderson, Cal.:

i

was

home from

a

business

trip

is

went to Rockland

The

Portland, Bluehitl and Sarry.

Knights

The

hardwood
’which

of

floor

Pythias have bad

laid in

to be christened

is

Columbus
soon

with

April 3.

a

a

hall,
ball.

BIRCH HARBOR.

Leighton

has returned from

visit to friends in West

a

Gouldsboro,

Stevens, which has been
during the winter, has been

William Tell
Flour
goes farther
than most
flours—

Miss Julia M. Sawyer is home from
North Hancock, where she haB been em-

!

.Health

is

Worth

Same Ellsworth

Saving, and

People

Know

Mow to Save I?.

her illness she

Willis Grant died Thursday,
March 30, after a long illness, aged about
twenty years. The funeral took place at
his horar Sunday afternoon, Rev. Gideon

Mayo officiating.
a

Hymns

were

sung

quartet.

April

3.

She

|
>

I

M.

1SLEFORD.

in

Many Ellsworth people take their lives
tbeic hands by neglecting the kidneys

when

they know these organs need help,
kidneys are responsible for a vast
amount of suffering and ill
health, but

dick

there is

no

need to

suffer

nor

to remain in

danger when all diseases and aches and
pains dot to weak

kidneys can be quickly
and permanently cured by the use of
Loan's Kidney Pills.
Here is an Ellsworth
N.

citizen’s recommendation.

R.

Jeilison, Water St., Ellsworth,

Me., says: **I gave a testimonial for publication some years ago in favor of Doau’B
Kidney Pills, after they bad cured me of a
stubborn case of kidney complaint. I can
only add to-day that the care then effected has been permanent. My case was
ho

severe

that

I

was

laid

up for several
There was a con-

days almost helpless.
stant pain in the small of
times an almost complete

my back, and at
retenti n of the

kidney secretions existed. The use of
four boxes of Doan’s Kidney Pills, prooared at Moore’s Drag Store, rid me of my
trouble.1*
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Foster-Mil barn Go., Buffalo, Now York,
ssta agents for the United But as.
Be mem bar the name Doan’s—and take
Mother.

Mrs. Seth

children
us a

small

She

and

Rev. F. W.

Tingley commenced his pasSunday, April 2.
J. C. Spraguet has been employed for
few days at Baker's island.

j

She

April

an

earnest

leaves two sisters—

Leland, of Trenton, and Mrs.
L. W. Butler, of Northeast Harbor, and a
mother-'Mrs. E. P. Somea. Funeral services were held Saturday afternoon at
the home, Rev. Arthur Clifford officiating.

pall-bearers were Kendall Thompson,
N.
Marshall, K.
Hodgkins aud
George Davis. Deep sympathy is felt for
The

heads

the

list

of

; a

Chariena Lowe has returned from

trip to Portland.
J. M. Ellis and Charles Scott have

business

com- :

Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver Tablets assist nature in driving all impurities
out of the system, insuring s free and
reffnlar condition and restoring the organa of the body to health and strength.
Bold by all dealers.

Little Bickford Hardy, while running
Saturday, fell and broke his leg.

Risk for Those Who
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We

positive oar remedy w til
completely relieve constipation, no matter how chronic it may be, that we offer to
are

so

t urnisb it free

of all cost ifit fails.

Constipation
the

nerves

caused by weakness of
muscles of the large in-

is

and

descending colon. To expec t a
j cure you must therefore tone up and
| strengthen those organs and restore them
j to healthier activity.
! We want you to try Rexall Orderlies on
our guarantee.
They are eaten like candy,
j and are particularly ideal for children.
testines

They

or

directly

act

on

cles of the

bewels.

action

the

on

do not purge
ienee whatever.

have

organs

or cause

They

and

nerves

They

other

They

any
will

a

mus-

neutral

glands.
inconvcn-

or

positively
constipation
and the myriads of associate or
dependent
chronic ailments. Try Kexali Orderlies
at our risk. Tw o sixes, 10c, and 25c. Sold
overcome

j

the

only at

chronic

our

Moore,

or

habitual

store- The

cor.

opp.

Rcxall Store.

Eastern Steamsliip Cmpaii
Bar Harbor and Boston

,Onc Way. $8

Way.

wife,

of

Steamer Catherine leaves Bluchtl)
and
ThorHijr for South *
*5rt>.all
St-dawlck. iHser Isle, *.r/
South Huwk»villr, l»*»rk Harbor and K<
eonnmlox sUb steamer for Boston.

viooday

SoeUial.

with the

Bar Harbor

rowed to
board

be

anchor to

windward,
overturned

in

uUutfaft,

K

L.

A

VI

Banking

Jfc

twreilmg* or ivlus.
be •' nu ped in the t«uLn
withoui. gating a Oouie of

it

fomxW or di*t«im»-r ahi
I>o aot la aacnuei tUi p.u*
*

Tuttle's Elixir
J|J>*£•

l‘i>m tu**nor* possible. A sure mre for
^1.1 <w
hauUuaui mma

COtir And a.I
tmoon Millie nl* tigt
•masts tin- raiuc of your boms.

A

vSps&iSSgftZZ, s^ssas 5

over-

Boms. In tue in over low uxt huMi-s.
Your dealer fell* Tuttie'* Rliiir. [f
W,<1

boat

of the school here will

^

/o
19 wtmt your money will
invested m shares of the

not.

A
n now

NKW

8KK1KS

Shore*, MI eaeh

open.

WHY

i,

|**y

PAY

KENT

you can borrow on your
give a tirst uu»rU»Ke nod
reduce it every mouth? Moutfily
pa > meat* >. nd interest toother
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying l*>r
rent, and In about ten years you
will
a hare*

mm

Ms

contracted with the City of Ellaworth to aupport and care for thoae who
may need aaaialance during the neat Sat
,r* legal realdenta
llaworth. 1
forbid all parson#
trusting tbsui on my so*
oonut. aa there ia plant* oi room nnd accom
odationa to ears lor them at tbs City Farm

HXVINU

S'**"*“?

I

month*

when

OWN

YOUR OWN
For

M._J. DaCMMwr

kOHE.

particulars Inquire of
O. W. TaPt.aV.Boc’y.
Firat Nat’l Bank Bio*

—

Sssi

if

menu, MI per ah*irt.

3

send

earn

tertlLm and Biding Ass’il

••

him, 1 gave him Foley’s Houey sod Tar Com- ; -r—-pound, iu which 1 have great faith It cured ;
HA * B MBDH IKK FOR CHILDREN
the cough as well aa (he choking and gagging •
speils, and he got well in a short time, i
Compound is a safe
Foley's Hooey and Tar
haa
and
Tar
and
effective medicine for children, as it does
Compound
Foley’e Honey
many
times saved ue much trouble and we are not contain opiates or harmful drags. The
never without it iu the house." Sold by all
as Palsy’s Honey and Tar Compound is
I
a yellow package. Hold at all druggists.
druggists.

r•">r.

°/

Best Leg anil Body Wash,

his boat and
small

Smith. \&ent% Bar H
H union. Assent.

Sairiung.

Biddeford

getting

the

-or

<

Capt. Mark Billings had a narrow
escape from drowning Thursday morning.
He left his bouse early in the morning tc
put an extra anchor out from his vessel.
He lowered the

Steamship C:*in«!«-a-

Spas Tuesday and Erl l->

l>\»ve Rockland \i', a tn, or ou ic-learaer from Itoston,
Wednesday an "•‘•Br.lay for Bar Harbor, IBuehlll aud Interna aisle

Simply blithe the Un*he» vat rut:
yatrh
fey the Utile water b?t»ier*. IU41’* v»j,lItf
nwa uana wbmtbm i* no laukai,
* ,i,r
wiiUUt out like water.
The lwfc* *t*u of spavto, lameness, carba. shoe
Me,
I nnuih.

position

nteel

I-eave lioetoo

home.
Miss

il-ul.

RETURNING
Turbine

Louise Leland has returned to her

VerriU’s

*>
or,
*>r,

K. G.

Locates Lameness

Mrs.

*7.50 Hound Trt|>

Steamer Boothhay leaves Bar ftaroor
am, Mopday and fhursdajr lor Aea! Mar
V.rt»-eaal H»ri- r, Mnu*ct. 'VouihweM ■(
>ton!nKu»n, S.»rth Haves and Ho-ala;
neetlna fim steamer tor Boston.

postoffice.

spent the winter with
parents, have returned

who have

•«

<8> Hound Tr.p

Bluelilll and Boston 84 OO One

Smith, wife and son Wilson
have returned from a pleasure trip in
Portland.
Waldo S. Verrill and

lit.

Vice President A General Manager
Portland. Me.

It.

Accept
|

F. K. BOOTH BY
General Passenger Ag*

L.

Pool,

excepted.

Hi John.
are earneaUv request!y to pticket* before entering the train*, aod
i.siwciallv Ellsworth to Fall* and F*:» to
EliMwortn.

SALISBURY COVE.
1/on

ateamer will IrAve
arriving at Mt, Desert
a

^ORKIM McDOKALD.

in stum; 1 Au.| we will aejxl
a larn
f® owtU
Fortunately the anchor cleared the Bmall bott'.e preixud.
together with
Vetertnury Ksm.
<*
which remained afloat, and Capt
Information to every
boat,
in
an
entertainment
wi
Friday
evening
give
BactoSJ
»£
p£u“nr**
the hall, the proceeds to be for class pins. Billings, holding on to it, succeeded in
Marion Staples, Hazel Hardy, Lida Stin- working it to shore. He was nearly ex- Tumrs mxw i*. aw iwg a, laataa, mm.
hausted, and fell unconscious before
N »T A NAttUMIC reaching the house. His daughter saw
A tillable M*-«llciue
Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe. Mich., says: “Oar him fall, and called assistance. He soon
little boy contracted a severe bronchial trouble
i'aui><M .N« slice.
revived, and has thoroughly recovered.
and as the docror'a medic! ue did not cure

The ninth

12

r

J Stops on signal to conductor.
Stops only to leave passengers from poi: *
Washington t'ounty KviDoad
These trains connect at Bangor with through
train* on Main Line, to and from Port .and,

An Offer That Involves No

REACH.

meuced to rebuild their weir.
THE **OOND SEEK*' OF <iOO!> HE At TH
Can not be over estimated and any ailment that preveuts it is a menace to he itb.
J. L. Brothers. Eau Claire. Wig.,
says: **I
have beeu uuaole to sleep sound.y nights, because of pains across my back and soreness of
my kidneys. Mv appetite was very poor and
my geueral condition was much run down. 1
have been taking Foley Kidney Pills but a
short time and now sleep as sound as a rock,
my general condition is greatly improved,
and I know that
Foley Kidney Pills have
cured me.” Sold by all druggists.
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chatterboxes.
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cure

Trust Co. Her many friends will be glad
to learn that she has
nearly recovered
Miss Mabel Grant, of Cberryfield, commenced school Monday. Miss Grant has; the bereaved husband and children. Tue from the effects of a severe attack ol
scarlet fever.
been unable to teach since her last term remains were placed in the tomo.
here in the fall, being ill of pneumonia.
R.
April 3.
Mae.
3.
j
April
Hen* friends are gl.d to have her with j
them again.
April 3.

fo'n

P

;

The many and beautiful liowera showed
the high esteem in which ah© was held.

The stork again visited the inland and
left a nice boy baby with Mr. and Mrs.
Edson Stanley.

}#

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4 A
m. and arriving at Ellsworth
11.06 a m. 10 5?
p. m. connect with Washington Oo. By

CO.,

her.

sidewalk society and
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Arthur, Dorothy aud Sylvia,
daughter to her husband's par-
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Wilbert and Herbert Rice have
Portland m the schooner K«u
with Capt. Loring Rice, formerly
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Loring. Lloyd Rice is also employed on
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Kice has been here this week

getting their home ready for William
Freeman to move into.

Mrs. W. D.
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Bunker and wife.

sumption. Everything
band and the physician could do was done,
j but help was beyond their power. During

ployed.
George

Boston.

in very poor health
Monday for medical

of Winslow
Noyes.
present.
Mrs.
C. R. Bridges,
L. Milan, Mrs.
post. <i. A. It., and was buried by that order
Trie community was shocked this mornM.
E.
Miss
Mrs.
Bickmore,
in the Masonic cemetery in sight of the ( Hawkes,
ing by the sudden death of Ambrose
!
Mrs.
William
Holmes,
eternal snow-covered peak of Mount Shasta. Evelyn Bridges,
Francis. Much symjiatby is felt for hi*
He was born in Sullivan. Me., Nov. 28. 1840. Mrs. L. E. Rich.
wife and family.
He came of old New England stock. He en- 1
8.
3.
April
S.
April 3.
listed as a soldier, and served about fifteen
TKENTON.
mouths, to the end of the war. Soon after
SUTTON.
the close of the war he came to California, i
Charles Corson and wife are receiving j
where he remained ever since, except for
The schools will open to-day.
a
son.
of
on
the
birlh
short intervals.
He was a bind and devoted congratulations
Lena Wedge visited Helen timer the
Mr. Hysom, of Sullivan, and Shepard Lefriend, as steadfast in his friendship as tne
tirst ol the week.
old New England hill in sight of which he
land and wife, of Hull’s Cove, were called
Lawrence Bunker is home for a twowas born.
here Saturday by the death of Mrs. E. T.
weeks’ vacation with his parents, Leslie R.
Leland.

Lillian Maud, wife of Ernest T. Leland,
Newell Hardison is quite ill again. |
died Thursday morning, aged thirty-three
Miss Della Goodwin is employed at H. b.
years, of typhoid pneumonia aud conCoombs1.
that a loving hus-

;
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Foley Kidney Pills contain in concentrated
ingredients of established therapeutic
value for the relief and cure of all kidney and
bladder at meats.
Foley Kidney Piils are !
antiseptic, tonic and restorative- Befnse substitutes. Sold by all druggists.
form
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Tell Flour.
One baking day
will convince you that no expert cook can aft'ord to wa-.te
her skill on ordinary flours.
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your pride ?
Then you are the woman
w'uo will appreciate William

Harold Webb and wife, of North Sulliplay, “Farm Folks,” was preby local talent to ; van, is visiting W. W. Noyes and w ife.
a good-sized
audience, considering the j Mrs. Etta Young and daughter Hattie,
The funeral of Stephen B Preble, who died | weather and the
muddy roads. Those in of Gouldsboro, came Friday to spend the
here March 16. was held Sunday afternoon.
Merton Bickmore, Dr.
the cast were:
summer with her daughter. Mrs. Ethel
A large number of friends and acquaintance.B. li. Stinson, C. R. Brilges, O.
was
i Uawkes,
Lie was a member

home,

friends in

Have you a reputation as a
cake maker—is your pastry

very ill.

New York for the season’s
He

Basil Stinson

is

Ansel Stanley made
Rockland Monday.

Ralph

home from

was

r.iafljr ,uitable. S», iMlfiellwl with each box.
ar- «•
pyerywhffre. In boxes 10c. end 25c.

Are You Proud of
pYour Bread?-

it is also

Miss F.ffle Robbins

is

Sunday.

over

lately.

extended visit wdth

an

Sold

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Anne.

3.

female,. Baerham', Pi!

For

an

SWAN’S ISLAND.

J. B.

Miss
*»fter

keep, good bodily

i

treatment.
Friday.’
academy Last week.
Mrs. Adrian Stanley, with her two sons,
Ernest Marshall and wife are receiving
Eugene Hodgkins, of Waltham, Mass.,
Master Frank Milan has gone to Lin- Allie and ChArlie, came Tuesday for a few
congratulations on the birth of a daughter. spent last wee a with relatives here, recolnville for a week.
days’ stay with friends.
Miss Iona Nichols, of Searsport, was turning on Saturday.
Mrs. F. W. Kent, of Rockland, spent
Miss Jennie Cole, of Brooklin, made a
here one day last week calling upon
Lester Young, a sophomore at Coburn,
last week here with friends and relatives.
business trip to the island last week. Sb€
friends.
returned home on Thursday. He will not
Deep Sea lodge, No. 139, K. of P., gave left Monday for Rockland.
Master Rupert Blance has
returned return for the spring term.
H.
two candidates the third degree WednesApril 1.
lrom a
visit to his
Miss Mary Tripp had a surgical operagrandparents in
Brooklin.
tion performed on the throat last week, day evening.
{
COREA.
Albert Moulden has his license, and will
Mrs. Irving S. Ray left Friday for Mar- having her tonsils removed. 8he is doMrs. Henry Davis is critically ill.
go as engineer on the steamer Grace Mor- j
Mass., to visit her
blehead,
father, ing well.
E. B. Barker has goue to Boston on
gan the first of April.
Y.
April 3.
Henry Handy.
business.
Mr. Moor, of Rockland, has been at
Miss Annie Handy has gone to Bar Haru l.l.1 * a.’.
Capt. A. H. Barbour's the past week
bor to spend the summer with her sister,
Roy Scofield and wife have moved Into
BUCD IN CALIFORNIA.
Elisha Young’s house for the summer.
painting and paper hanging.
Mrs. Marcus Cleaves.
relatives in Sullivan

such a safe, simple, reliable family remedy as Bcecham’s Pills. In every
household where this famous and unequalled medicine is known,
the whole aspect of life is changed for the better. Be ready to help
and to regain, and
yourseif—and your family—to overcomeontrouble
hand for immediate use
conditions by having

R.

A.

healing nicely.

visit.

Austin,

Capt. Augustus C. Savage died at his homo
here Friday morning, at the age of seventy nine years. Capt. Savage had been in

the little

Margaret Young, who has been
employed at Lamoine, is home.

been

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

I

had bis hand
finger on the left hand was cut
nearly off. Dr. Patten found it necessary

water.

Miss

Mrs.

Naturally Yield To

widow
poor health all winter.* Besides his
Mrs.
Sanford McFarland and wife
have he is survived by one daughter
moved into the tenement of E. 8. CarpenFred 1. Phillips, of Northeast Harbor, and
ter’s store. Mr. McFarland will be em- j four sons Herman E., George A. and
John C. Savage, of Northeast Harbor, and
ployed in the store the coming summer.
Richard MePike and wife moved their Fred L. Savage, of Bar Harbor. Capt. Savhousehold goods into the Elliott house j age was a veteran of the Civil war, having
last
week.
Mrs. MePike and children served in tbe navy during the greater pari
He entered the navy
will live there this summer. Mr. MePike j of the four years.
as an ensign and was commissioned a cap{ has employment out of town.
Tht
tain before the clone of the war.
j News was received here last Friday of greater part of his service was on the ship
the death of Joseph Tilton Bowen, of
;
Delaware stationed at the James river
Chicago. Mr. and Mrs. Bowen were !
Savage had been a niemter of the
prominent among the summer residents, Capt.
Baptist church for many years. He was
and own a beautiful summer home here.
also a member of Mt. Desert lodge, F. and
While sawing wood with a sawing
A. M., and of James M. Barker post, G

Holt has gone to South

Gouldeboro for

j

nicely.

Ch'e’er.

3.

Mrs. A.

a

winter, it being

twenty-nine

NORTH

books.

Mrs. A. H.

been used all

has

the first time for

PROSPECT HARBOR.
more new

j

getting ready for |

William Crabtree and

Capt.

few

a

Gailison, who has had employBangor during the winter, is

William
ment

•

C.

_

A. L.

HARBOR.

<

HANCOCK POINT.

days last week.
Capt. J. G. Martin

with

from errors in diet, from too little exercise or from the misThese
takes we commit without thinking of consequences.
sicknesses may be slight at first, but they hinder work, prevent
What
advancement or bring depression and spoil enjoyment
is worse, they lead to serious physical disorders if not checked in
time; but you CAN check them easily and quickly. They will
come

schooner Jessie Bishop.
are attending the high school at Bar HarMail-carrier Charles T. Powers is on his
bor, and Miss lna Jordan is attending high
route again, after several weeks’ confine- ;
school at Northeast Harbor.
ment to tbe house w ith grip.
News was received here Saturday of the
The girls’ club gave an entertainment at
Henri W. S-iith Thursday,
death of
w
wan
the town hall Friday evening, hich
March 30, at his home in West Somerville,
the best of the season. The proceeds will
Mr. Smith’# boyhood and early
Mass.
go toward furnishing their club-room.
manhood were spent here, and the new# !
Mrs. Georgianna Marshall died at her of hi# death was received with sorrow.
home Thursday, after a long illness, aged
|
One of the plesantest gatherings of the
sixty-six years. Funeral services were season was held at the home of Janies
at the house Saturday afternoon. Rev.
wife Saturday evening. I
Varnum and
W. H. Collins officiating. Hhe leaves two
1, when the members of the mothers’
Marshall, April
sons- Capt. K. T. and Frank
club held a reception for the fathers. A
and one daughter—Mrs. Minnie Smith.
delightful evening was spent in games
Rex.
3.
April
and music. Delicious refreshments were
served. A birthday cake was presented to
HULL'S COVE.
Mrs. Varnum by the club, it also being
Miss Maria iiamor is confined to the
her birthday.
house w itb a bad cold.
RKX.
April 3.

officiating.

noon, Rev. E. S. Drew
April 3.

the
«iy so, and satisfied users are
Take our word *t hat
who can tell.
Lee’s Liniment is a wonder, then get a
bottle, use it, and you will thank us for
In full 4-ounce botthe tip «o gave you.

(TWICE

Most Ills of Life

Maurice Marshall and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son,
born March 27.
Misses lne* Liscoroband Lena Jordan

Pickering left Monday to
Capt. C. A. Haskell on

William

mate

go

SEAL

to take

season.

C.apt.

Stoniogton, five grandchildren and two
services
Funeral
great-grandchildren.
were held at the home Thursday after-

will

tles

tbe

of

ones

cent*

Monday

—

MENT has. Not only in neuralgic pains
LEE’S LINIMENT good, but also for
rheumatism, sciatica, bruises, injuries,
LEE’S
stiff joints, lame and sore spots.
LINIMENT is the king of all external

thirty of our young men left
command of yachts for

About

was tenderly
eared for by the family during her illness.
Beside Mrs. Lawrence, she leaves a son
Alphonso; one sister —Mrs. Irene Dunham,

is

who

Miss Mildred Staples has returned from
Sooth Deer isle, where she has been the

Hon. John Lynch, of Boston, is spend-

ing a few days with friends here.
pest tour months.
Jadge E. P. Spofford and wife, who
Among those who went away the pasl
have spent the winter in Augusta, are week to join their yachts are Cecil Hardy
borne.
to Philadelphia, Morris Powers to New
Mrs. P. W. Small and daughter Marguer- London, George C. Hardy, jr., to Marion
ite are visiting her mother, Mrs. W. 8. Mass.
made her home
H.
April 3.
husband several Pickering.

MENT jnst rob it in well over the painful locality- and note how quickly and
thoroughly the pain is disipated and
canned to disappear. It is really wonderful what beneficient effect LEE'S LINI-

applications everybody

sod,

DEER ISLE.

NERVE PAINS.

flODcniMaunu.

Bessie Scott sod Max D. Gray complete the course here, snd willgototlx
high school In the tall.

COUNTY NEWS.

sold to BluehLU parties, who will sail
with her to-day, weather permitting.

A. W.

Kino. PrwudsnL

0

Subscribe for Thb Amsbiga*

BrooUln for many yean. They will ahip
100 oorda of hardwood to Camden and Bar
Harbor and 100 cords of kiln wood to
Rock port. Theft logs they sold to the
mills hen.

news

COUNTY

la teaching at
Elizabeth O. Orindle

H„p.min dtaniey,

of Bedg-ick, waa in

*r«*k,o«n last
stover haa bean engaged
MiM Ethel Mat Hedgwick.
to leach
and wile bare returned
o, K. C. Barrett
atay in Bangor.
abort
a
fr(—
in the town ball
select men’s office
renovated the past week.
OK been

Cbaae

Mildred

o,*,

her

spending

ia

Maaa.
v^tion in Boaton and Waltham,
her
ia
Orindle
apendiug
yt,, Jennie
her aiater, Mrs. F. B. Snow.
izcation with
B. Snow baa returned
j.dgc Forreat
and vicinity, where he haa
Boston
Irom
the past week.
^
on business
Hinckley, who U employed at
a week-end gneat of hia
sj^nuori, was
Arch W. Hinckley and wile.

p^ents.
of M. 13, ia
Mward E. Chase, Jr., L.
vacation with hiethe
spring
soeadim:

James Hendersou is morlng his household effects here from Long island, preparatory to moving to what was the
Horace Bachelder plaoe, which he re-

Jodge E. E. Cbaae and wlla.
of Mrs. Ralph Barker
Jb« many friends
hear ahe ia gaining rapidly.
sre pleased to
in Portland, where she
Mrs. Barker ia still
root lor medical treatment.

pluenie,

cently purchased.
April 3.

for ita spring recess
TVs academy cloned
The principal. Prof. Wood,
last Friday.
Alisa Cowell, are
,ndthe tlrst assistant,
the vacation at their home#.

Mam., Tuelday.
Mrs. B. O. Staples, of Hurry,
her niece, Mrs. F. W. Phillips.
Mrs. Lizzie Stanley has gone
chusetts to visit her daughters.

Kilswort h.
The drama, “Willowdale," .which waa
senior ciaaa of
piwnted last week by the
and was
Ike academy, was well attended,
The parts were
eacces* in every way.
ezwptionally well taken, and abowed the
at

elect* of

Massa-

Mrs. Amanda Hellers went to Sunshine

Wednesday to visit her daughter.
Henry Kane went to Addison Tuesdsy
to start {lacking clams in his factory there.
Charles Staples has moved into the Tibbetts house, now owned by G. F. Wake-

taken in

man.

NORTH CAHTTNK.
Ur*. Kliva

to

Mrs. Florence Biaisdeil leaves to-day
Boston, for a two weeks' visit.

_

*

visiting

is

for

study
Many hope the ciaaa
itaging the play.
• hi repeat the play eoon.
H.
April J.
care

Mrs. Q. F. Gott pleasantly entertained

library

the

Wednesday evening,

circle

March 29. There were aixteen present,
and a great amount of work was done.
Refreshments were served.
HIOU SCHOOL NOTES.

Sunday.

The students of the high school will
publish a school paper this term. The
following editorial staff has been chosen:
Leonell Flye, editor-in-chief; Arthur San-

lB*Jp«9. Ward well, of Caatine, visited
fcal parents, Fred F. Wardwell and wife,
Last »'«i-

derson, assistant editor; Marie Jordan,
local ediSunday to visit his brother Arthur, who literary editor; Everett Cousins,
tor; Luetta Bridges, personals; Fred Heris very ill of pm-umonia.
rick, athletics; Lawrence Lurvey, business
Albert Mclntire and wife, of Osstine,1
wife went

Caatine

to

manager.

Burton Ward-

The

well’*, have returned home.
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am
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year’s

school

Emerson district. She
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Belle T. Smith i* home from Colby (or

Misses Dority and Paris returned to Heto-day.
Mr#. W. H. Wilson has returned to Dorchester, Mas*.
bron

years, she
especially by her
in

were

W. H. Pervear, of Boston, visited his

inmates

uncle last weak.

Johntjtonii seriously
\i

i-n

Hill and w ife, of Haven, spent
ith Arthur Cole and wife.

that

has

been

taken

The

they lately

thimble club

purchased

with Mrs. Abbie
Ice-cream and cake

met

Sylvester last week.
were served.
Mrs.

Bi rr L isa should be currd without losa
of time and
by a medicine which, like
Chan rlaiu’s Colic, Cholera and Dialrhaw }.{* medy, uot
only cures promptly
bot produce* no
unpleasant after effects.
It nev* r fails and is
pleasant to take.
Sold by all dealers.

Arthur

last week

by

a

F.

to

Parker

receive

to

treat me ut

Holmes and wile

surprised Saturday by
sou

went

Rockland

of the eyes

specialist.
A.

death
angel ha* again
entered our order, and taken from our midst
onr beloved 'inter, Lucinda T. Dodge,
Rftolvrri, That in the death of our sister,
our chapter
has lost a icved and honored
member, and we would bow in humble submission to Him who doeth all thiugs well.
Remembering her long illness and suffering
we can but think
in our sorrow that our
Father knew the best.
Rtialvtd, That we extend our love and
syn.patby to Sister May Sawyer and family,
Rtnolvd, That in memory of our departed
sister our charter be draped in mourning for
thirty dsys; that a copy of the resolutions
be placed upon our record, a copy sent to
Sister

were

Fred, of Boston, for

a

visit of

a

few

Nearly Anyone May
cure a
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Barge ntviile.
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risk. Sold only
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apolis, Minn., writes,

!

and it

was

but he

was

| evening.

hoped

Candagc returned to Ellsworth
April 1,
spending two weeks with
her mother. She will have employment

him to health.

April

OBO. A. PARCHRK, DHt
Flt*north, HI**.

>

j

m he lived, and one daughter-Mrs*
Holmes, of Northeast Harbor, who is so
tenderly caring for her mother.
9.
April 3.

ORLAND.
Mrs. Sophronia A. Snowman, died at *
the home of her son, Eben L. Snowman*
Monday evening, March 27, at the age of j
eighty years. Mrs. Snowman had been in 1

FOKKCLOSI

OF

Kft..

Charles
\1THEREA8
worth, Hancock

wh

Crumbs.

OOIST,

legal Cotters.
NOTICE

Rosebrook was seventy-six years of
leaves one son—Gilbert, with
age. He

summer.

3.

and make them
and robust. Try
one bottle, and if
you are not satisfied, we will return your money.
ones

healthy, strong

Mr.

after

coming

build up little

home

Grace

there the

C. Allen, of New Bedford, Mass.,
writes,“Mytwo punychildrengained
rapidly in flesh and strength in a very
short time after taking VINOL.”
We positively know VINOL will

was going to recover,
suddenly worse in the

Mrs. Rosebrook is very ill at the
of her daughter, Mrs. L. Elrie
j Holmes, being confined to her bed tbe past
!
year. Sympathy is extended to the bei
I Wilbur Friend, with his sloop, took reaved family by the whole community.
Capt. Medbury Eaton to Winter Harbor Mr. Rosebrook was tenderly cared for by
1
to bring home the new vessel he has his son Gilbert and his wife, who had done
everything during his illness to restore
j bought.

to

boy to-day.”

he

taken

want

recommend VINOL to every mother who has a weak or
sickly child.
My little boy was sickly, pale, and
had no appetite for two years. I
tried different medicines and doc
tors without benefit, but thanks to
VINOL, he is a well and healthy

mon

SEAL COVE.

F. Fuller, of HtlsTf
county. Mai up. by hits
mortgage cited dated Jure 8, 1909. and recorded in the registry of deeds for said Hancock county, book 461, page 44. conveyed to
Frrdmand Wsrdwell a certain parcel of re»i
estate sit .at*d In Ellsworth afoiesaid, lt>scribed as follows: Beginning at the novihw» st corner of a lot of land owned by Mr. Aogcoe Holmes, being his homestead lot situated
on State street in said Ellswo-rth; ihcnce rnnnii g westerly five rods to a stake and stones;
tbe ce running northerly five rods to Mill
avenue, so called, in said Ellsworth; tfaento
along tbe line of said Mill avenue easterly to
land formerly owned by Henry M. Hall;
thence along the west line of said Hall's tend
southerly to place of beginning, and containing twenty-five square rods, more or less.
And whereas the said Wardwell assigned
the s*id mortgage to the undersigned, by
strument dated March 31, 1911, not yet zgr»
corded, and whereas the conditions of said
mortgage have been btoken. now, therefore,
by reason of ihe breach of the osndUML
theieof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated at Ellsworth, Maine, April 1,1911.
John O. Kief«
Harry L. Crabtree, attorney.

given
evening.

Ice-cream aud cake

Proceeds, $37.14.
Dr. Payson has

were

sold.

invitation to

an

New

The alliance held a meeting Wednesday
evening at the Castine house. A paper
was
read by Rev. Mr. Barnard, of the
Ice-cream and cake
Methodist church.
were served by the hostesses of the evening,
Miss Mary Bills and Miss Anna Witherle,
0.
April 3.
MT. DESERT FERRY.
Everard Grant

in Bangor last week

was

business.

on

having repairs made
her house by Fred Mcl<ane.
Mrs. True

V.

is

M. Carter

Mrs. Celtic
are

visiting

is

his

on

parents,

Hopkins and little son, of
visiting relatives here.

Colby is at South Surry
visiting her father, Edgar Treworgy.
Miss Elizabeth Jettison nas returned to
Higgins classical institute, Charleston.
Miss Eleanor Carter has returned from
where she has been visiting

Trenton,

weeks.

Curtis, of Bangor, who has spent
the winter with I. L. Ward well and wife,
Mrs.

has returned home.

M.

3.

April

Island

Fails.
Miss Marie Farr is working at I red
Gray’s.
Fred Richardson is suffering from a carbuncle

Nettie Gray does not improve

Mrs.
fast

Hamilton,

Mabel

winter in Orrtngion,

Davis,

R. U.

Brooksville

who

two

who has

Douglass,

week,
that .is forefinger

working in

while
hand

his

was

nearly severed.

Hancock,

w

here she has been the

Charles Graves and wife are receiving
the birth of a son.

congratuiations^on

April

Hubbard.

3.

PENOBSCOT.
a

April

H. Leach

Sumac.

3.

llnjal Notices.

They

estate.

will open the

sometime the first of this month.

The Bagaduce Comedy Co., of South Peplay, “Mrs.
presented the
nobscot,
Briggs of the Poultry Yard,” at tbe town
hall, Wednesday evening, March 29, to a
large and aj>pr> ciative audience. There
dance after the

thereto are

mediately

be

requested

conferred at the

Fl^HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
JL he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
LENA B. FOREN. late of HANCOCK,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, und
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands against the estate of said defor
ceased are desired to present the
hereto are resettlement, and all indebted
quested to make payiru-nt iuunediatelv.
WATBQN K. 8l'K.i£>GJ»K.
Hancock. March 16. iyu.

CASUALTY CO

>4

FAN Y,

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.

ASSETS

I

DEO. 81, 1910.
$164.600 00
5,000 00

Mortgage loans.
blocks and bonds.
C*»sb in » th e and bank,
Interest at d rents,
All other assets,

301 25

4.732 27
8,056 81

[$177,690

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

next

regular meeting, April 15. There will be
sp-eial meeting Sdur.i « v evening. At ril
It is especially requested
8, for pracii
that all the r gular officers be present.

LIABILITIES

II.

the last will and testament of
<*
late
L. M’PARLAND,
HENRIETTA
TRENTON,
in the county of Hancock, deceased.no bonds
being required by the terras of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for
settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment traHaH KY L. CXABTttKB.
ined lately.
Ellsworth, March 18.

of

$174.683 52
DEC.

j

31, 1910.

Vpt unpaid bases,
Uueari ed premiums,
All o he• liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

Total liabilities and

hereby gives notice that
rpHE hesubsciib
has been duly appointed executor
JL

38

3.>-56 81

Admitted assets,

WoodloCke.

3.

to make payment irn
Avelia S. Holmes.
1911.

Hnsurance Sta rmente.
WOODMEN''

play.

Penobscot chapter, O. E. S., held its
regular meeting at Masonic hall, Saturday
evening, April 1. One candidate was
degrees. Tbe
elected to receive the
will

fllHE subscriber hereby gives notice thd
JL he has been duly appointed adoaiaiatrator of the estate of
FANNIE DOUGLASS, late of CAST1NE.
in the couuty of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All perdemands
son*
against tbe eshaving
said deceased are desired
to
tate
of
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Ralph H. Cwwb.
8omh Brooksville. March 16. 1611.

Southwest Harbor, March 18,

Schools will begin Monday, April 17,
with the following teachers: Bay, Annie
Dunbar; Cove, Ethel Stover; Leach,
25elma Hutchins; North, Lida Perkins;
Devereux,
Farnham, Ethel Hutchins;
Annie Conner; Dunbur, Chrystal HutchThe
schools
Snow.
Eleanor
ins; Perkins,
in tbe Marks and Wilson districts have

degrees

in Ells-

rT3HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
JL she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
HANNAH It. SMALLIDGE, late of MOUNT
DEsERT,
in the county of Haucock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons Having demands against tb< estate of
said deceased are desired to presem the
and all
indebtec
for settlement,
same

nesday evening, March 29.
Austin and Leon Bridges have recently
purchased tbe grocery business of the

whs a

THE

son

visit in Augusta.

Congratulations are extended to Walter
Hutchins and wife, whose marriage took
place at the Methodist parsonage, Wed-

B.

and

worth.

H. Cushman and wife returned Monfrom

Sinclair,
spent Saturday and Sunday
wife

Herman
Leon

B.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
MINA A. STAPLES, late of ATLANTIC,
in ihe county of
Hancock, deceased. And
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons having demauds against the estate at
said deceased are desired to present ihe same
for settlement, ami ail Indebted thereto artrequested to make payment immediately.
Rita 8. Kullivan.
Atlantic, Me., March 16, 1911.

Miss Lottie Wooster, who has been in
past few months, is at home.

Sullivan the

weeks.

day

Miles will leave Monday fora
Augusta.

visit in Boston and

past two

$

7,8i0 00
17 585 65
7«'482
100,000 00
41,*93 05

K. KN4PP, Dial. Agent,
BANGOR.

191IL_

$174,633 52

surplus,

Richardson has employment

Trenton.

Harold

Grin die, of Northeast Harbor,
visiting at E. T. Richard-

son’s, has returned home.

1

|

ME.

FRANKLIN,

LOYAL PROTECTIVE INS. GO.
OF-

FKAMK E. B uAlbllfiLl,

MAK1AVILLE.

n-:-:-

The community

w

as

shocked

Thursday

to learn of the sudden death of Anna, wife
of JLinwood Hoyt. She was ill but a few
She

was a

kind and

mother, and it is

a

great

devoted wife
blow

to the

H*« k l« Work
One t'Oli uctor
Mr. Wilford Adam* is his iiame* and he
writes:
I wan confined t<> my ben witn
chronic rheu natism au*i used two bottles of
Puley’* Kidney Remedy with good ffect.
The third bottie put me on the Lexington,
Ky., Street Rail way It will do ad you claim
in cases of iheuiuaiiftiu
It clears the blood
of uric acid. Hold by all druggists.

Franklin, March 16,

j

y I ASS A C11 USETTS.

I >( KSTOX.

| in the county ot Hancock, deceased, and
j given bonds an the law directs. All persona
having demand* against the estate of 'uul
deceased are desired to present the same lor
settlement, and ill indebted thereto *** rw"
j quested to make payment immediately

hereby gives nonce that
duly appoint* d aciunniMti-a-

of the estate of
HENRY WHITING, late of ELLSWORTH
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs
All persons
having demands against the es ate of
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all ind. bted thereto are request eo to make payment immediately.
March 18, 1911.
Mamokl K.
tor

Real Esta'e,
>lorl|Tiif!e l.oans,

#

•
....

tollateril Loans,
Sloeks ail lloinls,
Ca-li in < 'dice and Dank,
Ap- ut«’ It .lances,
Bills Receivable.
Im-re-t and Kents,
All o her Assets,

....

«.

*

....

_*>1,3.10.00
70.iiOo.40

Wni^pra..

••••

....

■•••

subscriber
rpHE
he has been
■A.

.1,007.40

•

$330,507,80
•

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 11)10.

Unpaid

$ 50.14ii.85

Losses.

Cneari.ed I’remuims,
All other

•

i .bilit es,

....
....

Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities,

....

Total Liabilities and Surplus,

85030.00

111.757.41
lOU.t'OOOO rpHE
A
she
73 001.00

$330,507.80

CHARLES F. ALLEX, Affont,
Bar Harbor, Maine.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed executrix
will and testament of
FREDERICK WOOD, late of BUCKS PORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bondtf
being required by ihe term* of sai
will. aR
prisons having d mand* against the estate of
*a‘d de eas«d are denned to present »he aaraa
fo *« ttlement, and all isdebied thereto
artf
requested to make payment immediately.
Makt Woo*.
Buckspoit, March 18, ltU.
of

■

Hancock County.

hereby gives notice that

dulv appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
EMMA H. KINGSLEY, late of EDEN,
in the county o» Hancock, deceased, no bond a
being required by the terms of said will All
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are defied to
present
the same for settlement, and all inn* ted
thereto are requested to make payment >n»medlately.
Ralph H. KmuaLsv.
Bar Harbor. March 18, )9li.

•

Cross Assets, ....
•
Deduct Items no admitted,
•
Admitted Assets,
Net

lull.

subscriber
j rpHE
he has been
A

R.

3.

_

subscriber hereby gives notice that
h‘- has been duly Appointed adminiat rat or of the estate of
CHARLOTTE PL WHITTAKER, late <*

rpHfci

ASSETS DEC. 31, 11)10.

HILL.

adaateifN

estate of

non

ROBERT GERRY, late of ELLSWOBTU,,
in tbe county of Hancock, deceased, and
All tergiven bonds as the law directs.
sous
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted
tteieto
are requested to make
immediately.
payment
In a B. Hagan, Jb.
Ellsworth Falls, March 16, 1911.

______

Mrs. Mina

ami

William

Ellsworth, is
Henry E. Bart-

B.

2.

Mrs. Francena Rich has moved to Tren-

days.

at

Mrs. W’ilson Eaton has returned from

splitting
so badly

cut

BEECH

April

days

spent

home.

is

been

few

a

lett’s.

April

months, is borne.

last

April

has

as

*

her friends could wish.

as

Mrs.
the

his neck.

on

H. Titus, of

W.

Mrs.

trator

Daniel Gallison is visiting his daughter,
Mrs. Pearl McFarland.

been discontinued.

NORTH OKLAND.
S. Barton is home from

Isaac

|

home, after
week in Ellsworth on busi-

a

spending

store

Mrs. Laura A.

several

WEST HANCOCK.

ness.

give a
York state dental
society in Albany May tt, and one before
the Massachusetts state society in Boston
May 12.
beforo the

clinic

spending

noticeidK

hereoy gives
been duly appointed
THEhede has
boni»
of the
subscriber

“Engaging

who has been

Liniment. There is no telling when it may
be wanted in «u*e of an accident or ernerin all cases of
genc.y. It is most excellent
Sold
rheumatism, sprains and bruises.
by ell dealers.

em-

Pervear,
Brooklin,
Janet,” was iting Mrs. Wilson Eaton.
Congregational vestry Friday
James T. Grant baa returned

farce,
at the

H. O. Staples, who baa been in town
several days on business, and viaitiug bis
sister, Mrs. Dora iiauscoin, has returned

Every family, and especially those who
reside in the couutry, should be provided
at all times with a bottle of Chamberlain's

been

.....

at

Any Hkiu itching is a temper-tester. The
Doan's
more you scratch the worse it itches.
Oiutuient cures piles, ecxeina—auy skin Itching. At ail drug stores.—Advt.

Mrs. M. O. Steele, who has been with
her daughter, Mrs. Ida Stanley, returned
to Somerville Monday.

—

riding-horae.

Rab.

friends.

THE

ton.

3.

visiting

been

1

bought a pair of work horses.
Fred Page took a trip to Rockland
Saturday, and brought home a pretty

April

Two sizes, 60c. and fl.UO.

guarantee back

Thurston,
weeks, is better.
C. H. Allen went to Rockland Tuesday

home.

cure dandruff, prevent baldstimulate the scalp and hair roots,
P falling hair and
grow new hair, that
personally give our positive guarantee
rtfu°d every penny
paid na for it in

?.Very Glance where it does not give enaatisfaetion to the user.
Btxall **93*’ Hair Tonic it as
pleasant to

three

she has

j

wood

been ill

where

I wish I could induce every

and Iron Tonic VINOL. It restored our little daughter to heaMi
and strength after everything else
had failed.”—Mrs. C. W. .Stomp,
Canton, Ohio.
Mrs. F. P. Skonnard, of Miaae-

Miss Ina Banker has returned from Bar

j

and

0D,C

0

who has

“

mother, who has a delicate, sicMy
child,to try your delicious Cod Liver

Forrest Reed and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a daughter,
Burr Perkins is spending his Easter her usual good health during the winter, J
March 28.
vacation with Mrs. Charles Devereux.
but was taken with pneumonia and was ill
| Benjamin Carter, jr., and wife are receivMrs. Cora Bogbec, of Bangor, spent only three days. Mrs. Snowman in early
ing congratulations on the birth of a
several days last week with Aaron Cham- life lived in Brewer, where her husband,
March 29.
Gilbert Snowman, died in 1868. She has I daughter,
berlln and wife.
Herbert Sawyer went to Owl’s Head
made
her home in Orland several years.
Miss Ruth Sargent, of Sargeotville,
She leaves three sons Fred O. and Eben last Monday, called there by the illness
spent Friday and Saturday with Dr. E. E.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
L. Snowman, of Orland, and Lewis A. j of his brother-in-law, Capt. Liewellyn
be has been duly appointed administraPhil brook and wife.
tor of the estate of
Snowman, of Penobscot, and two r.augh- j Norwood, of Owl’s Head light-station.
Parker Fuller, of Rockland, is spending
ABEL B. BARTLETT, late of TREMONTv
Mariners are leaving home for the seaMrs. A. B. Hutchins and Mrs. j
ters
in the county of Hancock, deceased, amd
everal days at the Castine house, the
Cnarles W. Soper, both of Orland.
son.
Capt. John Latty has started his given bonds as the law directs All perguest of J. M. Vogwll.
against the estate
vessel, Lizzie D. Small, from Bass Harbor, sons having demands
of said deceased are desired to present
Hancock lodge, F. and A. M., will hold !
PARTRIDGE COVE.
where she wintered. Henry Robbins is tbe same for
settlement, and ail indebted
a regular meeting on Thursday evening. J
make payment ImEdgar Springer has moved his family to his steward. W. D. Walls is mate of I thereto are requested toWm.
W. A. Hhath,
mediately.
The third degree will be conferred on one the Sound.
schooner J. M. Harlow.
March 28, 1911.
candidate.
3.
N.
April
of
Miss Nellie
is vis-

Master Allan

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Fred

Wo have a
remedy that has a record of
growing hair and curing baldness in 93
?°l of every 100 cases where used aecord•&K lo directions for a reasonable
length
•
lime. That may seem like a strong
•lament— It is, and we mean it to be,
•atf no one
should doubt it until they
••ve put our
claims to an actual test.
We are so certain Uexall
“93” Hair

H.

has

Mrs. E. M. Dow, of Fort Kent, made a
short visit here last week. She will also
visit in Portland, Boston and Bucksport.

CASTINE.

■

Don’t Be Bald.

who

Mrs. R. P. Briggs will spend the coming
Sedgwick at the Travelers’ Home.

May Sawyer; also one to Thr EllsAmerican for publication.
Lida E. Cousins,
Geneva B. Youno,

happily

days.
Cap:. C.

cold.

a severe

Do

Jo

Children
Sickly
Letters from Mothers

nicely.

week in

Linda B. Ralph,
Committee.

the arrival of th* Lr

A. Conary has gone among the
island* to pick up clams for the factory,
! which will open this week, with K. M.
Buckminster us foreman,
The Staples Vaudeville Co. will play
| here Friday and Saturday evenings of
| this week. This company has bten lately
! formed
by residents of Brookliu and

£fcomiannrnt*

Spray.

The

Trenton,

here.

iu

out

which

house

the

k>*h and Leroy Five have the largest
lot of w k1 out on the bank ready for

»hipB>.;i

in-

Miss IS. II. Cole has gone to Sargentvliie to care for Mrs. C. 11. Dority, who is
ill.
•A. P. Robe rts and wife have moved into

grip

ill of

telephone

a

stalled in bis bouse.

heart trouble.

ar-

Sunday—Louis
friend, Mr. Orr.

Augustus Carter and wife.

T. J- Pervear has bad

L.

:

.Til BKOOKUN.
tad

a

iv

**'

JPAersas,

Rockland

to

Rev. Fred Tingley preached his first serhere Sunday forenoon. All are glad
last year, is home.
Mr. Tingley is to spend a year with us.
Work in H. P. Burrill’s saw mill was j
delayed a w eek by the breaking of a part ! Schools began Monday, April 3. Miss
Edith Hadley, of Brooks, teaches the
of the sawing gear.
and Mrs. Fred Birlera, of
Mrs. F. W. Fogg visited her sister, Mrs. grammar grade,
j this place, the primary.
J. E. Turner, in Brewer last week, return- !
Charles Trussell and wife, of New York,
ing home Wednesday.
are visiting
Wilford Trussell and wife.
Miss Alice Black, of Bangor, now teachMr. Trussell snd wife have not been here
ing in Machias normal school, visited her
since they left the island sixteen years
aunt, Mrs. G. W. Brewster, last week.
ago, and note many changes.
B.
April 3.
Capt. Eben C. Rosebrook died Sunday
BLUEHILL PALLB.
afternoon, after having a shock Saturday
evening.
Roy Hall and Eben McFarland are ill.
Capt. Rosebrook had been ill
Mrs. Hanuh Duffle is visiting her par- about three weeks, but had been up for
j
several days. Saturday he sat up all day,
ents in Brooksville.

George Maynard,
ployed in Boston the

season came on

_

Banker went
bnaineoa.

Everett Wedge returned from Bar Harbor hospital Wednesday, and is doing

Mrs. Arie Burrill, of Brewer, visited
relatives here a few days recently.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

I

week.

quiet
relatives and

who

Une Femme.

Schools begin April 10.

with

ased,
fsflLily,

elected for its
captain; Thomas

has

team

SEDGWICK.

Christian

advanced

iu

and

*•:<!<•» with them.

h»*r

.g
n

baseball

The

J*nv f Wardwell, died
Perkin* district Toee.?;* r a week's illness of
hi
-.
Mrs. Wardwell
i*t»> s t mind and heart
of

\

r-

W.

Fitz

officer, Leonell Flye,
manager.
Mrs. Leary,
district.
April 3.
L. J. Peterson,

x‘-»iuna

as-

as follows:
Oration,
Edith
9.
Kane;
Bridges;
history,
prophecy, Uelcn L. Mayo; presentation of
gifts, LeoneA A. Flye; salutatory, Elsie
Sherman; valedictory, Marie F. Jordan;
essa\s, Harry Bridges and Thomas Leary.

work

W,(

i

parts

been

have

residents to

summer

house with

Harbor,

Mt. Height.

Von Gartnaer and his
April 3.

The

senior class

signed

MU- Marion Coombs, of Islesboro, has
return

lot at

Tyler lias moved his family into
bouse, recently purchased from James

Mrs. Jennie Bridges, who has been vieitiag relatives here, returned to Penobscot

guests at

family

worth

Victor A. Friend, of Melrose, Mass., will
deliver the memorial address at the Baptist church Tuesday evening, May 30.

Mrs. laicy Mixer, who was taken suddenly ill last Tuesday, is improving.
Harvey Webster returned to Isles boro
Friday to resume his work ic a sawmill.

been

in the

on

Capt. Willis Banker went to Portland
Monday on business.
Mm. J. Y. Hpurling is confined to the

Mrs. Horace Grant is visiting her mother, Mrs. Maggie Maynard.

sent here lor burial

was

Tyler.

Ward wall begin# the school
is the chapel district to-day.
Hum Klla Perkins, of Gaatine, is visiting
bet mother, Mrs. Alma Perkins.
Miss Emma

who has-

body

Charles
his

Young is very low.

tt.*v* Conner and

whose

Monday

DEDHAM.

with them in the loss of their little

thize

What

CRANBERRY BALES.
Loander

E. W. Burrill has been seriously ill of

The friends here of George Parker and

child,

COUNTY NEWS.

Barnard, of Ellsworth, officiating. Sympathy is extended to the family.
F.
April 3.

wife, of Danvers, Mass., deeply sympa-

rive for the

BROOKLYN.

Hinckjanes B. Bettel and Thomaa I.
drawn to serve on the
ley have been
W. Brooks Wescott on
inverse jury and
term of coart
lbs grand jury at the April

and

in poor health three
He it left with two little daughters. The famil^ came here three years
ago from Lawrenoe, Mass., for the benefit
of Mr. Hoyt*s health. Last fall he purchased the house owned by Edward Lord,
of Ellsworth Falls, and intended to move
his family there this spring. The fnnersl
was held at the home
Sunday, Kev. O. G.

Mi««

The first of the

Xknophov.

Clifton Stanley left for Boston Monday.
G. C. Hall returned from Somerville,

|peading

much

hatband,who hot been

years.

HOUTHWE8T HARBOR.
Eunice Coggins, of Lemoine, is
Harry E.
Hamilton, of Greenfield, visiting her sister, Mrs. Kobie Norwood.
Hebert Cousin*, of Old Town, is spendMass., a native of this plaoe, ia about to
erect a aommer home on land of bis ing bis spring vacation with his
ancle,
father, Henry Hamilton, near tbe shore. O. W. Cousins.
•
The honsehold furnishings have already
Everton and Earl Oott, who have been
ooroe, and have been stored to await the employed
daring the winter in a foundry
completion of the cottage. Mr. Hamilton in Providence, it 1., are at home.
will be here in a few days to purchase
The grip is still raging here. Mrs. P. C.
material and begin work.
Clark, who bad just brought her three
William T. Hale attended the drama girls
through severe attacks, took her
presented by the Red Men at Atlantic, turn with it last week. Mrs. A. M.
Thursday evening.
Lawtou and her aunt, Mrs. Hannah
Everett llale is seriously ill at the home Holden, who is visiting her, were prosof bis father-in-law, Wellington Redman, trated last week.
Mrs George K. Fuller
of bronchial pneumonia.
has been seriously ill ten
days, but is
Capt. Pearl Tapley has gone to Join tbe now able to sit up a little. Mrs,. J. B.
when
on
the
Mason,
schooner Carrie A. Bucknam
mending hand
now
in
from the grip, had a relapse which deRockland. He will go as mate.
much
worse
than
bronchitis,
Among others who are down with colds veloped
the originiai atUck. Mrs. Venia
Hodgand grip are George Grindle and
wife, kins was down with a mild attack.
Edward Carter and Henry Giles.

blubhiu.
unatb BluehUl-

IXJUNTY NEW\

1

the

last

**

Hardwick, Vt.,

who

Herbert,
week.
have passed the winter in Boston are |
R.
April 3.
hardware
and
have
their
back,
opened
atore.
WEST BROOKSV1LLE.
The managers of the new canning facIrving Cousins returned from Boston
tory are here, and work is now progress- last week.
ing. H. B. Smith, of thiB place, is boas
Charles Tapley lost a valuable new
carpenter.
milch cow last week.
been
John
who
has
not
Pascal,
Capt.
Charles
Far n ham
has
bought the
here for several years, arrived in bis threeAngier W. Tapley house.
master April 1, to load stone at the J. L.
Mrs. Clara Condon, who has spent the
Goss quarry.
Warren and

Prank

A

new

organ has been

son

purchased by

winter in

the

Plorian S. Small took his

place

is home.

Fred Tapley has purchased a horse to replace the one he lost two weeks ago.
Capt. George H. Tapley, while fitting

postmaster on April 1, in place of S. B. ThurMiss Buckminster is aslow, deceased.
sistant and Miss Eaton clerk, the same as

f^merly.

Ellsworth,

The Rebekaha will give a drama Thursday evening in Odd Fellows hall.

Methodist church. By an entertainment
given Thursday evening, quite a sum was
raised toward paying for it.
as

wood with

a

motor saw, had

quite badly.
April 3.

his left hand

cut

Tomson.

Nihil.

April 3.

ASHVLLLE.
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Schools will

commence

April

John

17.

have been ill of the

Bunker, who has been very
past week, is gaining.
Miss Beatrice Gordon, of East Franklin,
visited relatives here recently.
Greenleaf

Miss Ruth Bragdon has been the guest
of Luther Smith and wife, of Steuben, the

occurred in the annual meeting in Mar h.

wife.

baby

ill the

It is reported that we are to have a
special meeting to remedy illegalities that
Bernice

and

grip-

Addison Harriman, one of the ojdest
residents of this section, has been ill of
the grip.

Coombs returned to her home in

Bucksport last week, after spending a
days with her parents, George Haynes

Tracy

past week.

few

j

«*nd

|

Congratulations are extended two of
Lamorit
popular young
people,
Johnson and Miss Isa Bartlett, who were
our

Reuben E. Qrindle has been appointed ! quietly married
superintendent of schools. At the annual | March 25.
town meeting an effort was made to unite
April 3.

vu.

at the former’s home

on

Phoebe.

|

uuu

miuk

iin

to

open

Merton Whittaker is fitting up
for general repair work.

mo ror some

j„’n,

Misa Gertrude Mason
suiter, Mrs. Jennie Gross.
Leamon Blaisdell and John Gray visited
friends in North Bluehill Sunday.
Miss Winifred Gray left Saturday for

NORTH BLCEHILL.
Harvey Cunningham is ill.
Roy Harrlman is visiting bis mother
Mrs. Fred Candage.
Edward Oillis, of Lewiston,
isvisjun„

Vinalhaven, where she will teach.
Mrs. Mabel Herrick, who has been ill

man

at

4/

shop

a

several weeas, is

slightly improved.

cousin, A. T. Oillis.
Mrs. Sadie Sanborn, of
with her family, ia visiting
N. Bowden snd wife.
bis

Mrs. William Wilt is still confined to

suffering

her room,

with

,J

—

guest of her

is the

wan

hue looked

locawi

her illness.

the

refused to attempt In thla
maudlin fashion to excite sympathy In
the girl who had refused him?
"Since this is to be our last meeting
for years, perhaps forever. I ask you
to permit me to do something for you.
a little favor, a trifle. I wish to remember It In connection with this imrtlng.''
"What is It?' she asked.
“rertnlt me to take that letter to the
mall for you.
I promise you I will
not lobk at the address."
“Oh. there's no hurry about posting
It; It will keep."
What could be more self sacrificing
than for me. haring received my
quietus from Adele, to post her letter
accepting Wllmarth? it would lie typical. of course, but lovers like thing*
typical rather than real.
"Why should there lie delay?" I
asked.
She did not notice the question. She
was evidently Intent njK>a the canalboat. which was uow floating out Into
the open basin.
“Come,— I said, “why should you
delay posting your loiter to Mr. Witmarth?”
It had come out in spite of tan. She
turned and brought her big. honest,
surprised eyes to boar on me.
"I’ardon," I stammered. “I have no
right to assume to whom your letter
la written."
a

gM
Sophias^*/

Rutb Blaisdell is working for Mrs.
Tina Wilt.
Miss Amy Partridge is recovering from
Miss

maddening. Yet I was angry only with myself. Conld there be
anything more pusillanimous than for
This

neuralgia.

Helen Blaisdell la still quite ill, although a little better than last week.
Mrs.

Brook,np,
herj.arsau

Oscar Dyde has returned to
Upp,,
Dam, after spending the winter * ,ih h»
family at P. J tirindle’s.

Hattie Whittaker, who is spending
winter in Buckspoit, has been home a
week.
Mias

the

Mrs. Harriet Saunders died Msrvh r
a short illness st the age of
-evenly
eight years. Although she had hern
to sit up.
poor health for years, her death was an.
E. Wiley, and wife, of Camden, came
expected. She was of a cheerful aplast week to spend the summer here at :
position, a kind snd devoted mother. an<i
their cottage.
will oe greatly missed in her borne. AbW. JL. Wentworth has recently pur- le* res besides her sged
husband, four ion.
chased a boiler and engine, and is getting snd two daughters—
Harvey, of l *-i it,.,
hi* mill ready for sawing long lumber.
ton; Harry, of Urooksville;
Mrs. Harold Parker is recovering from

an

operation

for

and is able

appendicitis,

j

after

Deborah,

o|

Horace Robertson, who ha* been work- i New York; Emma, James and Howard, nf
ing In Greenville daring the winter, i* this place, ail of w hom were here t.. attend
home.
which was held
the fully ral,
Friday,
Henry Dunbar will begin work this Rev. Mr. Hargrove, of Blnehill, olV-istwt
week on a log cabin for Dr. Waiter Clark, ]
April 3.
[i
of New York. It is to be built near the
WALTHAM
Bell camps.

|

Miss Wilds

The Priscilla club met with Mr*. Delia
Wentworth Thursday, with an attendance
of fourteen. It proved to lie one of the

enjoyable
April 3

most

of the

Jordan

is

visiting

isto,,

p

in Eden.

F'thel Hsaicni is working f.

Mi**

r

Mrs.

Alden ilsslem.

season.

M.

Mrs. Clara Reid, of Sullivan, iHaslcm's.

at

M

ton

EAST SULLIVAN.
M is*

Ruth

Bragdon spent last

success

Alien and wife, who have son
several weeks, have returmd to
tbeir borne In Hail's Cove.
Charles

in town

Mrs. Mary Graham, who is (Tver ninety
ill at the home of

years of age, is seriously
her son, George Graham.

Mrs. E. W. Hill, of Bar Harbor,
Mrs.

Monday to attend
Delphir.a Wooster.

was

B. F. Jordan has purchased a tine pair
of horse* of F. M. Usynor, of Ellsworth.
He acid bis old ones to 11. B. Phillips.
H.
April 3.

in

the funeral of

_

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

Mrs. Frank Graham, of Bar Harbor, was
in town Saturday, called by the illness of
her husband's grandmother, Mrs. Mary

Mia* Margaret
Hampden.

Graham.

The baked-bean supper Saturday evening, followed by basket-ball between the
local teams, was largely attended. The
proceeds largely diminished the deficit on
the

angrily.

at

were

in the

The senior claaa of O. 8. A.. Bloehill,
the drums, MWUlowdale,” it
hall Monday evening, April!
The many friends here of Chandler

presented
Hagaduce
Bowden,
tion for

April

“To what emotions do you refyr?" ;
she asked.
“To name them would be to offend

are

after

pleated to
an

opera-

3.

(J.

WEST 81'RKY
Mra. Kliza Lufkin is ill.
her out again soon.

All hoj»e

to see

Mrs. Harry Leach, of Bluehdl, visited
parents, Stephen E. Qrindle and wife,

her

last week.
Mrs.

Joanna 8. .McLain died

at

h»

hoc.

r

Friday night, at the age of seventy*
five years, after a long lilne**. Stir team
two eons- Frederick W., of Hanc< !t. and
sister
Hollis M. Wilhna, of this plat
Mra. Harriet billings, of North Orlaad.
here

1

Monday, April

Sargentville,
rapid recovery
appendicitis.
of

hear of his

j

open

Wade Urindle has returned to his %cbool
North Haven.

Albert P. Leach, who has been condacd
home the past few weeks with a
fever, is much better.

church April

faint smile hovering about Adele’s 2. The hard wood given
by the grange
me beyond endurance.
sewing circle, sawed by B. C. Baker, fed
"You wish to remember some favor into the stove
by E. 1). Noyes, was apyou have done me," she said. “I can't preciated even if robins and wild geese
think of anything else than that you hs\e
appeared.
should save me the trouble of posting
Miss Isa Bartlett, daughter of Moses
It will certainly cost you
my letter.
Bartlett, of the Sullivan creamery, and E.
no extra effort since you have a letter
Limoni Johnson, son of Herbert Johnson
of your owu to post.”
and wife, were married Saturday evening,
This was altogether too cold blooded
March 25, by F. A. Noyes, esq., at the
for me to |mt up with.
I arose and,
residence of the groom. Only the immebowing formally, said:
diate families were present.
”1 have no concern In your affairs.
1 apologize for a virtual reoi>eulng of j Thursday evening a fast and clean game
of basket-ball
was played between the
a subject closed by you last evening.
I am going to the otllce to post my Scalaw ags, of East Sullivan, and Wrinkles,
letter, which decides my going to China. of Winter Harbor. Score, 19—16 in favor
I may as well sny goodby to you now. of the home team. Tuesday evening a
By doing so I shall eliminate the risk r turn game will be played in Winter
of tres[mssing again on your most sa- Harbor.
cred emotions."
H.
April 3.
I dare say I presented a tragic appearance delivering myself of these
8LRRY.
words. I certainly Intended to be lm- ! Schools w ill
A

Leon

teaching it

to his

held

lips irritated

pressive.

Snow is

Mra. Jennie Perkina has returned boa*,
after a visit with relatives in Jay.

pastor’s salary.

Services

r- wt»a

George Stanley snd wife returned w
their borne in Brewer Wednesday

Mia» May Patten, our faithful nurse, is
herself ill, much to the regret of her many
friends.

town

given by the Forrest.
socially snd financially.

The dance
week in

Steuben, with relatives.

moments

without speaking, then said abruptly:
“You may post the letter.”
My noble, self sacrificing act, typical
of the greatness of my love for ber.
I was now to do the
had collapsed.
favor as a punishment for thrusting
myself Into her private affairs. She
Intended to crush me. Taking the letter from her belt, she handed it to me.
There Is nothing that lietter represents the waywardness of a lover than
a shuttle.
At uuy rate, it Is typical of
From conmy action at this time.
templating my nobility of soul in
transmitting a favorable answer from
the girl I loved to my rival I saw
myself called upon to do it as an act
of penance.
‘Til lie jinged If I do!” I exclaimed

—

and one brother-Gilbert Davis, of Surry.
The funeral was held at the chapel Banday. The bearers were U. If. Saunders,6.
G. Cunningham, H. 8. Leach and Chart*
Dunbar. Rev. O. W. M. Keyes ait. ited.

10.

Lord went to Boston last week.

Mrs. Roscoe Ganpar and child are ill.
Mrs. Francis Smith, who has been ill, is
better.

I*
again.”
April 3.
"Sit down.” she said quietly.
Della Thompson, of East Bluehill, is vis- I
I seated myself with reluctance.
I iting Mrs. Lena
bucksport.
Gaspar.
was
much dissatisfied with
myself
Henri W. Smith, a former r« 'lent
Mrs.
Crocker is visiting her
Mary
and decided to end a scene that was
Buck snort, died at hia home *t H< nerfUk*
mother, Mrs. Reuben Osgood.
becoming unendurable.
March £». of pnesArbutus grange will observe its sixth Mass.. Wednesday.

“I aiu not sure that I had better
mail this letter," she said.
I made no reply. I pricked up my

"By sending it I may spoil a career."
“I ilid not suppose anything could
spoil the career of so high and mighty

will make much difference to its recipient.
It’s the inside of a letter that
interests one.”
"It’s singular that you and I have
met on a similar errand.
I’m on my
way to the postoffice to mall a letter.”
This did not seem to interest her;
at least she made no reply to the remark.
The postofflce was but a few
hundred yards ahead of us. Crossing
a walk leading from the village. 1
struck Into It
Adele followed.
I had no sooner done so than' I was
dissatisfied with myself.
Had not
Adele settled the matter between us?
What weakness to keep up an association that could lead to no good!
The truth Is I was desperate.
It is
one thing for a man to be obliged to
give up a woman he loves and another
to give her up to some particular man.
The evening before I had been condemned; in this letter I saw my execution

a

anniversary Friday evening, April

person.”

George Staples died suddenly
Friday. Although he had

sympathy
Word

Catarrh la Probably tbo C'ansr.

of alt.

has

been

Kid

<■«*

of the Cause.

If you have catarrh and have c*

received

staut ringing noises in your ear*, a*1
tnro the matter at once
It’s a pretty sure sign that catarri
is spreadi. g ami is making its **'
tubes tb»>
the

here of the

on March 8, at
Whittier, Cal., of
Koscoe, only son of G. W. Hutchings and
wife, formerly of Surry, who moved to
California about twenty years ago. For through
lead I rom

Eustachian
the nose to the ears.
When catarrh gets to the ears P*‘
tial deafness follows.
If you bs
Kemp, ringing noises in your ears, ff° ^9. vi
of Montebello, and Mrs. Herbert
Hunt, of Parcher to-day and get a II
Whittier.
.,
outfit and drive nut catarrh.
To cure catarrh HYOMEt show*
3
AP*>‘
__Anon, be breathed through a pocket mb*
I for ab ut three
minutes, four or
bah hakbok.
times a day. Just pour a few urcp
Walter E., sou of Walter E. Kodick and
into the hard rubber inhaler *
wile, died Tuesday, March 28, at the
age breathe it for a few minutes.
m
of twenty-one years. The cause of
it kilts the germs; soothes the
death
was diabetes.
Mr. Kodick had been in tat ion; heals the inflaniation;
poor health a long time. A severe cold bawkimr. spitting and snuffling.
and stuck of
HYOMKI keeps the throat
grip hastened the end. Befrom mucus and pieveuts crusts
sides his parents, he is survived
a
sister
by
nose.
4,
-Miss Hazel Rodiyk, one brother
Leon,
The complete HYOM El outfit, «
and a half (irother A. Stroud
Kodick.
includes the little indestructible
[
rublier inhaler, a bottle of
OBITUARY.
and simple instructiorrs for use, V.pi
Capt. Frank M. Conners, one'of the $100. Separate bottles of In* •,
best-known residents ot Bar Harbor, died cost 50 cents at druggists e» ^
wiio -,
Sunday, aged sevsbty-three years, sftera where, or ai <1. A 1’archer s,
long illness of grip, which at his ad- it on hnoiey-back plan. Tty itor
for catarrh, coughs, colds
vanced age he was unable to throw
off.
throat.
Free trial trottle by >
‘Ir
Capt. Conners had made bis home m iog
Booth's Ilyomei Co., 1>"
Bar Harbor for
many years. With his N. Y.
the

past ten years he had been mail carrier
at Norwalk. Besides his
parents, he is
survived by two sisters-Mrs. E. 8.

••••••

stupid jealousy.”

his

been in

death

It was addressed to me.
Seizing it, I tore It open. It was a
retraction of what I had been told
the night before.

I

Are You Deai?

poor health, his death was unexpected, i
His aged mother and his brother have the

superscription.

I did not post my letter and did not
Wllmarth is just as
go to China.
prominent a« when be left college and
in Just as comparatively small a way.
He has not developed. These fellows
who promise a great deal in yonih
are often disappointing.
As for me. I
have succeeded far better than 1 had
reason to expect.
At any rate, I have
advanced from what little I was. while
And everymy rival has stood still.
body knows that to stand still Is to
retrograde. I sometimes twit my wife
with having come pretty near marrying Wllmarth, whereupon she replies:
“I never thought of such a thing.
You built the whole affair up in your
own brain without the slightest foundation on which to place it aud with
no
other material than yonr own

at

the only son of Mrs k.
K*v > *
H*
this town

was

■lirjcrttfltmnts.

Clough.
j llayirond Cousins left Tuesday for Boston, where he has employment on a yacht
considered
for the season.
heme

He

C. Small, of
widow.

Curtis has gone to Bahgor,
keep house for her sister.
I
Mrs. Lizzie Staples has moved to the
hopie of her daughter, Mrs. Howard

“I did not suppose you
him such."
“He considers himself one of the future leaders of the world.”
“He has no such opinion of himself.
His worst fault is overmodesty."
“Oh, heavens”’ I exclaimed, starting
to Mae. I was prevented by her laying a hand on mine. With the other
hand she took the letter from her belt
and held it so that I could see tba

•

rnonia.

8.

Florence

where she will

ears.

amc

Neither Adele nor I spoke till we
reached a side hill on which was a rustic bench. There we seated ourselves.
I remember a few things In the landThere
scape before and beneath us.
were scattered dwellings and a church.
Through the fields ran a i^nnl with
locks, in oue of which men were lowering a boat.
I was far too preoccu
pied to have noticed this had not Adele
said:
"I’m always interested in seeing a
cans (boat go through locks.”
“Especially when it’s let down to its

going

—

urday.

gates."

there
It may seem paradoxical,
is nothing more dreary than a beautiful morning when one carries a load
1 had left Adele the
on
his heart.
night before, she having told me that
she honored and respected me, but
would not uiarry me. And now 1 was
walking on the road to the village to
post a letter accepting an offer my unde, who was In the ten trade, had
made me of a posllion in his counting
The beauty of on
room at Hongkong.
opening spring mocked me. The warm
sunshine, the sprouting leaves, that
delicate pale robe I>ume Nature was
putting on. contrasted painfully with
the loss of the girl I loved and from
whom I was about to permanently
separate myself by going to live in a
barbarous land. A robin on a limb of
a tree, cocking his bead on one side,
looked at me. seeming to smile and
say at the same time, "Poor fellow!"
A chipmunk sat up on the top rail of
........_
a fence eying me roguishly, and some
how lie si-canal to be saying to me inthis town with Orland and Castine for
"
''
congruously: “Cheer up, cheer up!
\TT>
the purpose of betier school supervision,
You'll fare better next time!"
but the other towns did not endorse the
1 knew very well why Adele had reEAST SIT.LI VAN.
plan.
it was all on account of
fused me.
is
Mass.,
OBITUARY.
Herbert Leach, of Brockton,
He had come on to the
WUmnrth.
n
and
o(
Jas
father,
with
hispending a few days
Delphina A., daughter
held not more than a month lx-fore
in
fi»*t
L.
boro
was
of
who i« very ill at the home
George
Mary (Simpson' Lord,
with that air of superiority some men
Snllivan <**pt. 5, 1827, aud died litre 3iairb Leach.
a!-,v. ys <arry about them—an air of
L.
to
H.
Henry
Tpt.
25, MU. She was married
April 3.
intellec tual supremacy. When one ex.era
born
children
Four
Wooster in this
pressed an opinion in his presence he
WEST EDEN.
to them—Arabella, wife of Capt. Hollis l.
would put on a look as much ns to
T.
of
Alvin
wife
Wilson;
Miss Eleanor Kittredge has gone to
Higgins; Alice,
say, “My dear fellow, 1 have long ago
of
widow
Elizabeth,
Capt. Charles H.;
Pretty Marsh to resume her school.
solved that problem, but you—why. it
Wilton K. S.mpson. She is survived by
Mias Octavia C. Hamor has gone to liar
is far beyond your comprehension."
—Mrs.
Higgins
her son and two daughters
Harbor to work in the Jellison millinery
He was graduated at the biggest uniwith
latter
the
living
and Mrs. Simpson,
shop.
versity In the lHud, was elected to the
her mother.
biggest fraternity and was the biggest
Mrs. E. E. Sargent spent tbe past week
her
in
was
eighty-fourth
Mrs. Wooster
all round man in college while there.
at Bar Harbor, tbe guest of Mrs. Flora
with
the
year, yet she seemed charged
And. stepping out as the biggest man
Grindle.
in
hart
lived
She
spirit of eternal youth.
from among undergraduates, he had
Seal
to
make
has
to
Nettie
and
Mrs.
Higgins
gone
her
helped
life,
this town all
stepped into the possession of what,
Harbor, where she is employed atM.C
its history, and who shall say that the inwith me was
so far as competition
can
Marshall's.
a
strong personality
fluence of such
concerned, was the biggest fortune in
does
but
a
country village,
be bounded by
The drama, “The Village Schoolmarm,”
When tills great young
the world.
not pass out in waveB ol influence to was presented by local talent last Tuesman expressed a desire to possess the
world?
the
of
all
•ingle with the history
day and Wednesday evenings. Tbe play
I wanted what chance had I?
only surviving was a great success, and showed much girl
William J. Lord is the
a point beyond which the
Reaching
leaves
She
member of her father’s family.
work on the part of the younger ones,
road met another. 1 saw Adele coming
West
of
P.
Frank
Noyes,
two nicces-Mrs.
who had not attempted anything in
If men have any
on the other road.
Goulds boro; and Mrs. George L. Osgood, this line before. The net proceeds were
one advantage over women it is in
Kenand
two
grandsonsol Ayer, Mass.,
$53, which will be used in defraying ex- possessing pockets. We each carried
neth and Hollis Wooster, of Kockport.
penses of the Grange hall.
a letter, and, while mine was hidden
M.
Mrs. Wooster, having a sea -captain husApril 3.
away in my pocket, Adele was obliged
of
a
wife
the
a
daughter
band, son and
As soon ns
to carry hers in her hand.
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
captain, has all her married life lived in
she saw me she showed plainly that
spirit with those “that go down to the sea
Mrs. George Day is no better.
she would very much like to get rid
iu ships’’. Possessed of a wonderful memoMrs. George Bickford is improving.
of that letter.
But, poor girl, what
as
ry, she was an authority on sea history
could she do? A man without pockets
Miss Alice Eaton spent last week in
well as land.
—if such a case is supposabio— might
Funeral services were held at the late Ellsworth.
put it in his hat; a woman, unless sh€
Miss Rosa Henderson, of Bargentville, is
home Monday afternoon, conducted by
carried a hand bag. which Adele did
of
Ellsworth, a at home fora short time.
Kev. O. G. Barnard,
not, must needs keep it where all the
during his former
School commenced Monday, with Miss
particular friend
world can see.
The flowers were very Lizzie
pastorate here.
Grindle, ef Bluehill, as teacher.
I was a lover of long standing,
beautiful.
Fifteen from here attended the grange
though I had only recently avowed my
Mrs.
Higgins was next due at San
Bluehill
and
a
at
East
report
anniversary
love.
Adele had not the heart to
Juan, P. R., and Capt Wooster at Norfork, fine time.
! throw me over without preparing me
Va., at the time ol their mother’s death.
Miss Evelyn Hutchins, of North Sedgfor the ordeal.
She wouldn’t accept
HApril 3.
wick, is visiting her grandparents, Allen
Wilmarth until she had dispatched me.
Henderson and wife.
I had the evening before brought matSTONINGTON.
ters to a crisis, and she had run me
Miss Gertie Henderson, who has been
Norman Torrey is at home from Cushthrough the heart. Having done so.
working for Mrs. Rose Steele, has reisg academy for the Easter vacation.
there was nothing to prevent her givturned to her home at Seaville.
moved
to
have
wife
and
Arthur Smith
ing Wilmarth a definite answer to his
C.
April 3.
he
has
where
employment.
Portland,
suit. She had written it in the form
of an acceptance.
Mrs. Fred Thurlow, who has been at
EAST
BLUE
HILL.
This is the reasoning I went through
Northeast Harbor for a month, is home.
S. Watson Cousins died March 2b.
in my mind as to why Adele carried
Mi6S H. May McKenzie and Mi9s L.
that letter.
Miss Emma \oung is visiting friends
Walker are attending normal school at
Adele came to the fork of the road
here.
Castine.
Since
she
evidently embarrassed.
W. F. Chapman is home from Redstone,
Mrs. C. H. S. Webb and her daughter,
could not get rid of the letter just be
Mrs. Johnson, who have been very ill, are N. H.
fore meeting me she tucked it in her
in roving.
Mrs. Charles Miller is home from Rockbelt,
I
noticed she was careful to
A three-master is taking on paving at land.
place the address inward so that it
the Candage wharf for Joseph Leopold &
A son was born to Oren Karls and wife
could not be seen. She was blushing
Co., of New York.
April 3.
to the roots of her hair.
If there was
week
for
Miss Ruth Grin die nas gone to Isle a u
Eugene H. Thurlow leaves this
any doubt iu my mind before that the
letter was for Wilmarth there was
Idaho, where he will be employed. Mrs. Haul to teach.
Thurlow will go later in the summer.
none now.
Mrs. John Tufts, of Rockland, is visit“Why do you crumple your letter?”
George F. Lewis, of North Haven, is in ing her daughter, Mrs. Archie Long.
I said.
“It will not be presentable
town looking over the water system, as
Mrs. Harold Amick and little daughwheu received,”
it is desired to establish one in his tow n.
ter Beulah came from
latt
but

Kwi|0Z*

EAST OKLAND.
George Partridge is ill.
Miss Olive Farnbam was in Bangor Sat-

week for China."
The aflpouucemcnt didn't seem to
bring the slightest pang to her; at
least she gave evidence of none.
“They're letting the water out of the
lock now," she remarked.
“I have given my promise to remain
In China live years before returning to
America, and then only to stay a few
months."
"Now they're

brother, Alfred E„ be was for
ytm in the boat end wharf busii»M
was a knight templar and
Odd
and a member of other fraternal
organ!. *'
He wag Junior warden
tiona.
o(
Saviour's Episcopal church.
He leaves three brothers
(*pt.
E. Conner* snd John W. Conner*.
0f
Harbor, and Lewis Conners, who it
in the West; a lister
Mrs.
bury, snd seven children
Charles
Frank Conners, Mr*. John H.
Rich,
Charles C. Morrison, and Mr*.
o
Preble, of Bar Harbor, Mrs. Loren K.
gin.'
of
Northeast
ball,
Harbor, and Miss Be.
trice Conners, of Boston.

COUNTY NEWX

“You
I said gloomily.
future level
haven’t asked me to whom my letter
has been written."
“It would not be polite to do so.”
“It Is to my unde, accepting the posiI sail next
tion he has offered me.

4Bnm»«rnmt».
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j

l"j()re

j

